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Abstract
Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) are the leading tech-
nology for low noise, high efficiency infrared single-photon detection. The basic
SNSPD consists of a nanowire patterned in an ultrathin superconducting thin film,
which is cooled below its critical temperature and biased close to its critical cur-
rent. The absorption of a single-photon creates a resistive region, triggering a fast
output voltage pulse which can be readily amplified and registered. The excellent
performance of SNSPDs at near infrared and telecommunications wavelengths has
led to their adoption in important applications such as quantum secure communic-
ations, single-photon spectroscopy and single-photon LIDAR. A clear challenge for
the SNSPD community is to extend the spectral range of SNSPDs into the mid
infrared, and to improve material uniformity to enable the realization of large area
arrays for multimode or free space coupling. The aim of this work is to evaluate
potential materials for next generation mid-infrared SNSPD arrays. In this work,
thin films of polycrystalline NbN and amorphous MoSi have been optimized to test
the uniformity of a multipixel array configuration composed of 8 nanowire meander
structures covering 10 µm x 10 µm area, 100 nm width and 50% filling factor. The
8-pixels SNSPD arrays have been patterned on 8 nm thickness NbN grown on high
resistivity silicon (HR Si) substrate at room temperature and at 800 °C exhibiting
respectively 4.4 K and 7.3 K as mean critical temperature across the pixels. The 8-
pixels SNSPD array patterned on 8 nm thickness MoSi cooling the HR Si substrate
to −180 °C has exhibited a mean critical temperature of 3.2 K across the pixels. Op-
tical properties have been measured by an attenuated 1550 nm laser diode source
delivered by single mode optical fibre at a controlled distance from the chip in order
to broadly illuminate the array. The optical properties have been studied only for
the 8 nm thickness NbN SNSPD array grown at room temperature has demonstrated
uniform optical properties across pixels exhibiting similar saturation of the internal
efficiency over a large bias, similar dark count rate and similar timing jitter (about
137 ps) across pixels. In the single photon regime at 1550 nm, pixels 4 and 6 of the
8 nm thick NbN SNSPD array exhibit 28.4% and 4.7% pixel detection efficiency as
measured at the bias current 95% of their respective critical current at 2.2 K.
i
Physics does not consist only of atomic research,
science does not consist only of physics,
and life does not consist only of science.
The aim of atomic research is to fit our empirical knowledge
concerning it into our other thinking.
Erwin Schro¨dinger (1887-1961)
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5.1 a) Layout of the multipixel array scheme designed for this work. The
layout has been designed by LayoutEditor software. Pixels are in-
stalled in in 50 Ohm coplanar waveguides (CPWs). The structure is
adapted to be printed on substrates covering a 4 mm × 4 mm die.
Markers are required to align the e-beam tool (section 3.3.2) during
the fabrication of nanowires and waveguides. The layout is designed
for a positive-tone e-beam resist: the layers represent zones for ex-
posure.b) Sketch of the 8-pixels structure. The structure covers 30
µm x 56.4 µm area (red rectangle). Each pixel is a meander square
covering 10 µm × 10 µm area, the width of nanowires is 100 nm with
50% filling factor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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O-xylene development. Au/Ti (yellow) is then deposited on the
material. The lift-off process removes gold parts onto the resist.
d)Nanostructure design step: positive-tone ZEP520 resist is spun
onto the device and after the e-beam process and the development
in O-xylene, waveguides and the array structure (green) are printed.
The array structure is observed in detail via SEM analysis[Fig.5.3].e)
Dry etching: the array structure is defined exposing the device with
CF4 plasma that removes material parts not necessary leaving the
substrate(grey). The positive-tone ZEP520 is stripped via acetone. . . 89
5.3 SEM images of the SNSPD array realized via 8 nm thickness NbN.
a) The system is composed of 8 pixels. b)-c) Each pixel is a meander
structure 10 µm x 10 µm square, 100 nm width and 50% filling factor.
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in common. Images are taken from scanning electron microscope
systems a) SU8200 and b) S4700 both installed in the JWNC. The
black zone represents the metal. The clear zone is the e-beam resist
ZEP520. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
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by the use of thin steel shims. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The detection of single quanta of electromagnetic radiation (single photons) has been
motivated by applications such as medical imaging and diagnosis, chemical analysis,
astronomy and communication. Quantum technologies for information processing
promise unparalleled information processing and secure telecommunications capab-
ilities. Modern single photon detectors like the PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) or
the Single Photon Avalanche PhotoDiode Detector (SPAD) are still widely used
in many photon-counting applications. In 2001, Gol’tsman realized a detector via
thin film NbN superconductor patterned into a nanowire via electron beam litho-
graphy. This device demonstrated a single photon sensitivity to 810 nm wavelength
photons with excellent timing resolution[1]. In general a Superconducting Nanowire
Single Photon Detector (SNSPD) is a device that works at liquid helium temper-
ature (about 4 K) and is current-biased just below the superconducting critical
current. When a photon is detected by the device, this generates a series of non-
equilibrium effects that generate a resistive state along the width the device causing
a voltage drop. The microscopic physical mechanism in the nanowire after ab-
sorbing an incident photon is explained by the so called hot-spot model[2, 3] and
it will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. Since the first considerations,
this type of detector has stimulated ambitious research by many groups across the
world[4]. SNSPDs gain from an extremely wide spectral sensitivity from the X-
ray[5] to the mid-infrared regime[6]. It is even used for neutron measurements and
other elementary particles[7]. A very low dark count rate[8] and non-comparable
low time jitter values down to 3 ps[9] make them interesting for time-correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC) measurements[10]. This intensive research effort
has led highly competitive detector parameters, making them suitable for many ap-
plications in optics, communication and imaging[4, 11]. Up to now, much research
has been done to optimize the detection parameters like detection efficiency, dark
count rate, recovery time and jitter times[11]. Many single-photon detector tech-
nologies have been implemented in array formats, including Geiger-mode avalanche
photodiode[12, 13], microchannel plates[14, 15], and transition edge sensors[16, 17].
Linear arrays can be used to extract spectral information using a diffraction grating
or prism, and two-dimensional arrays are often used to extract spatial information
while maintaining the temporal information and single-photon sensitivity that the
individual single photon detectors provide. Alternatively, by spreading a single op-
tical mode across multiple single-photon detectors, photon-number-resolution[18, 19]
and higher counting rates[19] can be achieved.
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1.1 Motivation
One of the challenges in the fabrication of SNSPD arrays is the choice of the super-
conducting material. This choice is based on two factors: by the optical properties
of the material at telecommunications wavelength (1550 nm) or in general in the
infrared range and by the uniformity of the superconducting properties of the mater-
ials. Uniformity becomes relevant especially for the fabrication of large area arrays.
The standard material used for SNSPD fabrication is polycrystalline NbN, chosen
mainly for its high critical temperature for very thin films[20] but its crystalline
structure makes this material susceptible to constrictions over large area limiting
the active area of the SNSPD to a maximum of 63 µm x 63 µm[21]. However,
amorphous materials such as MoSi are also desirable for the fabrication of SNSPDs
due to their lack of a well-defined crystal structure and they can can easily depos-
ited on any substrate without a particular lattice matching allowing high degree of
homogeneity and uniformity over large areas[22]. The aim of this research is focused
on testing the uniformity of multipixel SNSPD array fabricated via NbN and MoSi
thin films in terms of their superconducting properties and of their optical properties
at telecommunications wavelength.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured as follows:
 Chapter 2: Background
In this chapter the theoretical background behind SNSPDs is explained. Firstly,
the chapter introduces a brief section about the current state-of-the-art in
photon counting technologies. Then follows a discussion of superconductivity
phenomena, explaining concepts such as the critical temperature and energy
gap. In the next section, the microscopic effects inside the superconductor
after absorption of the photon are explained and the hot-spot model, is intro-
duced. SNSPD metrics such as quantum efficiency, dark counts, timing jitter
and dead time are presented, highlighting recent improvement in each one of
these characteristics. In conclusion, the chapter presents an overview of the
SNSPD multipixel array configuration and recent developments.
 Chapter 3: Experimental Methods
This Chapter explains experimental methods for SNSPD array fabrication and
testing. The process of fabrication of a SNSPD follows three steps: deposition
on a substrate, lithography and reactive-ion etching to define the geometry.
After fabrication, the device needs to be installed in a cryostat and cooled
below its critical temperature to be characterized both electrically and optic-
ally. The next section of this chapter is then dedicated to the equipment used
for the fabrication and test of SNSPD arrays realized for this thesis. Each
experimental method is introduced by a brief theoretical introduction of the
process.
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 Chapter 4: Thin Film Characterization
Before realizing SNSPD arrays, it is necessary to get information about su-
perconducting properties of thin films made via sputtering. In this chapter
describes the optimization of the critical temperature of bulk (over 100 nm
thickness) NbN varying the concentration of nitrogen over the total sputtering
pressure. Once that the highest critical temperature is achieved, this becomes
the starting point to fabricate 8-nm thick NbN. Since MoSi has been made us-
ing an alloy target, some films with different thickness have been sputtered to
determine the sputtering rate to realize the 8-nm thickness MoSi. The chapter
concludes with the discussion of the experimental data of the superconducting
properties of 8-nm thickness NbN and MoSi.
 Chapter 5: SNSPD Array Characterization This chapter highlights elec-
trical and optical performance of SNSPDs arrays realized in 8-nm thickness
NbN and MoSi thin films. First, the prototype 8-pixels layout is introduced.
Each pixel is a meander structure that covers 10 µm x 10 µm area, with a
nanowire width of 100 nm. Following will be described the process of optical
alignment of the device (sample mount and optical set-up). The Gaussian
beam model is used to simulate the light beam when it leaves the optical
fibre to the device to achieve information about the optical coupling efficiency.
Devices are then characterized electrically to measure the critical temperature
and the critical current of each pixels and optically to study the single photon
response under illumination at 1550 nm wavelength of each pixel.
 Chapter 6: Conclusions
In the final chapter, results of the previous chapter are discussed and overall
conclusions of the work will be presented concluding with an outlook on future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter introduces the theoretical concepts and background underpinning su-
perconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs). Firstly, an introduction
to photon counting is presented, introducing the main classes of photon counting
detectors based on semiconductor and superconducting materials. Then a discus-
sion of superconducting phenomena is given, explaining the established theories of
superconductivity and introducing concepts of Cooper pairs and gap energy. To
macroscopic models are then discussed two main microscopic models to explain the
interaction between an incident photon and a superconductor and the hotspot model
to explain the photon detection mechanism in SNSPDs is described. Strategies for
optimising detection efficiency, minimizing dark counts, timing jitter and dead time
in SNSPDs are discussed. The chapter concludes with an overview of the evolution of
SNSPD geometry from single nanowires to array configurations plus the challenges
of fabrication and implementation of scalable electronic readout.
2.1 Photon Counting: Current Technology and
Emerging Applications
Single photon detectors (SPD) are an important enabling technology for many emer-
ging photonic applications including quantum optical communications (QOC). Since
information packets are stored in single photons as predicted by the Planck-Einstein
relation[36, 37]:
E = hν =
hc
λ
(2.1)
these devices are able to count millions of photons per second, determine at what
instant the photon arrived and able to distinguish if the signal detected is a photon
from the source. SPD sensitivity depends strongly on the material used to fab-
ricate the detector. SPD made of semiconductor material such as photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) or single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) perform well across the
visible wavelength range but in the infrared their sensitivity drops steeply because
the photon energy is comparable to the semiconductor energy gap (of order one
electronvolt [eV]). Detectors made of superconducting material with a characteristic
superconducting energy gap of order meV (section 2.2.2) can in principle operate as
photon counters as far as the microwave range[Fig.2.1].
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the sensitivity of modern single photon detectors made via semiconductor materials
(PMTs and SPADs) and via superconducting materials. The sensitivity of superconducting
detectors can in principle extend to the microwave range.
Figure 2.2: SNSPD metrics: a) The detection efficiency (DE): three incident photons generate voltage pulses
signalling the detection of a photon. The middle photon does not produces a voltage pulse
indicating that the DE is less than 100%. b) The dark count rate (DCR): voltage pulse are
dark signals as they are not caused by incident photons. The red voltage pulse is triggered by
the detection of a photon. The black voltage pulse is a dark count as it is not caused by an
incident photon. c) The timing jitter (TJ): each of the incident photons produces a voltage pulse
which signals the detection of the photon. Each voltage pulse produced does not start at exactly
the same time after the absorption of an incident photon. This uncertainty between the time
the photon is incident on the detector and the voltage pulse starting is the timing jitter (green
arrow). d) The dead time (DT). Three of the incident photons produce voltage pulses which
signal the detection of each photon. One photon (middle) is incident while a voltage pulse is
still present meaning that it can not be detected. This is because the single-photon detector
is in a state where an incident photon will not produce a voltage pulse. The time which the
single-photon detector is in the state that an incident photon will not produce a voltage pulse is
the detector dead time[38].
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The most crucial performance metric of a SPD is the probability of registering a
count event after incidence of a photon on the detector. This metric, which is called
detection efficiency DE depends on optical properties of the film, detector geometry
and energy of incident photons. Stray light and electrical noise can also potentially
mimic the optical signal. These false detection events are called dark counts, usually
quantified in terms of a dark count rate (DCR). The timing uncertainty between
the arrival of the photon at the SPD (which can be known extremely precisely with
modern optical sources) and the generation of the output pulse from the SPD, may
set the timing resolution. This is known as the timing jitter (TJ) of the SPD. In
addition, a SPD has a finite recovery time before it is ready to detect a subsequent
photon. This parameter is defined as the dead time (DT) of the detector. This sets
a limit on the theoretical maximum count rate of the SNSPD (which in practice may
be limited by other factors, such as the readout electronics). The [Fig.2.2] illustrates
the key metrics of SPDs described before.
2.1.1 Photomultiplier Tube
The first SPD ever invented is the photomultiplier tube (PMT) introduced for the
first time in the 1950s[39, 40]. PMTs are based on the photoelectric effect: a photon
generates an electron at the cathode, which is accelerated inside a vacuum tube
by biased metal plates known as dynodes. The electron current is amplified every
time it hits the dynodes by secondary electron emission and it is measured at the
anode[Fig.2.3]. The main reason PMTs are still used in some applications is that
they are macroscopic devices with large collection area (about 10 cm diameter).
In the range of visible light, PMTs have a maximum efficiency of 40% at 500 nm
wavelength, a dark count rate of about 100 Hz and a timing jitter of 300 ps[41]. The
sensing part of the PMT known as the photocathode is typically made of semicon-
ductor materials, so for use at 1550 nm wavelength, PMT has to be operated at low
temperature reaching a maximum value of 2% detection efficiency at 200 K[41, 42].
Figure 2.3: Diagram of a photomultiplier tube. When a photon hits the photocathode, a photo-electron
is generated and accelerated by the electric field generated between the photocathode and the
anode. The photoelectron hits a series of dynodes generating secondary electrons amplifying the
signal.
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2.1.2 Single-Photon Avalanche Photodiode
The single-photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) is the other main type of single-
photon detector based on semiconductor materials. These detectors are based on a
p-n junction structure. A p–n junction[43] is an interface between two types of semi-
conductor materials ( p-type and n-type) inside a single crystal of semiconductor:
the p-type (positive) side that is characterized by a reduced number of electrons
exceeding holes while the n-type (negative) side contains an excess of electrons.
These sides are created by doping[43] for example by ion implantation, diffusion of
dopants, or by epitaxy (growing a layer of crystal doped with one type of dopant
(for example p) on top of a layer of crystal doped with another type of dopant (for
example n)). The photodiode works when the p-n junction is reverse biased. In this
condition, the p-type side is connected to the negative terminal of a bias source,
while the n-type side is connected to the positive one[Fig.2.4]. In this configuration
the junction behaves as an insulator[43]. When a photon interacts with the junc-
tion, it creates an electron-hole pair and is then accelerated in the junction by the
bias voltage across the junctions generating an output signal. Like PMTs, SPADs
have to be operated at low temperature. Silicon SPADs at 250 K are able to detect
single photons with an efficiency of 65% at 650 nm wavelength, a noise level of 25
Hz, and a timing jitter of 400 ps[42]. The energy gap of Si limits photon counting
sensitivity to around 950 nm wavelength. At 1550 nm (the main telecommunications
wavelength) indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) SPADs have been developed since it
has an energy gap gap of 0.7 eV. This detector at 210 K showed 20% efficiency at
1550 nm[44] and at 125 K showed 38% efficiency at 1310nm[45].
Figure 2.4: Diagram of a single photon avalanche photodiode. It consists of a p-n junction and a multiplica-
tion region. When a photon hits the junction, an electron-hole pair is generated and accelerated
by the electric field generated between the junction generating a signal.
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2.1.3 Superconducting Detectors
Superconducting detectors were realized to overcome limits of PMTs and SPADs in
the infrared range.
Figure 2.5: Superconducting detectors. a) Superconducting Tunnel Junction[56]. b) Transition Edge
Sensor[57]. c) Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector[58].
The superconducting transition-edge sensor (TES)[Fig.2.5 a)] was introduced in
1940s[46]. This technology uses the sharp change in resistance at the superconduct-
ing transition of a thin film. When a superconducting film is kept at a temperature
close to the transition point, a single photon is able to trigger a large change in
the resistance of the film. By monitoring the resistance, we can thus detect single
photons. The probability of detecting a single photon at 1550 nm wavelength is as
high as 95%[56]. On the other hand, TESs require about 1 microsecond to reset
to detection condition and have a timing jitter of 100 ns[47]. Another type of su-
perconducting detector is the Superconducting Tunnel Junction[Fig.2.5 b)] (STJ).
It consist of two superconductors separated by a very thin layer of insulating ma-
terial. The incident photon generates a current across two superconductors via
quasiparticle tunnelling. This allows STJs to be used as photon-counting detectors
with intrinsic energy resolution over a wide energy band from the X-ray band to
the near infrared[48, 49]. The Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector[Fig.2.5 c)]
(MKID) is another type of superconducting photon detector first developed by sci-
entists at the California Institute of Technology and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in 2003[50]. The generation of quasi-particles after the absorption of the photon
change the kinetic inductance of the superconductor. This inductance is combined
with a capacitor to form a microwave resonator whose resonant frequency changes
with the absorption of photons.
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This resonator-based readout is useful for developing large-format detector arrays,
as each detector can be addressed by a single microwave tone and many detectors
can be measured using a single broadband microwave channel, a technique known
as frequency-division multiplexing[51, 52]. MKIDs are being developed for a range
of astronomy applications[53, 55]. Usually, TESs, STJ and MKIDs are made of
superconducting materials with low transition temperature, such as tungsten (W),
aluminium (Al) and titanium nitride (TiN). Thus, these detectors require expensive
cryostats to be operated below 1 K making them less appropriate for commercial
use. Since their discovery in 2001, SNSPDs are the most promising technology for
high speed optical communications in the single photon regime. SNSPDs can be
fabricated with several types of superconducting materials as NbN, NbTiN that can
work at 4 K, so they do not require lower temperatures. Alternative superconcon-
ducting materials are amorphous such as MoSi and WSi. Actually, the best SNSPD
has been fabricated with a WSi amorphous superconductor achieving 93% quantum
efficiency at 1550 nm at 2 K[59].
2.2 Superconductivity: theoretical introduction
The phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh
Onnes[23]. He found that immersing a solid wire of mercury in liquid helium its DC
resistance dropped to zero below 4.2 K[Fig.2.6].
Figure 2.6: Plot of the resistance against the temperature of a solid mercury wire immersed in liquid helium
in Onnes measurement in 1911[23].
This effect was interpreted as a phase transition, taking place at a critical temper-
ature Tc. Below this temperature, the mercury passed from a normal resistive state
to a state characterized by a null resistance. In 1933, Walther Meissner and Robert
Ochsenfeld showed that apart from perfect conductivity with zero resistance, there
was a further characteristic property of superconducting materials[61].
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They observed that when a magnetic field was applied to a superconducting mater-
ial it expelled the external field[Fig.2.7].
Figure 2.7: Difference between a perfect conductor (left) and a superconductor (right) in presence of an
external magnetic field.
This is the property that distinguishes a superconductor from a perfect conductor:
at low temperature, a perfect conductor does not expel the magnetic field applied.
This means that the magnetic field in a perfect conductor must be constant: if it is
null at room temperature it will be null at low temperatures, if the magnetic field
is not null at room temperature it will not be expelled at low temperature.
2.2.1 The Two-Fluid Model
A first phenomenological theory to explain the effects of the superconductivity was
developed by the brothers Fritz and Heinz London in 1935[62]. This theory is known
as the two-fluid model. In this model, electrons in a superconductor are viewed as
two fluids: one fluid consists of normal electrons and these behave in exactly the
same way as the free electrons in a normal metal. When they are accelerated by
an electric field, they are frequently scattered by impurities and defects in the ion
lattice and by thermal vibrations of the lattice of the metal generating the electric
resistance of Ohm’s law. The second fluid consists of superelectrons ns density
that move in a frictionless state. In presence of an electric field E then the motion
equation of superelectrons is:
∂js
∂t
=
e2ns
m
E (2.2)
where e and m are respectively the charge and the mass of electron, js = nsev is
the supercurrent density where v is the velocity of electrons. The equation (2.2)
represents the first London equation. Substituting this equation into Faraday’s law
of induction
∇× E = −1
c
∂B
∂t
(2.3)
the result is the following:
∂
∂t
(
∇× js +
nse
2
mc
B
)
= 0 (2.4)
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To satisfy the Meissner effect the flux inside the superconductor must be zero so:
∇× js +
nse
2
mc
B = 0 (2.5)
Using the Maxwell equation ∇ × B = −µ0js, the mathematical relation ∇ × ∇ =
∇ · ∇ −∇2 and ∇ ·B = 0, the second London equation is obtained:
∇ ·2 B− 1
λ2L
B = 0 (2.6)
where the parameter
λL =
√
m
µ0nse2
(2.7)
is defined as the London penetration depth and it characterizes the distance to which
a magnetic field penetrates into a superconductor[Fig.2.8].
Figure 2.8: Penetration of an external magnetic field Bo inside a superconductor.
The London equations (2.2) and (2.6) are local equations (i.e. they relate the cur-
rent density js to the magnetic field B at the same point), and hence define the
superconducting properties as such. However, early discrepancies between experi-
mental estimations of λL for certain conventional superconductors, led Pippard in
1950 to introduce non-local effects into the London equations[63]. Spatial changes
of quantities such as the superconducting density ns in a superconductor may only
occur on a finite length scale, the coherence length ξo, and not over arbitrarily small
distances. That is to say, whenever ns is varying in space its value may change sig-
nificantly over distances of order ξo. Thus the coherence length defines the intrinsic
non locality of the superconducting state. Using the uncertainty principle, Pippard
estimated the coherence length to be:
ξo = ~
vF
∆
(2.8)
where vF is the Fermi velocity and ∆ is defined as the energy gap of the supercon-
ductor. In other words, the superconducting densities ns cannot remain uniform
near a surface[Fig.2.9]. The length it takes for ns to drop from full value to zero is
the coherence length ξo.
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Figure 2.9: Plot of the distribution of ns density near the surface of the superconductor[64].
The relation between the coherence length ξo and the penetration length λL defines
two kinds of superconductors named respectively Type I and Type II. Type I super-
conductors have ξo > λL and one critical magnetic field where the Meissner effect is
null. Type II superconductors have ξo < λL, so their magnetic behaviour is different
with respect to the type I. These superconductors have two critical magnetic fields:
the lower critical field HC1(T ) under which the material is superconducting, and the
upper critical field HC2(T ) above which the material is a normal conductor[Fig.2.10].
Figure 2.10: Phase diagram H-T for a) Type I superconductors and b) Type II superconductors.
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Within these two bounds, the material is in a mixed state characterized by an
incomplete Meissner effect: magnetic field lines partially penetrate into the material
and produce vortices of current with a conductive normal core[65]. Through the
coherence length ξo it is possible to classify the dimensionality of a superconductor.
Usually when the thickness t of a superconductor is less than ξo, then the system can
be considered two dimensional. In comparison, a one dimensional superconductor
has both thickness and the width less than the coherence length.
2.2.2 The BCS Theory
In 1957, J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and J. R. Schrieffer proposed the famous micro-
scopic theory of superconductivity, the BCS theory[66], which explained the phe-
nomena in metallic superconductors. The BCS theory is based on the concept that
electrons with opposite spins and momenta in the superconducting state are paired
with each other by exchanging a virtual particle, i.e. phonon arising from lattice
vibrations[67]. An electron in a metal normally behaves as a free particle. The elec-
tron is repelled from other electrons due to their negative charge, but it also attracts
the positive ions that make up the rigid lattice of the metal. At room temperat-
ure, electrons carry an electrical current through the metal. The resistance of the
metal is caused by collisions and scattering as electrons move through the vibrating
lattice of metal atoms. As the metal is cooled, the lattice vibrations are reduced.
A moving electron attracts nearby atoms, which create a positively charged region
that can attract another nearby electron. This attraction distorts the ion lattice,
moving the ions slightly toward the electron, increasing the positive charge density
of the lattice in the vicinity. This positive charge can attract other electrons. At
long distances, this attraction between electrons due to the displaced ions can over-
come the electron repulsion due to their negative charge, and cause them to pair
up. The rigorous quantum mechanical explanation shows that the effect is due to
electron–phonon interactions, with the phonon being the collective motion of the
positively-charged lattice[Fig.2.11].
Figure 2.11: a) Diagram of a Cooper pair: two electrons interact via phonons of the lattice. b) Feynman
diagram of a Cooper pair: two electrons e− interact between them exchanging a phonon γ.
The pairs of electrons are called Cooper pairs, after L. N. Cooper who first intro-
duced this idea[68].
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Cooling the metal near 0 K, the number of Cooper pairs increase condensing to the
ground state and an energy gap 2∆ appears in the energy spectrum[Fig.2.12].
Figure 2.12: Energy spectrum of a) Normal metal at T = 0 K. All electrons condense at lower energetic level
under the Fermi level respecting Pauli’s law. b) Superconductor at T= 0 K. All electrons are
bound in a bosonic system called Cooper pair, so they can condense at the ground level.
To break a Cooper pair, the minimum energy required is 2∆. The energy gap
depends on temperature according to the following equation[69] plotted in [Fig.2.13]
2∆ = 3.5kBTc
[
1− T
Tc
]1/2
= 2∆(0)
[
1− T
Tc
]1/2
(2.9)
Figure 2.13: Plot of the equation (2.9) showing the superconducting energy gap ∆ as a function of temper-
ature T .
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If there a minimum energy, then there is also a minimum velocity below which
Cooper pairs move without excitations. For the superconductor[69]:
vc =
2∆
2~kF
(2.10)
where kF is the Fermi momentum[70]. This defines the critical current
jc = envc = ∆
ne
~kF
(2.11)
Combining the equation (2.9) with (2.11):
jc = jc(0)
[
1− T
Tc
]1/2
(2.12)
In summary, the formation of the superconducting state is a second order phase
transition (no heat exchange involved) where electrons of opposite spin can interact
forming Cooper pairs that condense to the ground state generating an energy gap 2∆
in the spectrum. The absence of excitation is explained by the absence of resistance
in the material. Assuming the condensate of Cooper pairs as a supercurrent, it
generates a magnetic field that acts as screening from external magnetic field.
2.2.3 Non-Equilibrium Superconductivity
The equilibrium state of a superconductor can be destroyed by a photon with en-
ergy }ω > 2∆ resulting in excitations referred to as quasiparticle (QP) excitations.
Meanwhile, two QPs can readily recombine to form a Cooper pair and emit a phonon
with energy of 2∆. Understanding nonequilibrium QP dynamics in superconduct-
ors exposed to external excitations is very important for the superconducting the-
ory and applications. The nonequilibrium QP dynamics can be studied using an
optical-pulse excitation of current-biased samples (typically in the form of micro-
bridges) and then measuring an induced transient voltage signal. These, so-called
photoimpedance studies, allow for direct verification of applicability of given ma-
terials and device structures for photodetectors. Until now there is not a complete
theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity. The interaction between a photon and
Cooper pairs can be best described by two simple phenomenological approaches: the
two-temperature (2-T) model[73] and the Rothwarf-Taylor (R-T) model[74].
The Two-Temperature Model
The two-temperature model is generally used to describe normal state photoexcit-
ation, and it is suitable for describing the superconducting state when the tem-
perature is near Tc, and the thermal-equilibrium QP density is dominant. In this
model, the superconductor is a thin film on a substrate carrying a constant current.
The system is cooled at the bath temperature Tb very close to Tc. Electrons and
phonons are described in terms of their energy distributions and assign two different
temperatures Te and Tph to the electron and phonon subsystems respectively. When
a laser pulse is incident on the superconductor, photon energy is absorbed in the
electron subsystem. The radiation thermalizes first within the electron subsystem
via electron-electron (e− e) interaction.
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Next, the electrons relax by interacting with phonons via electron-phonon (e− ph)
interaction. Finally, the excess energy is removed from the sample with phonons
escaping to the substrate[Fig.2.14].
Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the the two-temperature (2-T) model as a heat flow diagram[60].
Assuming that electrons and phonons are in their respective local equilibria, the
balance between the subsystems is governed by the coupled differential equations[75,
76]:
Ce
dTe
dt
=
αPin(t)
V
− Ce
τe−ph
(Te − Tph) (2.13)
Cph
dTph
dt
=
Ce
τe−ph
(Te − Tph)− Cph
τes
(Tph − Tb) (2.14)
where Ce and Cph are the electron and phonon specific heats, α is the radiation
absorption coefficient, V is the volume of the superconductor and Tb is the substrate
temperature, Pin(t) is the incident optical power of the laser while τe−ph and τes are
respectively the characteristic times for electron-phonon (e − ph) relaxation and
the time of escape (es) of phonons to the substrate. The change of the electron
temperature incurred by the absorbed radiation power can be measured by the
change of voltage due to a change of the temperature dependent resistance of the
sample
∆V = I
[(dR
dT
)
∆Te
]
(2.15)
where I is the bias current and R is the resistance of the sample. The thermalization
time τt in the 2-T model is determined by the width of the laser pulse, while the fall
time is governed by τe−ph.
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The 2-T model has been used to investigate the thermal properties of a supercon-
ducting NbN single photon detector providing an estimate of the ratio of electron
and phonon heat capacities and suggest that the thermal resistance is dominated
by the process of phonon escape from the NbN film into the substrate[76].
The Rothwarf-Taylor Model
The RT model introduced in 1967 is most applicable for describing the supercon-
ducting state’s carrier dynamics when the temperature is maintained well below Tc.
At such temperatures, most of electrons in a superconductor near the Fermi surface
are combined into Cooper pairs and occupy the ground state. The superconducting
ground state is separated from the QPs energy levels by a superconducting energy
gap 2∆. The R-T phenomenology describes the dynamics of excited QPs nq and
phonons Nω, which have enough energy to break Cooper pairs. When a photon
}ω > 2∆ is incident on the superconductor it breaks Cooper pairs creating highly
excited, hot electrons. Subsequently, these electrons loose their energy via e − e
scattering, followed by e − ph interaction. Next, electrons recombine back to form
Cooper pairs via emission of the so-called 2∆-phonons, i.e., phonons with the en-
ergy of at least 2∆. These phonons can break other Cooper pairs and form new
excitations. These processes continue until all phonons reach equilibrium either via
anharmonic decay to low-energy phonons, or by escaping out of the region of in-
terest[Fig.2.15].
Figure 2.15: The Rothwarf-Taylor model: schematics of carrier dynamics in the superconducting state under
optical excitation[77]. a) After the absorption of an incident photon ~ω > 2∆ Cooper pairs are
broken generating free interacting electrons. b) Electrons interact with phonons of the lattice
generating Cooper pairs by 2∆ phonons emission. c) 2∆ phonon can break Cooper pair gen-
erating new electrons that interact with phonons creating Cooper pairs by low energy phonons
emission. d) Low energy phonons are expelled from the material restoring superconducting
state.
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The process can be modeled quantitatively by the two coupled, time-dependent
nonlinear differential RT equations[77]:
dnq
dt
= I(t)−Rn2q +
2
τB
Nω (2.16)
dNω
dt
=
Rn2q
2
− βNω − (Nω −NωT )τ−1es (2.17)
where nq and Nω , as we mentioned before, are QP and 2∆-phonon concentrations
respectively, R and β are QP recombination and pair-breaking rates respectively, τB
and τes are respectively the phonon pair breaking and the phonon escape time, NωT
is the thermal equilibrium concentration of 2∆-phonons, and I(t) is the excitation
pulse.
2.3 The Hot-Spot Model
The hot-spot model is the standard phenomenological model to describe the de-
tection mechanism of an SNSPD[78]. The elementary structure of an SNSPD is a
nanowire with a nominal width of 100nm made from a thin layer of a superconductor
(typically less than 10nm). An SNSPD is operated by applying a bias current IB
close to the critical current IC . An absorbed photon in the nanowire excites an
electron with high energy. Due to subsequent thermalization of excited electron,
quasiparticles are generated in a cascading process. The quasiparticles diffuse in a
cloud of growing diameter. The normal core can be formed in the centre of a cloud
if superconductivity is locally suppressed. In order to redistribute the transport cur-
rent in the nanowire, the diameter of the normal conducting core formed should be
not smaller than the coherence length ξ. Then the transport current flows around
the resistive core[Fig.2.16]. This should provide an increase of current density into
the sidewalks. When the diameter of the hot-spot is big enough, the superconduct-
ivity is suppressed through the cross-section of the nanowire by reaching the critical
value of the current density in the sidewalks.
Figure 2.16: A sketch of the normal-core hot-spot model to describe the detection mechanism of SNSPDs[79].
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This model is essentially based on an area argument: each unit of energy con-
tributes to making the hot-spot larger, which serves to increase the diameter of the
obstacle that the current must overcome. Since the system is 2D, the energy-current
relation is quadratic:
Idet = Ic(1− γ
√
E) (2.18)
where γ is the material and device dependent proportionality factor while E is the en-
ergy of the absorbed photon. This model was then refined in 2005 by Semenov[80, 3]
considering the spatial distribution of Cooper pairs after the photon excitation. In-
stead of the normal core of the hot spot, the number of Cooper pairs are considered
within a section defined by the coherence length[3]. In this region the superconduct-
ivity is not totally destroyed and a reduced number of Cooper pairs can still carry
the current. Once the critical velocity of Cooper pairs is achieved, they break up
causing the nanowire to become resistive[Fig.2.17].
Figure 2.17: A sketch of the refined hot spot model to describe the detection mechanism of SNSPDs.[79].
Since the current carrying capacity is proportional to the total number of remaining
Cooper pairs, the expression for the current-energy relation presented as:
Idet = Ic(1− γE) (2.19)
Through these models it is possible to understand the concept of detection of an
SNSPD: an incident photon of energy hν > 2∆ creates a local normal region in
the superconducting device. This region is a concentration of quasiparticles of en-
ergy greater than energy gap 2∆, so they tend to destroy the nearest Cooper pairs
increasing the normal region along the width of the device generating a resistive
state.
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Since the device is cooled below its critical temperature Tc, quasiparticles lose their
energy interacting with the phonons of the lattice combining in Cooper pairs restor-
ing the superconducting state[Fig.2.18].
Figure 2.18: The process of single-photon detection in according to the hot-spot model[4]. i) The super-
conducting device is cooled below its Tc and biased just below its critical current Ic. ii) An
incident photon hν > 2∆ generates a normal core. iii) and iv) the normal core diffuses along
the width of the device generating a resistive state. v) and vi) the normal core loses energy
restoring the superconductivity in the device.
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2.4 System Detection Efficiency
A basic definition of the detection efficiency of a detector considers the ratio between
the number of counted photons divided by the number of incoming photons. The
best possible case is to achieve a DE of unity (100%), meaning all incident photons
are detected but for a real detector, not all of the incident photons on a single-photon
detector are necessarily detected. Together with the quality of the optical coupling
in the experimental setup, the detection efficiency defines the general characteristic
of any setup named a system detection efficiency (SDE).Thus, SDE can be presented
as a product of three general efficiencies:
SDE = OCE ×DE = OCE × IDE × ABS (2.20)
where OCE is defined by the optical coupling efficiency that describes the losses
due to photons absorbed or scattered within the experimental environment before
reaching the detector. IDE is the intrinsic detection efficiency, which is determined
by the intrinsic photon-detection mechanism of the superconductor. At last, the
absorptance ABS represents the absorption of the optical power in a material. The
combination of absorption efficiency and intrinsic detection efficiency is the detection
efficiency DE which was introduced above.
2.4.1 Optical Coupling Efficiency
The coupling efficiency describes the fraction of the input light that is incident on
the active area of the detector. This parameter depends by the input of the incident
light. The input to the detector system is typically a single-mode optical fibre
(SMF), so the loss mechanisms include optical losses in this fibre and any lenses
(due to absorption in the optics or the finite size of the optics) and light incident
outside the active area of the detector (due to misalignment, vibrations, or the tails
of the optical beam). The approach most often taken to efficiently couple light to an
SNSPD is to place a single-mode optical fibre in close proximity or contact with the
surface of the detector[82, 83]. In this configuration, the optical coupling efficiency
is calculated via the Gaussian model of the laser beam[Fig.2.19]. A gaussian beam
is determined by two properties: its central intensity at the beam waist I0 and by
the radius of the beam w(z). The intensity distribution is given as[84]
I(x, y, z) = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
exp
(
−2(x
2 + y2)
w(z)2
)
(2.21)
where z is the position along the optical axis, x2 + y2 is the distance perpendicular
to z (expressed in cartesian coordinates) and w(z) is the beam width[Fig.5.9] gives
as
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
z0
)2
z0 =
piw20
λ
(2.22)
where w0 is the beam width at at Rayleigh length z0.
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Figure 2.19: Diagram of the free optical coupling. The Gaussian model is used to describe how the laser
beam is incident on the device placed from the SMF a distance z. The beam width w(z) is
calculated by equation (2.22).
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Integrating the equation (2.21) over the area A of the detector we can obtain the
power
P (z) =
∫
dAI(x, y, z) = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2 ∫ x2
x1
dx
∫ y2
y1
dy e
− 2(x2+y2)
w(z)2 (2.23)
Since the integral is Gaussian, we can also use the error function[191]
erf
[ √
2
w(z)
x
]x2
x1
=
2
√
2√
piw(z)
∫ x2
x1
dx e(−a
2x2) (2.24)
and write the equation (2.23) as:
P (z) = I0
piw20
8
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]x2
x1
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]y2
y1
(2.25)
To calculate the total power P0 in the beam, we have to integrate over the whole
area:
P0 = I0
piw20
8
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]∞
−∞
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]∞
−∞
= I0
piw20
2
(2.26)
The coupling efficiency ηcoup of a detector can be expressed[85] as the ratio between
the power P (z) hitting the detector with the total power P0.
ηcoup(z) =
P (z)
P0
=
1
4
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]x2
x1
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]y2
y1
(2.27)
The equation (2.27) is the coupling efficiency dependent by the distance z of the
optical fibre from the detector. Furthermore, misalignment can often be a problem,
particularly in cases when the detector diameter and the mode-field diameter in the
fibre are both about 10 µm. A second approach that overcomes the drawbacks of
direct fibre coupling is to use a lens assembly on the end of a fibre, which can be
positioned at cryogenic temperatures[86]. The lens assembly can refocus the light
at a working distance longer than the substrate thickness, allowing the light to be
coupled through the substrate and thereby permitting the use of a cavity structure
fabricated on top of the detector. The lens assembly can also be designed to focus
the light to a spot size smaller than the mode-field diameter of the fibre, permitting
a very high fraction of the light to be coupled onto the detector. Finally, having
control over the position of the lens assembly at cryogenic temperatures allows it
to be actively aligned to the detector using the detector count rate as feedback.
Although this approach is more complex and can be more susceptible to vibrations,
depending on the design of the positioning mechanism, its potential for consistently
low coupling loss and compatibility with cavity-integrated detectors makes it better
for achieving the highest possible detection efficiencies. A recent approach is to place
the detector in the middle of silicon disc defined by deep etching through the silicon
wafer. Then the disc is installed in a zirconia alignment sleeve, where is placed a
standard SMF[Fig.2.20]. This type of fibre coupling is called self-alignment[87].
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Self-alignment is ensured by the precise dimensions of the Si disc, fibre ferrule and
ceramic alignment sleeve. The use of zirconia ceramic ferrules and sleeves is standard
in the telecommunications industry and results in sub-micrometre centre-to-centre
lateral alignment between opposing ferrules.
Figure 2.20: Cross section of the fibre-to-detector assembly[87]. (a) Single-mode fibre terminated in a stain-
less steel and zirconia ferrule inserted into (b) a zirconia alignment sleeve (outlined for clarity).
The completed detector and substrate (c) has wiring along a silicon “tongue” (d) that extends
out the zirconia sleeve (e) and is wirebonded to pins (f) separated by an insulator that allow
electrical connection to the electrical set-up.
2.4.2 Absorptance
The absorptance is the absorption efficiency which determines the probability of ab-
sorption of the incident photons into detector active area. This parameter depends
by the geometry of the detector. In order to fabricate a detector with a reasonable
active area, nanowire geometries have evolved from a single straight wire to much
longer wires in meander designs covering square[88, 89] and circular areas[90]. The
extension to an array structure enhances the active area of the SNSPD[Fig.2.21].
The production of larger meanders is limited by the increased occurrence of imper-
fections in the wire during fabrication. They are referred to as constrictions and
have a lower critical current density relative to the rest of the wire. This reduces the
maximum bias current that can be applied, which lowers the detection efficiency[94]
and results in a spatially non-uniform response[95]. Recent measurements reported
that the absorptance of SNSPDs changed with the filling factor (defined as the line
width divided the ratio between the nanowire and the gap in between the meander
structure) and optical polarization[92, 93] measuring an efficiency of 21% for light
polarized parallel to the nanowires with a filling factor of 50%.
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Figure 2.21: Development of nanowire geometries[91]. In order to increase the active area (red circle),
SNSPD nanowire design evolved from a straight wire to meanders covering square areas. An
SNSPD array structure can be used to achieve a much larger active area.
Approaches to increasing device area include the development of grids of parallel
nanowires and arrays of shorter nanowires[96, 97]. Additionally, major improve-
ments in system detection efficiency have been achieved by using optical cavities
and anti-reflection coatings to increase the photon absorption efficiency[98, 99]. The
efficiency ABS depends also on the optical properties of the material used to fabric-
ate the detector. Recent studies conducted by our group investigating the optical
properties of NbN, NbTiN, TiN and MoSi have demonstrated that MoSi and TiN
thin films exhibit high value of optical absorption at 1550 nm and above that of
than NbN and NbTiN[100].
Figure 2.22: Optical absoprtion of 5 nm thickness NbN, NbTiN, MoSi and TiN grown via magnetron sputter-
ing process. The sputtering equipment used to fabricate these film (the Plassys VI) is described
in the section 3.2. Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was employed to measure
the optical properties of the materials[100].
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Another way to increase the absorption spectral bandwith of a SNSPD is to real-
ize multiple-layer superconducting nanowires nanowires on metallic mirrors with
insulating space layers of different thickness. This structure is knows as supercon-
tinuum SNSPD[101] for example a supercontinuum SNSPD made by 6.5-nm-thick
NbN divided in two layers divided by 3-nm-thick SiO2 and using Al as metal mir-
ror separated from the SNSPD by 190-nm-thick SiO2, exhibits detection efficiencies
greater than 60% from 950 to 1650 nm. The absorptance depends also by the po-
larization of the incident light. A study has demonstrated that a SNSPD exhibits a
high absorptance when it is illuminated by transverse electric (TE) polarized light
(the electric field is parallel to the superconducting nanowire)[102, 92, 103]. Simu-
lating that 4 nm thickness NbN patterned in a meander structure of 100 nm width
and 50% filling factor is illuminated with 1550 nm wavelength with an electrical
field of 1 V/m, the distribution of the electric field amplitude of the TE incident
light result uniform inside and outside the device with an amplitude of about 0.8
V/m. Simulating the illumination of the same device by transverse magnetic (TM)
polarized light (the electric field is perpendicular to the superconducting nanowire),
the distribution of the electric field amplitude is not uniform, but it results high at
the external borders of the device, while inside the device the centre reaches a value
of 0.4 V/m that decrease along internal borders of the device[102]. To overcome this
problem with the TM polarization, a SNSPD is usually embedded in thick wrapping
layer composed of dieletric material with a high permittivity  (for example  = 12
for Si at 1550 nm[102]). A SNSPD embedded in an optical microcavity made of Si,
SiO2 as substrate ( = 2.1 for Si at 1550 nm[103]) and Au as reflection layer has
demonstrated to be insensitive to the polarization achieving an absorptance of about
96% at 1550nm both with TE and TM polarization (difference less than 0.5%)[102].
An expression commonly used to estimate the absorptance of thin metal films[104]
is:
ABS =
4Z0Rsheet
(Z0 + (n+ 1)Rsheet)
2 (2.28)
where Z0 =
√
µ0/0 = 376.73Ω is impedance of vacuum, Rsheet is the sheet resistance
of thin metal film and n the refractory index of the film.
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2.4.3 Intrinsic Detection Efficiency
The intrinsic detection efficiency quantifies the portion of absorbed photons which
produce electrical detection pulses. This factor is strongly dependent on the en-
ergy gap of the superconductor. As mentioned in previous sections, a high energy
gap is critical to achieving a high internal detection efficiency, particularly at long
wavelength[105] (lower energy photons). From the equation (2.9), the internal de-
tection efficiency increases in superconductor with a low critical temperature. Irra-
diating a superconductor by He ion irradiation it is possible to decrease its super-
conducting properties like the energy gap and the critical temperature. Irradiating
8 nm NbN by He ion fluence of 5 · 1015 cm-2, a recent study[106] has achieved a
system detection efficiency of 92% at 2.2 K for 1550 nm. This process is used after
the fabrication of the device (after the dry etch process) and the use of He ions pre-
vents any etching effect onto the device. Besides, the internal efficiency depends also
on the critical current of the superconductor[107]. Defects or constrictions in the
nanowires limit the range of detection efficiency which can be achieved[94]. These
defects, known as constrictions, have been studied calculating the critical currents
in thin superconducting strips with some geometries as sharp right-angle turns or
180°turnarounds[108]. Results show that current crowding near bends of the current
path reducing the experimental critical current[Fig.2.23]. The reduction factor of
the critical current due to a bend in the nanowire depends on the angle of the bend,
the wire width w, and the radius of the bend rb.
Figure 2.23: Simplified sketch of distribution of the current in a 180° bend in a nanowire. The local increase
of the current density over the value of critical current density leads to hotspot formation in the
vicinity of the inner corner (red region) in bend disrupts the homogeneous flow (blue region) of
the transport current[100].
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2.5 Dark Count Rate
Dark counts are detection events without absorption of any photons. In SNSPDs,
these false signals are generated by formation of resistive regions similar to those
discussed in photodetection events; resulting in a false detection which can not be
distinguished from photon detection events. Dark count sets a limit on photon
counting applications where the source is very weak. This is because the inform-
ation can be lost in the presence of high background dark count rate. The origin
of dark counts in biased superconducting nanowires is still under debate. Some
research found the main reason of the dark count in the thermal fluctuations of
low dimensional system. For a superconductor, these fluctuations are described in
terms of the depairing of vortex-antivortex pairs[109, 110]. In 2D superconduct-
ors, it is known that a phase transition called the Bereziniskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
(BKT) transition[111, 112] can occur at the temperature slightly below the crit-
ical temperature Tc defining a new critical temperature called TBKT . Below TBKT ,
bound vortex-antivortex pairs (VAPs) with no net flux exist, while in a temperature
range between TBKT , and Tc, there are free vortices due to thermal unbinding of
the VAPs. Even below TBKT , the application of bias current in the superconducting
nanowire exerts a Lorentz force that acts in opposite directions for the vortex and
antivortex of a VAP. The bias current can finally overcome the binding energy of the
VAP and break the pair into single vortices. Crossing of the unbound vortices in the
nanowire perpendicular to the current may trigger the superconducting to normal
transition generating an output signal. Spontaneous nucleation of a single vortex
near the edge of the strip and its motion across to the opposite edge[113] might
release sufficient energy for the formation of a resistive belt across the wire. Hybrid
superconductor/ferromagnet (S/F) bilayers[114] have been fabricated to reduce the
motion of VAPs in the SNSPDs. The presence of a weak ferromagnetic overlayer
significantly influences both the superconducting properties as the enhancement of
the critical current and of the optical properties[115, 116]. In a fully proximitized,
hybrid S/F nanostructures, such as NbN/NiCu (NiCu alloy is a weak ferromagnet),
has been discovered also a considerable reduction of the dark count rate and a signi-
ficant increase of the photoresponse signal proportional to the enhancement of the
critical current density[117].
2.6 Timing Jitter
Ideally, a SNSPD produces an electrical signal in the same instant when the device
detects the incident photon. In a real experiment, voltage pulses produced do not
start at exactly the same time after the absorption of the photon. This delay between
the absorption of the photon and the electrical response of the device is defined
timing jitter. As random variable, the jitter has a Gaussian distribution and the
time jitter represents the FWHM of the Gaussian curve. This parameter represents
the temporal resolution of SNSPD. The timing jitter may stem for example from the
random position on the device where the photon is absorbed or how the hotspot is
formed and the thermalization of quasiparticles. Therefore, it might depend on the
geometry and dimensions as well as the material of the detector. Recently a NbN
SNSPD demonstrated a timing jitter below 3 ps for visible wavelengths and below
5 ps at 1550 nm[118].
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2.7 Dead Time
In single photon detectors, after each photon detection event, the detector needs to
be reset, gaining the ability to respond for the next photon detection. This reset
time is known as dead time. For a SNSPD, the dead time includes two parts. The
first is the interval during which superconductivity is interrupted and the detector
is blind to the absorption of any other photon. The second part is the time interval
during which the detector is superconducting and recovering its steady state current,
to be able to efficiently register the arrival of the next photon. The dead time is gov-
erned by the inductive time constant of the circuit, which is imposed by the kinetic
inductance of the superconducting film due to the inertia of the Cooper pairs in the
superconducting state[94]. A simple but elegant phenomenological model[Fig.2.24]
can be used to simulate the measurable output voltage pulse from an SNSPD biased
at Ib. The inductance Lk represents the superconducting state while R(t) is the
normal state generated by the photon.
Figure 2.24: a) Equivalent circuit of a SNSPD. b) Example of the output voltage pulse of the SNSPD.
The impedance of the readout electronics is represented by a load resistor Z0 (typ-
ically 50 Ω) connected in parallel to the SNSPD. When the detector is in the su-
perconducting state, R(t) = 0. When a photon is absorbed, the normal domain is
nucleated, giving the wire a resistance R(t) generating a voltage pulse Vpulse = IbZ0
by rise time:
τ1 =
Lk
R(t) + Z0
(2.29)
After the absorption, the pulse decays with a time constant
τ2 =
Lk
Z0
(2.30)
As the equation suggests, for a specific type of read-out circuitry, the reset time
depends on the kinetic inductance of the SNSPD. This represents a crucial problem
for the fabrication of large area SNSPD since that means even to increase the kinetic
inductance of the superconductor and thus maximize reset time of the detector.
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2.8 Multi-Pixel SNSPD review
One of the first prototypes of a multi-pixel SNSPD was presented in 2007[119].
The electrical scheme is based on the concept of the avalanche detector known as
superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetectors (SNAPs). In this structure N
SNSPDs are connected in parallel[Fig.2.25].
Figure 2.25: The superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetector (SNAP) concept. Schematic of a)
equivalent circuit and b) design geometry of a SNAP. Each detector can be shown with an
inductor in series with a resistance. A detection event in either of detectors in the avalanche
region, highlighted with red dashed rectangle, can excite neighbouring detectors causing the
whole array to switch. The large change in the current is summed up and converted into a large
voltage pulse by the help of the inductor L0.
When a detector absorbs the photon, it goes through a current-assisted phase trans-
ition to the normal state. Integrating an extra inductor L0 in series, the current will
be forced to flow through the other parallel wires. Since the bias current is close
to the critical current value of each wire, the extra current forces a transition of all
the parallel wires with a cascade mechanism. When all the wires have switched,
the detector becomes highly resistive and the total bias current redistributes to the
external load Z0. The resulting signal is N times larger and N times faster com-
pared to a meandered SNSPD. This method found application in situations where
the signals are very weak, but they are not able to count incident photons. A con-
figuration capable of photon counting is Parallel Nanowire Detector(PND)[120]. In
this configuration, SNSPDs are connected in parallel to a voltage source[Fig.2.26]
and unlike the avalanche array, in this case detection in one SNSPD does not cause
cascade switching of the other detectors. Each element acts as a single-photon de-
tector and their responses can be read either separately or together in the output.
The PND is a good counting detector[120, 121], but has a drawback of current re-
distribution problems due to its parallel design. The bias current from the firing
elements is partially redirected to the unfiring elements generating false photon de-
tections and consequently limits the dynamic range[120]. To solve this problem, a
Serial Nanowire Detector (SND) has been introduced[122, 123].
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In this configuration, superconducting nanowire are connected in series and each
nanowire is shunted with a parallel resistor R0[Fig.2.26].
Figure 2.26: a) Circuit diagram of a 3-PND, comprising 3 superconducting nanowire connected in parallel.
Each nanowire is connected to a series resistor R0 to minimize leakage current. b) Circuit
diagram of a 2-SND, comprising 2 superconducting nanowire connected in series. Each nanowire
is connected to a parallel resistor R0.
In the steady state, all nanowires are biased at the same bias current. When hot-
spot event occurs in a nanowire, this one shows a drop voltage V ∼ IB · R0. The
total voltage across the SND is proportional to the number of photon detected. This
configuration has been used by the Institute of Photonics and Nanotechnology in
Rome for a 24-pixels SNSPDs able to discriminate 0-25 photon levels and a jitter of
116 ps[124]. One crucial point of the operation of a multi-pixel SNSPD is its electrical
readout. The presence of a large number of pixels increase the number of high-
frequency coaxial cables causing a significant increase of thermal load in the cooling
system. An example is the row/column readout (also known as crosswire readout)
and it is based on summing the signals from all nodes in a given row or column,
resulting in an output channel per row and column of the array. This technique
has proved that the number of readout cables can be reduced to 2N for an N ×N
array format[35, 125] but the realization of a large spatial array of over 1,000 pixels
remains challenging due to the thermal issue associated with the signal readout. For
this reason a cryogenic signal-processing technique based on a single flux quantum
(SFQ) circuit has been proposed[126]. SFQs circuits are superconductor digital
circuits composed of superconductor loops with Josephson junctions (JJs) as their
switching devices. The binary information in the SFQ circuits is represented by
quantized flux in a superconductor loop, allowing low-power operation with a clock
frequency up to tens of GHz[127]. Since their operation temperature is identical
to the SNSPD operation conditions, SFQ represents good candidate for SNSPDs
readout demonstrating a lower timing jitter compared with the conventional method
using readout circuit[128]. Recently, a 64 channel encoder based on SFQ circuits
combined with a 64 pixel NbTiN SNSPD array has been demonstrated for high
timing resolution readout operation[127] making it a good candidate for real-time
imaging applications.
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Another type of readout to apply to SNSPD arrays is to embed the single pixel
SNSPD into a lumped-element resonator[130]. This microwave structure is known as
Radio-Frequency Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detector (RF-SNSPD).
As the MKID, this detector can be multiplexed in the frequency domain. In contrast
to the MKID, this detector can operate in the single-photon regime. To enable the
single photon detection, the RF-SNSPD is driven by a microwave current with the
amplitude close to the critical current of the nanowire. Thus, the operation regime is
highly nonlinear, which enables single-photon detection. This model has been used
as readout of an array structure of 16-pixel of NbN[131] resulting in a maximum
detection efficiency of less than 10%. The fabrication of large area SNSPD arrays is
limited even by the uniformity of the material. For example, NbN is a good candid-
ate for its high critical temperature, but its polycrystalline form depends strongly
on the substrate. Thus it is difficult to produce a uniform, high quality film over
large area due to factors such as crystal orientation and lattice defects[94]. Due
their amorphous nature, superconducting materials like MoSi or WSi can be grown
onto any substrate without a particular orientation. This ensures the production of
a high-quality uniform film over large area. Recently, a 64-pixel 320 µm diameter
array of WSi has exhibited an efficiency of 40% at 1550nm[129]. Other advant-
ages of amorphous superconducting materials is their low superconducting energy
gap. While polycristalline NbN presents an energy gap 2∆ = 5meV [35], the gap
of amorphous MoSi is about 2∆ = 2.3meV [35], this means that MoSi looks more
sensitive than NbN to interact with infrared photons. In addiction, MoSi exhibits a
large absorptance than NbN in the range of telecommunication wavelength[100] and
for this reason this material does not require necessarily to be installed in an optical
microcavity. Another crucial point in the realization of multipixels SNSPD is in
the fabrication process. During these process, superconducting properties can be af-
fected decreasing seriously the performance of SNSPD. The fabrication optimization
is thus required to increase the performance of SNSPDs.
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Chapter 3
Experimental methods
This chapter explains the experimental methods used in this thesis. The steps in
the fabrication process for deposition of superconducting thin films, SNSPD devices
and arrays are explained in detail. Experimental techniques for electrical and op-
tical characterization of thin film samples and devices at low temperatures are then
described. Each process used in this work is introduced by a brief theoretical back-
ground.
3.1 Sputtering basics
The first step of the SNSPD fabrication is the process of film growth on a substrate.
A standard technique for thin film growth is known as sputtering[132] and it consists
of removing atoms from the surface of the target material by an ionized gas called
a plasma. When the surface of the target is bombarded with high velocity positive
ions, it is possible to cause the ejection of surface atoms. The ejected atoms can be
made to condense on the substrate at an optimal distance from the target to form
a continuous thin film[Fig.3.1].
Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Sputtering Process.
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A plasma is a fluid that contains a large number of mobile negatively and posit-
ively charged particles. A plasma can be initiated by applying a potential across
parallel plate capacitor configuration, where the space between plates is filled with
a dilute neutral gas (usually Ar). If the applied potential is large enough that one of
the gas molecules can become ionized, the separated ion and electron will be acceler-
ated towards opposite plates. These accelerating particles will collide with inert gas
molecules at a rate determined by the mean free path in the gas, which is determined
by the pressure and the scattering cross section of the gas species present. If the
accelerating particles gain sufficient energy between scattering events, the scattering
can lead to ionization of additional gas. This process can lead to an avalanche, such
that a significant fraction of the gas becomes ionized. The current density i that
results between two parallel plates is given by the Townsend equation[133]:
i = i0
exp{αd}
1− γe(exp{αd} − 1) (3.1)
Here, i0 is the initial current at the cathode, α is the coefficient of first ionization
and it represents the probability per unit length that a collision between a gas atom
and an electron will result in ionization, d is the distance between parallel plates,
and γe is the Townsend secondary electron emission coefficient. When positively
charged gas ions strike the negative electrode surface, they have a chance to cause
the emission of electrons, known as secondary electrons. The Townsend secondary
electron coefficient gives information about how many secondary electrons are cre-
ated per ion incident on the cathode surface giving a contribute to the total current
between the capacitor plates. The ionization coefficient depends on the ionization
potential Vi of the gas species, the mean free path in the gas λ, and the electrical
field E applied to the electrodes[134]:
α =
1
λ
exp
{−Vi
qEλ
}
(3.2)
The breakdown of a gas into a plasma is taken as the limit which the current
goes to infinity, or equivalently, that the denominator of equation(3.1) goes to zero.
Combining this condition with (3.2) and remembering the inverse relation between
the pressure of the gas p and the mean free path λ (p ∝ (1/λ)) , we can get an
expression for the voltage required to sustain a plasma given all of the relevant
parameters, the breakdown voltage VB
VB =
Apd
ln(pd) +B
(3.3)
where A and B are fitting coefficients that account for the relationship between the
mean free path λ and the pressure p as well as the effect of secondary electron yield
at the cathode. The equation(3.3) represents Paschen’s Law[135]. At low pressure
(or if the distance d of plates is small), there are relatively few collisions between
energetic electrons and gas molecules so the breakdown voltage rises. As pd is in-
creased, VB is reduced, until the mean free path in the gas makes it such that a
greater electric field is required for electrons to gain enough energy to ionize gas
molecules between scattering events. Thus VB rises with increasing pd.
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Once the breakdown voltage is reached the plasma becomes self-sustaining through
impact ionization and secondary electron yield. The spark of the plasma is known as
Townsend discharge. In this condition the gas begins to glow, the voltage drops, and
the current rises abruptly. This mode of operation is called normal glow that does
not cover the entire cathode. The spectrum emitted by the plasma is characteristic
for the used gas species, because the ionized particles relax by photoemission. A
small additional current increase leads to the coverage of all regions of the cathode.
This mode of operation is called abnormal glow and it is the mode used for sput-
tering. Increasing the current leads to significant heating of the cathode, followed
by a further avalanche of thermionic electrons in addition to secondary electrons.
The output impedance of the current supply limits the voltage, and the low-voltage
high-current arcing discharge develops[Fig.3.2].
Figure 3.2: IV-Characteristics of a DC discharge[136]. The DC discharge is initiated by Townsend’s ava-
lanche. The range of the Townsend discharge is almost flat. This originates from the fact that
a small increase in voltage leads to a higher electron multiplication in the gap, producing more
electrons and ions, giving more secondary emission at the cathode, leading to even more elec-
trons in the gap and a further multiplication of charges. This means that for a small increase
in voltage, the current rises considerably. When it is self-sustaining, the gas begins to glow
intensively. The mode most often used in thin-film technology is the abnormal glow. In the
high-current regime the plasma shows an electrical breakdown (arc).
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3.1.1 DC/RF Sputtering
The sputtering process is classified as DC or RF depending on the type of power
supply used. DC sputtering is used to deposit metals. In case of insulators after
the ions strike the surface, their charge will remain localized and with passage of
time positive charge will build up on the target, making it unfeasible to further
bombard the surface. This can be prevented by bombarding the insulator by both
positive ions and electrons simultaneously. That is done by applying a RF potential
to the target. The creation of a self-sustaining plasma is the first step of in a DC or
RF sputtering process. Consider the same parallel plate arrangement as discussed
above, but now replace the cathode with a plate of some metal, which we desire
to deposit in a thin film. At the anode, we place a substrate onto which we will
deposit the metallic film[Fig.3.3]. The sputtering chamber is filled with an inert gas.
The plasma is established by applying the DC power to the electrodes during the
sparking phase.
Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the plasma potential distribution of a DC and an RF discharge. The RF
discharge has a relatively low plasma impedance (high negative glow) at a constant discharge
power compared to the DC discharge[137].
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The sputtering of the material from the cathode occurs in the following way: gas
molecules in the glowing region of the plasma become ionized by colliding with
high-energy electrons. When these ions encounter the transition region between the
plasma and the powered cathode (defined by the negative glow region) they are
accelerated towards the cathode. Ions start off in the plasma at some potential
Vp, they are accelerated through the negative glow, and arrive at the cathode at
potential Vdc (assumed to be negative), gaining energy q(Vp−Vdc). The ion impinging
on the surface of the target will transfer some of this energy to target atoms at the
surface. In this way some number of target atoms will be dislodged from the target
surface and be sent flying into the chamber, where a portion of those atoms will
deposit on the substrate and form the desired thin film. The sputtering yield is
defined as the number of sputtered atoms per incident ion. In case of RF bias,
below about 50 kHz, ions are sufficiently mobile to establish a complete discharge
at each electrode on each half-cycle. DC sputtering conditions essentially prevail at
both electrodes, which alternately behave as cathodes and anodes. Above 50 kHz
two important effects occur: firstly, electrons oscillating in the glow region acquire
enough energy to cause ionizing collisions, reducing the need for secondary electrons
to sustain the discharge. Secondly, RF voltages can be coupled through any kind of
impedance so that the electrodes need not be conductors[138]. This makes it possible
to sputter any material irrespective of its resistivity. RF sputtering essentially works
because the target self-biases to a negative potential. Once this happens, it behaves
like a target in DC biased where positive ion bombardment sputter away atoms
for subsequent deposition. Negative target bias is a consequence of the fact that
electrons are considerably more mobile than ions and have little difficulty in following
the periodic change in the electric field. In an RF sputtering system, the target is
capacitively coupled to the RF generator. As the oscillating RF signal is applied to
the target, a large initial electron current is drawn during the positive half of the
cycle. However, only a small ion current flows during the second half of the cycle.
This would enable a net current averaged over a complete cycle to be different from
zero; but this cannot happen because no charge can be transferred through the
capacitor. Therefore, the operating point on the characteristic shifts to a negative
voltage – the target bias – and no net current flows.
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3.1.2 Magnetron Sputtering
The use of magnetic fields confine the plasma close to the target and enhance the
sputtering rate. In a magnetron sputtering system, a magnetic field is applied
that is perpendicular to the electric field between the cathode and anode. Due to
these perpendicular fields, electrons that would otherwise simply accelerate towards
the anode execute cycloid motion, with the net motion perpendicular to both fields.
This increases the likelihood of impact ionization by effectively trapping the electron
near the cathode. The result is that at a given pressure and target voltage, greater
current density flows between the electrodes. Alternatively, magnetron sputtering
allows the same current to flow at lower gas pressures. DC magnetron sputtering
at a few mTorr allows sputtered material to arrive at the substrate with more of its
initial energy[Fig.3.4].
Figure 3.4: Scheme of magnetron sputtering process. The magnetic field (green lines) traps secondary elec-
trons (blue) in the discharge for a longer duration, increasing the probability of ionising argon
(magenta) during their travel from cathode (target) to anode (substrate).
The IV curve of a DC magnetron sputtering source has been proposed to have the
following form[139]:
I = β(V − V0)2 (3.4)
where β is a coefficient, while V0 is the minimum voltage for maintaining the dis-
charge. The value of β is correlated with the strength of the magnetic field of the
magnetron and is roughly a measure of the magnetron efficiency. The coefficient β
changes with pressure depending on the magnetic field strength and changes with
secondary electron yield[139].
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In order for the glow discharge to be self-sustaining, every electron emitted from
the cathode must produce sufficient ions to create one additional electron at the
cathode. This minimum voltage is given by the expression:
V0 =
kVi
Γeie
(3.5)
where k is a constant fit, Vi is the ionization energy of the sputtering gas, Γe is
the effective secondary electron yield, i is the ion collection efficiency and e is the
ion generation efficiency[140]. Due to the magnetron, the secondary electron yield
from the target is effectively reduced, since secondary electrons captured in the mag-
netron have a pressure-dependent chance of being recaptured by the cathode[141],
unlike without the magnetron. At sufficiently low pressure, the cycloid motion of
a free electron that starts at the cathode surface with zero velocity will cause the
electron to return to the cathode surface where it can be recaptured. Without the
magnetron it would move towards the anode unambiguously. The reduced effective
secondary electron yield is clearly compensated for by the increased number of ions
produced per secondary, due to the increased plasma densities and deposition rates
made possible by magnetrons. This result does suggest however that a sufficiently
strong magnetic field could actually increase the plasma impedance. Magnetrons
are commonly classified as ’balanced’ or ’unbalanced’[Fig.3.5].
Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the plasma confinement observed in conventional and unbalanced
magnetrons[142].
In a balanced magnetron, the plasma is strongly confined to the target region. A
region of dense plasma typically extends some 60 mm from the target surface. Films
grown on substrates positioned within this region will be subjected to concurrent
ion bombardment, which can strongly influence the structure and properties of the
film. Substrates are placed outside of this region. Consequently, the ion current
drawn at the substrate (typically less than 1 mA/cm2) is generally insufficient to
modify the structure of the film.
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The energy of the bombarding ions can be increased by increasing the negative bias
applied to the substrate. However, this can lead to defects in the film and increased
film stress, and therefore, be detrimental to the overall film properties. Thus, it is
difficult to deposit homogeneous and uniform films on large, or complex components
using conventional magnetrons[143]. To deposit dense films without introducing ex-
cessive intrinsic stresses, a high flux (>2 mA/cm2) of relatively low energy (<100 eV)
ions is generally preferred[144]. These conditions are readily provided by unbalanced
magnetrons. The unbalanced magnetron was described the first time by Window
and Savvides and classified as type-1 and type-2[145, 146, 147]. In the type-1 case,
the central pole was strengthened relative to the outer pole. In this case the field
lines which do not close in on themselves are directed towards the chamber walls
and the plasma density in the substrate region is low. In the type-2 the outer ring
of magnets is strengthened relative to the central pole. In this case, not all the field
lines are closed between the central and outer poles in the magnetron, but some are
directed towards the substrate, and some secondary electrons are able to follow these
field lines. Consequently, the plasma is no longer strongly confined to the target re-
gion, but is also allowed to flow out towards the substrate. Thus, high ion currents
can be extracted from the plasma without the need to externally bias the substrate.
Thus, in addition to providing a high flux of coating atoms (compared to a basic
sputtering source), the type-2 also acts as a very effective ion source. Furthermore,
the ion current drawn at the substrate is directly proportional to the target current.
The deposition rate is also directly proportional to the target current. As a result,
and unlike other ion-plating processes[148, 149], the ion-to-atom arrival ratio at the
substrate remains constant with increasing deposition rate[150].
3.1.3 Reactive Sputtering
Sputter deposition of metallic and insulating compounds is of considerable techno-
logical interest. Sputter-deposited compounds commonly used in superconductor
applications include nitrides like NbN, TiN, TaN and NbTiN. A reactive gas, such
as nitrogen or oxygen, when introduced into a sputtering process, will react with
the target surface as well as the sputter deposited metal atoms, and thus form a
compound thin film at the substrate as well as at the part of the chamber walls
that receives sputtered particles. This method, known as reactive sputtering, also
has the advantage of providing more control over the stoichiometry of the deposited
film by adjusting the gas flow. As the reactive gas flow is increased, the topmost
layer of the target changes from metallic to compound, which often implies a change
from conducting into non-conducting. Accordingly, the former sputtering condi-
tion is commonly referred to as metal mode and generally has a comparatively high
rate, whilst the latter condition is referred to as compound mode. Target poisoning
during reactive sputter deposition is an effect that significantly influences both the
stoichiometry and the deposition rate. The central difficulty with reactive sputter-
ing is balancing hysteretic IV behaviour, film stoichiometry, and deposition rates,
which are all affected by the flow of reactive gas. Compounds that can be formed
with reactive sputtering, generally have different secondary electron emission coeffi-
cients and different sputtering yields than their metallic constituents. The secondary
electron yield has a dramatic effect on the plasma behaviour.
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It is not hard to imagine that the current-voltage behaviour of a plasma can be very
different based on the details of the reactive gas. Hysteresis in reactive sputtering
can be understood in the following way[151, 152]: assume that there is no compound
on the target surface, and it is established a plasma under the conditions of discharge
voltage stabilization[Fig.3.6].
Figure 3.6: IV characteristic of the plasma during a reactive sputtering in the voltage stabilization
condition[151].
As the flow of reactive gas is added to the plasma, the compound will form at the
target surface. At low discharge voltages and when the sputtering rate is very low,
the reactive gas mainly reacts with the target becoming covered with a compound
and the target is poisoned. As discharge voltage gradually increases, the sputtering
rate of increases and at a certain critical voltage, the sputtering rate of the target
becomes higher than the rate of the poisoned target. The sputtered target atoms
absorb reactive gas. The reactive gas partial pressure decreases and since the pure
target has a larger secondary electron emission factor than the poisoned target
surface, discharge current rises sharply. Then, if discharge voltage is afterwards
gradually reduced, the reactive gas will still be almost completely absorbed by the
target to form the compound on the substrate. However at a critical point, the target
sputtering rate decreases such that fewer ions reach the surface. As a result, the
reactive gas partial pressure increases and the current drops abruptly and the target
is instantly poisoned. A different behaviour can be observed when the sputtering
operates under the current stabilization condition.
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The plot looks S-shaped[Fig.3.7], i.e. the hysteresis effect does not take place, be-
cause the current stabilization compensates for the change in the sputtering rate
occurring at the transition from the metallic to the reactive mode.
Figure 3.7: IV characteristic of the plasma during a reactive sputtering in the current stabilization
condition[151].
For example, if the sputtering rate increases, the area of the target covered with
the compound material gets smaller and the sputtering rate of metal increases. A
higher proportion of the metallic atoms at the target surface absorb more reactive
gas, so the partial pressure of the reactive gas decreases and the discharge voltage
as well. The sputtering rate then returns to its initial value. If the sputtering rate
decreases, the compound will form at the target surface and the discharge voltage
rises, due to which fact the sputtering rate is restored. Therefore, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the discharge voltage and the reactive gas partial
pressure in the discharge. This fact makes it possible to estimate the value of the
reactive gas partial pressure in the discharge, using the quantity ∆V = V2 − V1,
which can be measured easily because V1 is the discharge voltage in pure plasma for
a given stabilized current and V2 is the discharge voltage in a gas mixture for the
same current.
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3.2 The Magnetron Sputtering Equipment
The materials used for the fabrication of the SNSPD arrays characterized in this
work of thesis are made by a DC/RF balanced magnetron sputtering tool (Plassys
VI) installed in 2014 in the James Watt Nanofabrication Centre (JWNC) of the
University of Glasgow[Fig.3.8].
Figure 3.8: Plassys VI DC/RF Magnetron sputter deposition system installed in the JWNC (upper). CAD
drawing of the sputtering tool (lower).
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This equipment has been manufactured by the French company Plassys and it com-
posed of a main sputtering chamber with 304 litre volume mounted on a careened
frame with levelling feet, a control cabinet mounted on casters, a load lock separ-
ated from the main chamber by a valve and two automatic sample transfer arms.
One transfer arm is designed to transfer the sample from the load lock to the main
chamber while the other on transfers the sample from the main chamber to a ni-
trogen trap used to cool down the substrates before the sputtering process. This
system is computer controlled. All movements are carried out via magnetic coupling
(rotation) or bellows sealing (translation). Inside the main chamber are installed
five MAK magnetron sputter guns manufactured by Meivac, USA[Fig.3.9].
Figure 3.9: a) Scheme of the MAK sputtering gun (Meivac, USA) installed in the main chamber of the
sputtering tool. b) Extremity of the MAK gun where the target is placed. c) The target is
bonded to a Cu backing plate with a magnetic keeper attached. d) The bonding is made by a
silver paste[153].
Each gun can hold a 76.2 mm diameter sputtering target with a thickness from 3.17
mm to 6.35 mm. Targets are protected by a shield and covered by a moveable shut-
ter made of Al. All targets are connected to a power supply. The power supplies are
configured to enable co-sputtering from two or more targets simultaneously. The
table [3.1] shows targets installed in the sputtering tool, their power source, their
manufacturers, their dimensions and purity. The substrate holder is mounted on a
magnetically coupled feedthrough. Its distance from the magnetron cathodes can be
adjusted by a motorised controller. The target-substrate distance can be adjusted
over a range of 74 - 160 mm. The substrate holder can even rotate up to a speed of
200 rpm during thin film deposition to provide better uniformity. The configuration
between the substrate and targets can be direct or confocal.
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Table 3.1: List and properties of targets installed in the Plassys VI as of October 2019
Material Purity Diameter Thickness Power Manufacturer
Source
Nb 99.9% 3.00” 0.25” DC IAM
Ti 99.9% 3.00” 0.25” DC MMS
Si 99.9% 3.00” 0.25” RF IAM
Al 99.9% 3.00” 0.25” DC IAM
Mo80Si20 99.9% 3.00” 0.25” DC KJLC
The confocal configuration is when multiple magnetron sputtering sources are ar-
ranged in a specific circular pattern and are aimed at a common focal point. When
a substrate is placed in the vicinity of this focal point and rotated on its own axis,
it is possible to deposit highly uniform single layers, multi-layers and co-deposited
alloy films. The configuration installed in the sputtering equipment is a confocal
configuration[Fig.3.10].
Figure 3.10: Diagram of the confocal configuration installed in the Plassys VI. The guns are oriented upwards
at 15° to the vertical axis, whereas the substrate holder is on axis facing downwards. The
substrate holder is placed at 100 mm from targets to get the most uniform film growth over a
large area.
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According to the specifications provided by the system manufacturer, at a distance
of 100 mm the film growth is most uniform over a large area. There is a PID con-
trolled resistive heater attached to the holder, which can heat the substrates up to
800 °C. The heater has a factory calibrated thermocouple to measure the substrate
temperature. The sputtering system also has the capability of cooling substrates
before film growth. The main chamber is connected to a liquid nitrogen (LN2) trap
mounted on a flange. This trap is manually filled by nitrogen liquid before the film
deposition. The substrate carrier is transferred from the main chamber to an elev-
ator mounted on the base plate. This motor driven elevator pushes the substrate
carrier against the LN2 trap to cool it down. Once the carrier has been cooled down,
it is transferred to the substrate holder. A magnetically coupled transfer arm will
move the substrate from the LN2 position to the deposition position inside the main
chamber. The sputtering chamber is connected to two high vacuum pumping assem-
blies: a turbomolecular pump model STP-A803/A1303 manufactured by Edwards
Limited and a cryopump model cryo-plex 8LP of the American company Trillium.
These pumps can generate in the main chamber a vacuum below 1× 10−7 Torr. To
improve the vacuum in the main chamber, a system to bake-out has been installed
both inside and outside the main chamber. During a bake-out process the main
chamber is exposed to high temperature in vacuum to remove gasses, water vapour
and other contaminants. The bake-out inside the chamber is controlled by the soft-
ware, while the external bake-out is controlled by a thermocouple[Fig.3.11].
Figure 3.11: A heater tape is attached to the main chamber in order to bake-out the walls of the main
chamber.
The vacuum can be improved by titanium sputtering. Since Ti ions are very react-
ive, components of the residual gas in the chamber which collide with the chamber
wall (covered of Ti) are likely to react and to form a stable, solid product. This
is known as gettering. Thus the gas pressure in the chamber is reduced. So after
a bake-out and a Ti sputtering, the base pressure in the main chamber can reach
a value below 5× 10−9 Torr. The pressure in the main chamber is monitored by a
Pfeiffer TPR 280 Pirani Gauge (from 3.75× 10−4 Torr to 750 Torr range) and by an
Ionization Gauge Transducer (from 3× 10−10 to 5× 10−2 Torr range) manufactured
by the Kurt J. Lesker company.
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The main chamber is connected to four gas lines (Ar, N2, O2 and CH4). Each line
is equipped with a digitally controlled mass flow controller and a pneumatic stop
valve. During the execution of any process in the chamber, the cryopump line is
closed with a gate valve (Mode CF-200) and the turbopump is throttled with a
butterfly valve (VAT model 612). The position of this throttle valve, along with the
flow rate of incoming gas, controls chamber pressure during any process. During
sputtering processes, the pressure in the main chamber is monitored by a capacit-
ance manometer manufactured by Brooks (100 mTorr range) as it is independent of
by the type of gas present in the chamber. The substrates are then inserted into the
system through a load lock mounted on the left side of the chamber. The load lock
is a stainless steel chamber with a hinged top lid and viewport[Fig.3.12].
Figure 3.12: Load lock attached to the main chamber of the sputtering tool. The transfer arm (left) is used
to move the sample from the load lock (right) into the main chamber (not show)
A transfer valve separates the main process chamber from the load lock, allowing
the sputter chamber to be kept at high vacuum at all times and to prevent contam-
ination. The load lock is connected to a turbomolecular pump model nEXT 400
that can achieve a vacuum state of about 3× 10−8 Torr. Before being transferred
to the main chamber, the substrate can be cleaned with argon plasma in the load
lock. The plasma is generated by a RF power supply. A motor driven, magnetically
coupled transfer arm (the same design as the arm serving the LN2 trap) is used
to insert the samples in the chamber and to transfer the samples back to the load
lock at end of film growth. The substrate carrier has a set of adaptors to mount 6”
wafer or lower and adapters to install substrates 10 mm × 10 mm or 15 mm × 15
mm square. Adaptors are made of aluminium for room temperature or or cooled
deposition processes.
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A specific substrate carrier made of molybdenum is to be used when substrates need
to be heated[Fig.3.13].
Figure 3.13: The substrate carrier. It has an adaptor mount to install 6 inches (152.4 mm) diameter wafers or
eventually substrates diced in 10 mm × 10 mm or 15 mm × 15 mm squares. The Molybdenum
adaptor is used when substrates need to be heated, the Al one when substrates needs to be
cooled.
3.3 Lithography
Following sputter deposition of the thin film, the next process is to define the geo-
metry of the device. This process is called lithography and it consists of exposing
the film (covered by a polymeric substance called resist) to an irradiation of high
energy. After exposure, the sample is developed by an appropriate solvent to ob-
tain the pattern desired. Resists are classified as positive and negative according
to their exposure properties. The sample is then developed and if the resist is
positive exposed parts are removed. If the resist is negative parts unexposed are
removed[Fig.3.14]. The irradiation can be done either using photons or electrons.
In case of photons the process is called photolithography, while in case of electrons
is called electron beam (e-beam) lithography. The choice of the irradiation depends
on the dimensions of the desired pattern. Usually the photolithography is used to
realize patterns of the order of microns irradiating the sample by ultra-violet (UV)
light wavelength (less than 400nm), while the e-beam is used to realize patterns of
the order of nanometres.
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Figure 3.14: The fundamentals of lithography scheme process: the sample is deposited onto a substrate
after the sputtering process. The sample is then covered by a polymeric substance called resist
sensitive to the high energy irradiation. The geometry of the pattern desired is designed on the
mask placed between the sample and the irradiation source. After the exposure, the sample is
developed and if the resist is positive the part of the part exposed are removed. If the resist is
negative the part unexposed are removed.
The reason is similar to the difference between the resolution of an optical microscope
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). As optical photon, the movement of
high-speed electrons also has a wavelength given by the relation of Louis de Broglie:
λ =
h
mv
(3.6)
where h is the Planck constant, m the mass the electron (see glossary) and v the
velocity of the electron determined by the accelerating voltage, or electron potential,
given by the equation
V =
1
2e
mv2 (3.7)
Combining these two equations
λ =
h√
2meV
(3.8)
Since the typical accelerating voltage of a e-beam equipment is 100 keV, then the
wavelength of electrons is calculated to be about 4 pm.
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3.3.1 Photolithography
Photolithography is the standard process to realize structures of the order of microns.
This process has been used in this work to realize three series of microwires of 200 µm
length and width 2 µm, 5 µm and 10 µm. Each microwire is patterned in a four-
probe structure used to measure the transport properties of the superconducting
film. To transfer these patterns on a sample, a Cr photomask of 5” square has been
fabricated via e-beam lithography in the JWNC. Before the exposure, the sample
must be covered by the photoresist. First, the surface of the sample is cleaned of
impurities via acetone and methanol in ultrasonic bath for 5 min and then rinsed in
reverse osmosis (RO) water. The sample is then heated at 90 °C for three minutes
to drive off any moisture that may be present on the surface. The sample is then
covered with a uniform layer of resist applied via spin coating. The sample is
mounted on a vacuum chuck and the resist is applied to the centre of the sample via
a syringe, then the sample is spun using a calibrated recipe to achieve the desired
resist thickness. The sample is then baked to evaporate the coating solvent and to
harden the resist after the spin coating. The resist used in this work is a photoresist
S1805 of the positive S1800 series[Fig.3.15].
Figure 3.15: Thickness of main types S1800 positive photoresist as function of the speed of the spin coating.
This graph is taken from S1800 microposit datasheet[154].
This resist has been spun at 4000 rpm for 30 sec (thickness 0.5 m) and then heated
on a hot-plate at 115 °C for 1 min. At this point, the sample is ready to be exposed
to the light. The photolithography process is performed using the Karl Suss Mask
Aligner MA6 installed in the JWNC[Fig.3.16].
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Figure 3.16: a)Mask Aligner MA6 manufactured by SU¨SS MICROTEC SE installed in the JWNC[155]. b)
Power source of the exposure lamp, in this case a 350 W UV365 mercury arc discharge lamp.
c) Vacuum chuck where the photomask is placed.
The Karl Suss MA6 is a contact aligner used for optical lithography down to 1
µm as reported in the manual[155]. It can be used with 4-inch, 5-inch and 7-inch
mask plates and is capable of samples up to 6 inch (150 mm) diameter wafer size
substrates. Wafers and substrates up to 6 mm thickness can be processed. It is
equipped with a 350 Watt, UV365 mercury arc lamp (350 nm – 450 nm wavelength
range) capable of operating in constant power or constant intensity mode. The
illuminating photons are generated by photoelectric effect. The MA6 is ideal for
exposing broadband positive and negative resists and it can be used both for front
side and back side alignment. The photomask is mounted on a vacuum chuck, while
the sample is held on a support beneath the photomask. Accurate levelling and gap
control of mask and wafer is essential to avoid parallax errors and to achieve higher
resolution. The levelling and gap calibration system of the MA/BA6 is designed
to fulfil highest demands with regards to accuracy and reliability. The MA6 offers
various exposure modes to meet any requirements for a broad range of applications.
Soft, hard and vacuum contact printing is used to achieve highest resolution down
to submicron range. Proximity printing is applied to avoid any mask/wafer contact.
The prevention of mask contamination directly translates into higher yield. For
samples used in this thesis, the exposure mode was performed in hard contact mode,
a gap of 40 µm between the sample and the photomask and the alignment of the
photomask was made by the top side. The final exposure was carried out using
light of 365 nm wavelength. After the exposure the sample is developed rinsing it
in the microposit MF-319 developer for 75 sec and then in RO water to block the
development process.
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3.3.2 Electron Beam Lithography
Electron beam lithography (EBL) uses a beam of electrons to expose the resist and
offers major advantages over the photolithography as the wavelength of the electrons
is much shorter than that of UV light, an electron beam is capable of patterning at
a far higher resolution, allowing features down to about 10 nm to be written, taking
into account spherical and chromatic aberrations. The resist itself is sensitive to
electrons and not electromagnetic radiation. Instead of using a physical mask to
define the pattern, the electron beam is computer controlled and exposes regions
as determined by an electronic computer-aided design (CAD) mask. Although the
ability to create any pattern electronically without the need to fabricate expensive
mask plates makes e-beam a highly flexible tool, the exposure process occurs serially,
pixel-by-pixel, resulting in a significant writing time. This, together with the high
equipment and maintenance costs are the main drawbacks of the technique. As
well as being able to write single step jobs, electron beam writers are capable of
aligning successive patterns on a substrate (registration) to within about 50 nm,
allowing users to write multiple lithography steps for more complex samples. The
EBL equipment used to fabricate SNSPD arrays of this thesis is a Vistec VB6 UHR
EWF (ultra-high resolution - extended wide field) one of the most advanced EBL
systems in the world providing direct writing in micro and nanometre patterns with
a typical resolution of 25 nm, a stitching accuracy with a maximum error of 5 to 30
nm depending on the field size, a typical overlay accuracy of about 20 nm (maximum
error)[Fig.3.17] .
Figure 3.17: a) Vistec VB6 UHR EWF electron beam lithography equipment installed in the JWNC. b)
Schematic illustrating the main principles of EBL system operation.
A beam of electrons is generated by an electron gun using a cathode emission. In
Vistec VB6, the electron gun is a Schottky emitter equipped with a heated zirconium
oxide (ZrO2) coated tungsten (W) tip. Electrons are emitted by thermionic effect,
are accelerated by a potential (fixed at 100 keV) and then focused onto the material
through a system of apertures, electrodes and magnetic lens. The pattern data for
lithography is stored in the hard disk of the computer used to control the system.
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Subsequently, this data is transferred from the hard disk to the blanking control
system and beam deflector control system through a high speed data processing
system. The beam is switched on and off to draw the pattern by blanking circuit,
and deflected to the designated position by operation of the deflector circuit. The
desired pattern is drawn using a combination of this electron beam movement and
the movement of the stage. In this work, the layout of an SNSPD array is designed
by the software LayoutEditor and produced as a .gds file. Within the one file, Lay-
outEditor allows the creation of individual cells or structures which can be brought
together to make up the final design. In addition, different layers can be specified
if multiple lithography steps are required. However, the .gds file is not compatible
with the beam writer system because the machine is only able to handle primit-
ive shapes. Hence, additional processing steps are required to convert the file to
a format compatible with the beam writer. The .gds file is then transferred to a
computer employing a software named Beamer (product by the German company
GeniSys GmbH). Once a series of input parameters are provided along with the
.gds file, the software fractures the design to be exposed into trapezoids. The .gds
file is then converted into a .vep file which is sent to both the beamwriter control
computer and the job layout program BELLE (Beamwriter Exposure Layout for
Lithographic Engineers) used in the next step of the conversion process. BELLE
requires the .vep file complete with all of the patterning information to produce a
final job layout (.bel) file. Finally, the layout file is sent to the control computer and
together with the design file, is used by the beamwriter to pattern the resist. The
interaction between the electron beam and the sample exposed generates scattering
effects[Fig.3.18].
Figure 3.18: Interaction volume of e-beam exposure. As the primary electrons penetrate the resist and enter
in the substrate, some of them undergo large-angle scattering events, leading to backscattering,
in which these electrons return back to the resist in places far from the spot where the primary
beam entered. The forward scattering arises from electron-electron interactions, which deflect
the primary electrons by a typically small angle, thus statistically broadening the e-beam in
the resist (and further in the substrate)
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These effects are classified as forward and backward scattering. In forward scatter-
ing, the beam electrons collide with the orbital electron of an atom from resist and
substrate to either excite or ionize the atom resulting in an inelastic scattering event
while the backscattering electrons are due to the collision of an electron with the
nucleus of an atom in the substrate resulting in an elastic scattering event. When
electrons penetrate the resist and enter the substrate some of them undergo large-
angle scattering events, leading to backscattering, in which these electrons return
back to the resist in places far from the spot where the primary beam entered con-
tributing to the exposure and causing subsequent inelastic scattering. This causes
additional, usually undesirable, exposure in the resist and is known as the proximity
effect. The electron energy influences the scattering angle: lower energy electrons
scatter to a larger angle whereas higher energy electrons scatter to a smaller angle.
In these terms, high-energy electrons (high accelerating voltage) help to minimize
the proximity effect. In this thesis, two kinds of e-beam resist have been used: poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) and ZEP-520. Both are positive tone resist. The
PMMA is usually used for a metal lift-off process called ”metalization”. In this
process gold pads are defined to bond the device to allow electronic characterization
and the markers for alignment of the VB6. As in photolithography, the surface of
sample is first cleaned ultrasonically by acetone and methanol, then rinsed in RO
water. After 5 min of prebake in a 180 °C oven, a bi-layer of 12% 2010 PMMA(AR-P
632.12) and 4% 2041 PMMA (AR-P 649.04) are spun onto the substrate at 4000
rpm, which roughly gives a resist thickness of 0.78 µm for 12% PMMA and 0.15
µm for 4% PMMA respectively and then baked on vacuum hotplate for 5 minutes
at 150 °C each. Then the samples are exposed by a dose of 750 µC/m2 and a beam
of 64 nA with a spot size of 33 nm. After exposure, the substrate developed in a
solution of MIBK:IPA (1:1) for 60 seconds and rinsed in IPA for few seconds before
being blown dry by nitrogen. At this point, the bond pads and the markers are
defined depositing Ti-Au (5nm-100nm) on the sample by electron beam evapora-
tion and then cleaned ultrasonically by acetone (lift-off). The ZEP-520 was used to
define pixels of the SNSPD nanowire array and their connections with the gold pad.
After the cleaning process, the sample was spun by 2:1 Anisole ZEP at 4000 rpm
(thickness about 100nm) and then heated on a hot-plate 180 °C for 4 min. In this
case, the exposure follows two steps: one by a dose of 270 µC/m2 and a beam of
128 nA (50 nm spot size) to define the connections and the second by a dose of 300
µC/m2 and a beam of 1 nA (4 nm spot size) to define the pixels.
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3.4 Reactive Ion etching
After the lithography process, the geometry of the device is determined by the resist
patterned on the top of the sample. At this point the sample is bombarded by
a plasma (generated by a RF power source) that removes the part of the sample
uncovered by the resist. This process is called in general dry etch. For the fabrication
of SNSPD arrays, reactive ion etching (RIE) has been used. This process follows
some basics of the RF sputtering process: the sample is placed in a vacuum chamber
onto a cathode connected to a RF power supply. In this process, the substrate is the
target (cathode) to be bombarded while the second electrode S2 (anode) is formed
by the walls of the chamber[Fig.3.19 a)].
Figure 3.19: a)Diagram of a standard configuration for a reactive ion etch (RIE) chamber. b) Oxford Plas-
malab 80 Plus Plasma Etcher installed in the JWNC. The tool is equiped by an interferometer
to monitor to monitor the etch depth.
The relation between surfaces of the cathode S1 and of the anode S2 and their
voltages is given by the following equation[158]:
V1
V2
=
(
S2
S1
)4
(3.9)
The magnitude of voltage induced at the electrodes is dependent on the ratio of the
electrode surface areas. In other words, a higher voltage is induced at the electrode
with a smaller surface area. In general, the electrode 2 that opposes the electrode 1
on which the wafer is placed has a much larger surface area in the dry etch system,
so that an adequate voltage is achieved at the wafer. Because the chamber walls
are normally held at the same electrical potential as electrode 2, the structure helps
make S2 larger than S1.
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Because the V2 induced at the chamber walls is small, the sputtering on the walls is
suppressed, and as a result there is an added advantage of suppressing the release of
impurities, such as heavy metals from the chamber walls. The equipment used for
the fabrication of SNSPD arrays is the Oxford Plasmalab 80 Plus Plasma Etcher
installed in the JWNC[Fig.3.19 b)]. The main difference between the sputtering
and RIE is the use of reactive gas like CF4 or SF6. RIE mechanism proceeds as
follows: first, the reactive gas is introduced into the chamber, where it is broken
down into chemically reactive species (radicals and ions) to form plasma. Reactive
species diffuse to the surface to be etched and are then adsorbed on this surface.
Once the reactive species reach the surface, they move around on the surface (sur-
face diffusion) until they react with the exposed film. Afterwards, products of the
reaction will desorb from the surface and diffuse away through the gas stream. An
example of RIE process is explained in Fig.3.20 that shows the etching of a silicon
substrate in CF4 plasma.
Figure 3.20: RIE process scheme of silicon in CF4 plasma. Ions CF3+ follow the electric field direction while
radicals F move randomly by Brownian motion.
Applying the electric field between the cathode (the silicon) and the anode (chamber
walls), CF4 molecules interact with electrons generating ions (CF3
+) and fluorine
radicals (F). Ions are accelerating towards the silicon. The interaction of reactive
ions CF3
+ (as radicals) with silicon generate volatile SiF4 that diffuses in the cham-
ber. Both ions and radicals interact with silicon to produce SiF4 that diffuses in the
chamber. The ion-assisted process enhances the probability to etch the target ver-
tically that closely replicates the mask patterns (anisotropic etching[156, 159, 157]).
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Table [3.2] shows the recipe of the dry etch process used in this thesis to realize the
microbridge structures and SNSPD multipixel array.
Table 3.2: Dry Etch recipe used to realize SNSPD array and microbridges structure.
Gas CF4
Flow 50 sccm
Pressure 30 mTorr
Power 80 W
Temperature 22 °C
3.5 Cryogenic systems
As explained before, SNSPDs work at temperature below their critical temperat-
ure that is a few degrees above absolute zero. Then they have to be installed in
cryogenic systems. A historical way to cool down a superconductor is to immerse
the device in liquid helium (4.2 K) but the evaporation of the cryogenic liquid that
slowly boils away makes the use of liquid helium dewars very expensive and efficient
gas recovery is challenging. Moreover, the liquid helium may lead to several safety
hazards to require a serious safety training. A possible solution to these problems
are refrigeration systems based on closed cycle cooling. These systems are known as
cryocoolers[163]. Their working principle is based on compression and expansion of
gases. Cryocoolers are classified as operating through recuperative cycles and regen-
erative cycles. In the recuperative cycles, there is a steady flow of gas in one direction
with steady low and high pressures in the appropriate locations. Compression oc-
curs at ambient temperature T0, with the heat of compression being dissipated to
the ambient. Expansion occurs at the cold end at a temperature Tc, where the net
refrigeration power Q˙c is absorbed. The heat exchanger for the recuperative cycles
is known as a recuperator or recuperative heat exchanger. It has two separate flow
channels: one for the high-pressure fluid and one for the low-pressure fluid. The low-
temperature expansion can be by a valve as in the Joule-Thomson (J-T) cycle or by
an expansion engine as in the Brayton cycle. The J-T cycle normally uses a working
fluid that is liquefied at the cold end, such as nitrogen for 77 K, hydrogen for 20 K,
and helium for 4.2 K. For higher temperatures, mixed refrigerants of nitrogen and
various hydrocarbons are often used to provide higher efficiencies. The regenerative
cycle operates with oscillating flows and oscillating pressures, and almost always use
high-pressure helium as the working fluid. Frequencies vary from about 1 Hz for
the Gifford–McMahon (GM) and some pulse tube cryocoolers to about 60 Hz for
Stirling and some pulse tube cryocoolers. In these cryocoolers heating occurs as the
pressure is increasing, and cooling occurs as the pressure is decreasing. The use of
a displacer in the Stirling and GM cryocoolers moves most of the gas to the hot end
during the compression process and to the cold end during the expansion process.
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In the pulse tube cryocooler oscillating flow through the warm-end orifice (or a
long capillary called an inertance tube) moves the gas with a similar phase rela-
tionship as provided by a displacer, but without a moving part. Thus, the pulse
tube cryocooler has an inherent potential to be more reliable and have less vibration
than either the Stirling or GM cryocoolers. The use of valves in the GM cryocooler
or with pulse tubes driven with a GM-type compressor and rotary valve (known as
GM-type pulse tubes) reduces their efficiency compared with valveless compressors
(or pressure oscillators) as used in the Stirling or Stirling-type pulse tubes. However,
the use of valves in the compression process provides a region of steady high pres-
sure where an adsorber can be used in conjunction with a commercial oil-lubricated
compressor in order to achieve high reliability at relatively low cost. The regener-
ative heat exchanger (regenerator) used for these cycles has only one flow channel,
which is filled with a porous matrix with high surface area and heat capacity (packed
screens or spheres). Heat is transferred from the ‘hot blow’ to the ‘cold blow’ via the
matrix, where the heat is stored for a half cycle in the heat capacity of the matrix.
Cryosystems used in this research are two GM cryocoolers and pulse tube refri-
gerator (PTR) installed in the laboratory of Quantum Sensor Group (QSG) based
in the James Watt School of Engineering (Rankine Building) of the University of
Glasgow. Gifford McMahon cryocoolers can reach 2.2 K base temperature. One
has been used to measure superconducting properties of 8 nm NbN and 8 nm MoSi.
The second one has been used to measure superconducting and optical properties at
1550 nm of the 8-pixel SNSPD array made via 8 nm NbN. Since the 8-pixel SNSPD
array made via 8 nm MoSi exhibits 3.2 K mean critical temperature, it has been
tested in the PTR with an additional 3He sorbtion stage that can reach 300 mK
base temperature.
3.5.1 The Gifford-McMahon (GM) cycle
Gifford–McMahon (GM) cryocoolers were first developed in 1960[164]. It consists in
a cold head connected to a helium compressor. The cold head contains a compression
and expansion space, a regenerator, and a displacer. Usually the regenerator and
the displacer are combined in one body. The pressure variations in the cold head
are obtained by connecting it periodically to the high- and low-pressure sides of a
compressor by a rotating valve. Its position is synchronized with the motion of the
displacer. During the opening and closing of the valves irreversible processes take
place, so GM-coolers have intrinsic losses. The GM cooling cycle can be divided
into four steps as follows[Fig.3.21]:
 The cycle starts with the rotary valve connecting the cold head to the high-
pressure room temperature gas from the compressor. The gas, now in the hot
end of the cold head, is compressed and heat is released to the surroundings.
 At the completion of the high-pressure filling phase, the displacer moves to
the left and the gas passes through the regenerator entering the regenerator
at ambient temperature and leaving it with temperature a lower temperat-
ure. Thus, the heat storage feature of the regenerator retains the temperature
gradient between the warm and cold ends of the cold finger and smooths out
the cyclic temperature variation of the gas.
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 Next, the rotary valve connects the low pressure suction from the compressor
return to the cold head, thus expanding and cooling the gas in the cold side.
 In the final portion of the cycle, the displacer moves to the right to reposition
at the end of the coldfinger to ready it for the upcoming high-pressure gas
filling phase. Again, during this part of the cycle, the gas passes through
the regenerator, and the heat storage feature of the regenerator smooths out
the cyclic temperature of the gas as it flows between the two ends of the
regenerator.
Figure 3.21: Schematic of Gifford McMahon refrigeration cycle[165].
GM cryocoolers installed in the QSG laboratory are model RDK101D cold-head
manufactured by Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. This model is a two stage GM
cryocooler. The coldest stage (second stage) can reach a temperature below 3 K.
One of the cryocooler has been designed to measure the intrinsic properties of su-
perconducting materials as the critical temperature, the critical current density and
the sheet resistance, while the other one has been designed to measure electrical and
the optical properties of SNSPDs. All the part of the cryocoolers (stages, shields,
vacuum panels) have been manufactured by the James Watt School of Engineering
Mechanical Workshop (Rankine Building).
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Helium compressors are indoor air-cooled. One is a model CNA-11 (power consump-
tion 1.2-1.3 kW at 50 Hz, 1.3-1.5 kW at 60 Hz) and the other is a model Zephyr
(power consumption 3.0 kW at 50 Hz, 3.4 kW at 60 Hz). Before to start the cooling
down process, the cryosystem is sealed by a metal vacuum can and then attached
to a turbo pump to reach a pressure of about 7.5 · 10−5 Torr before turning on the
helium compressor.
The Ekinator
This system has been realized to measure the critical temperature of eight supercon-
ducting thin film samples concurrently and then updated by the author of this thesis
to measure the critical current density of eight superconductors concurrently at dif-
ferent temperature. Devices are mounted on the second stage of the cryocooler. On
this stage is placed a circular metal disc where there are eight rectangular holes with
steps at their boundary to place four pogo pins. In each holder (made of Tufnol)
are inserted four pogo pins by press fitting. On the top of this is placed another
circular metal disc which has eight slots to accommodate eight samples 15 mm ×
15 mm square. This disc is to be placed on the metal stage with pogo pins in such a
way that all the pogo pins can touch the samples. On the top of this disc has been
installed a 1 kΩ resistor. Its function is to heat the cryogenic system to perform
measurements at different stable temperatures. Near the resistor has been installed
a first temperature sensor, a second under the pin holder and a third at the second
stage of the cryostat[Fig.3.22].
Figure 3.22: a) Gold-plated cooper circular disc filled by pogo pin holders. Each holder is made by Tufnol.
b) Sample holder for eight 15 mm x 15 mm square samples. c) Samples are connected to pins
by contact. On each holder is attached a calibrated temperature sensor silicon diode model
DT-670. On the sample holder is installed a 1 kΩ resistor to act as heater of the system.
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All temperature sensors are DT-670 silicon diodes each mounted in a gold-plated
copper bobbin manufactured by Lakeshore Cryotronics. The thermometers installed
on the second stage are DT-670-CU-1.4L model (calibrated 1.4 K to 325 K). Thermo-
meters, pogo pins and the heater are connected to four 12-pin cryogenic connectors
attached at the rectangular panels of the hexagonal base of the cryostat. Thermo-
meters are connected via manganin wires (already installed in the copper bobin)
while pogo pins and the heater via polyester insulated constantan (copper-nickel
alloy) twisted pairs provided by CMR-DIRECT. This wire has been chosen for its
low thermal conductivity (3.5 W/m K at 10 K[166]) to reduce the heat loss that can
affect low-temperature measurements. Another way to reduce the heat loss in the
wires is to lag the wire from the second stage of the cryocooler wrapping the wire
several times round the cryostat[Fig.3.23 a)]. The electrical set-up is installed in a
large metal box for electromagnetic shielding[Fig.3.23 b)].
Figure 3.23: a) Thermal anchoring in the Ekinator. b) Ekinator electrical set-up. The set-up is built in
a metallic box to prevent electrical noise pickup. Pogo pins and the heater are connected via
Fischer connectors from the cryosystem to the interface GEN8PRMX and BNC connectors.
The interface is connected to a PC via the interface Labjack U6 by USB port.
The set-up has been realized to measure the electrical resistance of a supercon-
ductor via the 4-point probe method[Fig.3.24 a)]. Two pogo pins are connected to
isolated voltage source SIM928 and the other two are connected to a digital volt-
meter SIM970 (10 MΩ impedance) to measure the voltage drop across the device.
To measure the bias current, a load resistor has been installed in series to the device
and then connected to a Keithley 2000 Multimeter to measure its voltage drop. The
ratio between this voltage drop and the load resistor gives the bias current in the
device. In order to measure the resistance of eight devices at the same time, pogo
pins are connected to the voltage source passing by eight relays installed on the in-
terface GEN8PRMx provided by EasyDaq. This interface is connected to a Labjack
U6 to communicate to the PC via USB interface. Other pogo pins are connected to
voltmeters SIM970 via BNC connectors. In the same set-up, the heater is connected
to a SIM960 Analog Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller across a high
voltage linear amplifier P200 (FLC Electronics AB, Sweden, gain x10)[Fig.3.24 b)].
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Figure 3.24: Ekinator electric set-up scheme. a) External pogo pins are connected to the voltage source
across a relay onto the interface GEN8PRMx and a load resistor. Pins in the middle are
connected to the voltmeter to measure the voltage drop. The bias current is given by the
voltage drop across the load resistor measured by a voltmeter. b) The heater is connected to
the PID controller across an amplifier (gain x10). The voltage across the heater is monitored
by a multimeter in parallel to the amplifier.
Figure 3.25: SRS SIM900 Mainframe. From the left: SIM922 Diode Temperature Monitor, isolated voltage
source SIM928, two digital voltmeter SIM970, SIM960 PID controller.
Thermometer sensors are connected to the SIM922 Diode Temperature Monitor via
a different metallic box. The isolated voltage source, digital voltmeters, the PID and
temperature monitor are installed in an SRS SIM900 mainframe[Fig.3.25] which is
connected to a computer through a RS-232 cable, while the Labjack is connected to
the PC by USB 2.0.
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These instruments are controlled by a Python program and by this is possible to
monitor signals of the instruments (temperature and potential difference) to com-
pute the bias current and the resistance of devices. The cooling down process of
superconductors in the Ekinator system follows these steps:
 First, devices are installed on the sample holder[Fig.3.22 b)] and then screwed
on the pogo pin holder[Fig.3.22 a)]. Devices are connected to pins by contact.
 The thermometer DT-670 (calibrated) and the heater (1 kΩ) are screwed near
each other on the top of the sample holder[Fig.3.22 b)].
 The second stage is protected thermally by a custom designed gold-plated
aluminium radiation thermal shield. The entire system is then sealed by a
metal vacuum can and then attached to a turbo pump[Fig.3.26].
 Once the system reaches a pressure of about 7.5 · 10−5 Torr the helium com-
pressor is turned on and the system begins to cool down. The turbo is turned
off and disconnected from the cryocooler when the cryosystem reaches about
200 K. After about 6h, the system reaches its base temperature (2.1 K at the
second stage and about 36 K at the first stage.)
Figure 3.26: a) Gold-plated aluminium radiation shield machined in the workshop of School of Engineering
Department of the University of Glasgow. b) Ekinator sealed by a vaccum can and connected
to a turbopump (Adixen).
Once the Ekinator is at 2.1 K, the electric set-up is turned on by the Python program
monitoring the temperature and the resistance of superconductors. The critical tem-
perature of each pixels has been measured biasing the device with a low voltage input
and recording the voltage drop Vs of the device (converted in resistance Rs = Vs/I
by Ohm’s law) at different temperature starting from 2.1 K when the device is cold.
Turning off the helium compressor, the cryocooler starts its warming up phase.
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Registering temperature and resistance (data are converted in a .txt file by Python),
is possible to plot the R-T characteristic of the superconductor.[Fig.3.27 a)]. The
critical current is measured when the cryostat is kept at 2.1 K and the device is
biased by a periodic voltage input. Monitoring the voltage of the device and the
applied bias current, it is possible to plot the I-V characteristic of the device[Fig.3.27
b)].
Figure 3.27: a) R-T characteristic of 8nm-thick NbN growth on HR Si substrate heated at 800 °C and
patterned in a 2 µm x 200 µm microbridge. In this work, the critical temperature is taken in
the middle point of the resistive transition. b) I-V characteristic at 2.1 K of 8 nm-thick NbN
growth at 800 °C on HR Si and patterned in a 2 µm x 200 µm microbridge. The critical current
Ic(2.1K) = ±144.3µA.
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The x-axis is the voltage of the device measured by the voltmeter SIM970, while
the y-axis is the bias current given by Ohm’s law I = Vs/(RL + Rs). When the
sample is in the superconducting state Rs = 0. When it switches to the normal
state and Rs >> RL then the current across the device under test drops. The hys-
teresis effect presents in the I-V plot is due to Joule heating of the device after its
passage from the superconducting to the normal state. Reducing the bias current,
the device does not become superconducting at the same value of critical current of
before. When the helium compressor is on the lowest temperature of the cryostat is
about 2.1 K. Biasing the heater (1 kΩ resistor) by the PID controller, the cryostat
heats by Joule heating. Due to its low power performance (Output ±10V; 0.1mA),
the PID SIM960 has been connected to a power amplifier P200 (Output ±100V;
1A) manufactured by FLC Electronics, Sweden. In this way, the cryocooler can be
heated at temperature far from 2.1 K[Fig.3.28].
Figure 3.28: Cryocooler temperature when the heater is biased via PID. The PID internal setpoint is amp-
lified by the P200 amplifier and the cryostat temperature grows for Joule heating. To stabilize
the PID output, the instrument has been configured as follows: P = 1.6, I = 1.5E-1, D=0.1E-5
to stabilize the output signal. The PID output (amplified) is monitored by a Keithley 200
multimeter.
The amplified output signal has been connected in parallel to a multimeter to mon-
itor the amplified output signal. The PID has been configured monitoring the amp-
lified signal. The aim of the heater is to measure the critical current of a super-
conductor at different temperatures and to fit these data with the critical current
density equation (2.12) to get information about the critical current density at 0 K
and the critical temperature of the superconductor.
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The Zephynator
This system has been realized for low temperature electrical and optical character-
ization of SNSPD devices. The cryocooler model is the same of the one described
in the previous section: a RDK101D cold-head manufactured by Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd, two cooling stages and connected to a air-cooled HC-4A Zephyr (so
it is named ”Zephynator”).
Figure 3.29: (a) Zephynator second stage (4 K). The sample holder is mounted on a stand-off-stage attached
to the 4 K stage of the cryoccoler. The stage is then covered by an Al thermal shield. (b)
Complete image of the Zephynator with the vacuum can. The black box attached is the feed-
through of optical fibres. (c) Zephynator electronic set-up. From the top: the TCSPC module
for timing jitter measurement, the metallic box connected to the VNA for kinetic inductance
measurement, the universal counter for the count rate and the mainframe SIM900 where there
are installed the temperature monitor, the voltage source connected to the sample across a
load resistor and a quad voltmeter. All these instrument are connected to a PC desktop and
controlled via Python codes.
Devices are installed on the second stage (4 K) of the cryocooler onto a stand-off-
stage thermally linked with brass screws[Fig.3.29 a)]. Lakeshore DT-670 Si-diode
thermometers are mounted on 4 K and 40 K stages to accurately monitor their
respective temperatures. Thermometer sensors are connected to the SIM922 Diode
Temperature Monitor via a 12-pin Fischer connector[Fig.3.29 b)] across a specific
electric set-up embedded in a metallic box. Readout and biasing of SNSPDs is done
with 50 Ω impedance matched hermetic SMA connectors fitted on the flange plate
and soldered on the one side of a brass coaxial cable. Whereas, on the other side
an SMP connector is crimped and connected on the sample mount. In the system
are installed 8 RF coaxial cables. The optical link between the detectors and room
temperature equipment (i.e. laser, attenuators, polarizers, ect.) occurs through a
hermetically sealed fibre feed-through with 16 optical fibres that are spliced on the
fibre-coupled SNSPD devices.
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Fibres are then installed in a room temperature black box connected to the cryo-
stat[Fig.3.29 b)]. Fibre is connected to a laser diode via two attenuators (JDS
Uniphase HA9) and a polarizer[Fig.3.30].
Figure 3.30: Optical set-up. All the instruments required for an optical measurement are collected in an
instrumentation rack. From the top: the femtosecond mode-locked fibre Kphotonics CNT-
1550-TK laser used for timing jitter measurement, oscilloscope Agilent Technologies 54845A, 8
GHz bandwidth, 1550nm laser diode source, two attenuators, a waveform generator connected
to the laser source to generate pulsed laser of 5MHz frequency. Next to the drawer there is a
manual polarizer. The laser power output is measured by a digital power meter. Optical fibres
are checked by a FS200 fibre inspection scope (Thorlabs) before to be connected to instrument.
Custom designed aluminium radiation shields, flanges for optical/electrical feed-
throughs and blank plates have been machined in the workshop of the James Watt
School of Engineering of the University of Glasgow. As in the Ekinator, the whole
fridge is thermally shielded from the environment by Al radiation shields and sealed
by a vacuum can. The critical temperature and the critical current at 2.2 K of
the SNSPD are measured by an isolated voltage source SIM928 and a digital volt-
meter SIM970. The SIM922 Diode Temperature Monitor, the isolated voltage source
SIM928 and the quad digital voltmeter SIM970 are installed in the SIM900 main-
frame. A load resistor of 100 kΩ is connected in series to the SNSPD to measure
the bias current. The resistance of the device is measured via two-probe method.
The critical temperature and the critical current at 2.2 K are measured in the same
way as described in the previous cryo-system. In addition this system permits meas-
urement of the kinetic inductance of the SNSPD. This parameter gives information
about the reset time of the detector.
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The kinetic inductance is measured by a computer controlled Via Bravo vector
network analyzer (VNA) with a frequency response from 0.1-50 MHz that simultan-
eously measures the phase and amplitude of the reflected signal. This instrument is
connected to a custom-made metal box made to attenuate VNA power output to a
safe region for the SNSPD and re-amplifies the returning signal[Fig.3.31]. The metal
box is then connected to the device across a picosecond bias-tee (model PSPL5541A,
from 80 kHz to 26 GHz).
Figure 3.31: Electrical scheme for the SNSPD kinetic inductance measurement.
The basic of the VNA operation is simple: the VNA output signal is transmitted
to the device under test (SNSPD). This signal is first attenuated by a series of vari-
able attenuators (VATs) provided by Minicircuit company to attenuate the power
output of the VNA (5dBm@50 Ohms in according to datasheet) that could damage
the SNSPD. This signal is then reflected by the SNSPD and at same time, when the
device is biased, the variation of the kinetic inductance of SNSPD produces a signal
transmitted to the vector analyzer. So the reflected signal and the signal transmitted
are amplified by a chain of three LNA-1000 amplifiers (total gain 99 dB), attenuated
by two attenuator (10 dB and 6 dB) and then collected by the VNA that transmits
information to the PC. The kinetic inductance as function of the bias current is
achieved using an automated computer program written by Python that varies the
bias current of the SNSPD in a range of bias currents from zero up to the critical
current records the total inductance.
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For the optical characterization, the SNSPD is biased by the voltage source (with a
load resistor in series) while the output signal-pulse from the detector is amplified
with a room temperature amplifier-chain (RF Bay Inc. LNA-580 and LNA-1000)
with a total of 56dB amplification and can be monitored with high speed (8 GHz
bandwidth) oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies 54845A). The rate of signals (count
rate) is measured by an universal counter (Agilent 53131A) computer controlled.
The device is connected to a laser diode source by a single mode fibre (SMF28e+)
across a polarizer and a series of two attenuators. The laser source is controlled by
waveform generator (Agilent 33220A) that can generate laser pulses of a frequency
of max 5 MHz[Fig.3.32].
Figure 3.32: Electrical scheme for the SNSPD optical characterization.
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The timing jitter of the SNSPD is measured connecting the device to the INPUT of
a time correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) card (PicoQuant PicoHarp 300)
and using as laser source a femtosecond mode-locked fibre Kphotonics CNT-1550-TK
laser (central wavelength λ = 1560 nm) with 50 MHz repetition rate that generates
narrow optical pulses which are routed to a 90:10 beamsplitter[Fig.3.33]. The 90%
output is connected to attenuators used to attenuate the pulses down to single-
photon regime and then coupled to the SNSPD while the 10% is used as input for
an InGaAs fast photodiode (Thorlabs DET08CFC InGaAs, λ= 800-1700 nm, 70ps
rise time) and is electrically connected into the Sync port of the TCSPC card. The
time interval between a start (InGaAs fast photodiode) and a stop (SNSPD) signal
are recorded by a the software of the TCSPC and a histogram is formed. For a
conventional SNSPD (single-wire meander), the response shape is Gaussian and the
timing jitter is defined as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian
curve.
Figure 3.33: Electrical scheme for the SNSPD timing jitter measurement.
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3.5.2 The Pulse Tube Refrigerator (PTR)
Modern PTRs have been realized by Radebaugh in 1986[167]. Like GM cryocoolers,
PTR are classified in term of regenerative cycle: He gas in a closed tube that
oscillates in pressure[Fig.3.34].
Figure 3.34: Schematic of Pulse Tube Refrigerator operation cycle.
The difference with GM cryocoolers is the absence of the displacer. While in GM
cryocoolers the pressure of the cold gas moves the displacer, in PTR cryosystems the
gas oscillates in the tube without moving any part hence lower mechanical vibration
is achieved during cooling operation. In addition, PTRs have a remote rotary motor,
which can be mounted away from the cryostat in order to avoid vibrations to the
sample. PTRs are also equipped with a reservoir connected to the pulse tube by an
orifice placed outside the heat exchanger. The basic process of PTR operation can
be divided in four steps[Fig.3.34]:
1. The system is at rest and pressure equalised.
2. The piston compresses the gas. The gas pressure increases to a state higher
than the reservoir. Gas from the hot end of the pulse tube moves through the
orifice into the reservoir.
3. A short time later, the pressure becomes equalised and the orifice closes.
4. The piston moves back, expanding the gas. The flow of gas moves from the
reservoir through the hot end. Low pressure gas in the pulse tube moves
towards the cold end. The cold, low pressure gas moves through the cold
stage, picking up heat from the objects attached to the stage.
Actually in the QSG laboratory there are installed three PTRs: one is a Cryomech
PT403-RM coldhead composed of a two-stage cryostat that can reach a base tem-
perature of 3.5 K. A second one is a a Cryomech PT405-RM coldhead composed of
two-stage with an additional 3He stage that can reach a base temperature of about
350 mK. Recently a new PTR has been installed in the laboratory, manufactured by
Sumitomo (model RP-082B2), composed of two-stage with a minimal temperature
of about 1 K. Cryomech PTRs are connected to a water-cooled CP2800 compressor,
while the Sumitomo PTR is connected to a water-cooled F-70LP/HP compressor.
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The Rankinator
The PTR used in this work for the nano-optical test is the Cryomech PT4505-RM.
This system has been named ”Rankinator” since it is installed in the Rankine Build-
ing (James Watt School of Engineering - University of Glasgow). In this system a
confocal microscope is attached to a stack of stepper and scanner motors (Attocube
systems) that allows scanning across the device with sub-nanometre resolution. In
this way is possible to made nano-map of SNSPDs. This PTR has been equipped
with 4He/3He sorption pumps connected to the CP2800 water-cooled compressor
that allows characterization of SNSPDs devices at 400 mK. These pumps consist
of charcoal connected to the coldhead via a long tube for collecting the cryogenic
liquid[Fig.3.35].
Figure 3.35: a) Picture of the sorption pumps installed in the Rankinator. b) Schematic of sorption pumps.
Charcoals (black) are installed before the 4 K stage. Pump heaters (red) are biased (turned on)
when the PTR reaches 40 K to ensure a major desorption of the He gas. When they are on,
He gas flows into tubes (grey) to coldheads. Active Gas-Gap Heat Switches (AGHSs) (purple)
dissipate heat into the 4He and into the film burner to condense 4 He liquid (below 1 K). 3He
inside the tube is then liquefied sice the tube is connected thermally to the film burner that is
below 1 K. Under these conditions, the 3He coldhead can reach a base temperature of 400 mK.
Si diodes thermometers (blue) are connected on the pump heaters, heat switches and on 4He
coldhead. On 3He coldhead is installed a RuO2 thermometer diode (dark red).
The aim of sorption pumps is to liquefy 3He using liquid 4He. Below 5 K, the charcoal
absorbs the enclosed 4He/3He gas. Around 16/19K and above, the gas is expelled
into the tubes. The temperature of the charcoal is controlled by two pump heaters
(300 W/ 400 W). Pump heaters are usually biased (turned on) when the Rankinator
is cooled down between 40-45 K to ensure a majority desorption of He gas. When
pump heaters are on 4He and 3He gas begins condensing inside the tube. The liquid
4He drips down into the film burner to the 4He stage. The heat load generated in
this process is dissipated by Active Gas-Gap Heat Switches (AGHSs) attached to
each sorption pump. AGHSs are small sorption pumps with their own charcoal, He
gas and pump heaters(10 kW). When AGHSs are on, they expel He and allow the
flow of heat between the isolated sorption pump and the rest of the fridge. When
off, the He is reabsorbed creating a vacuum and barring any thermal transfer. As
the pump heater cools below 6K, the charcoal begins absorbing the remaining 4He
gas increasing the vacuum in the cryosystem. This reduces the vapour pressure on
the liquid 4He causing the film burner to cool down lower than 1 K.
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Since the film burner is connected thermally to the 3He tube, the gas inside (the
3He pump is still on) starts to condense and the liquid 4He in the film burner stage
begins evaporating. Once the film burner begins warming (> 1 K), the 3He pump
heater is turned off and the 3He AGHS is switched on dissipating any heat load. As
the 3He pump heater cools to 5 K, the charcoal begins absorbing the remaining 3He
gas, reducing the vapour pressure on the 3He liquid and allowing the 3He to reach
a base temperature of about 400 mK. The Rankinator temperature is monitored
by five Si diodes (DT-670) installed respectively on pump heaters, heat switches
and the 4He coldhead[Fig.3.35]. One RuO2 diode is installed on
3He coldhead for
its accuracy at low temperature. Thermometers, pump heaters and switches are
connected respectively to a Lakeshore 224 temperature monitor and two Keithley
current supplies. The RuO2 is connected to a SIM921 Resistance Bridge[Fig.3.36].
Figure 3.36: Sorption pump micro-pin wiring diagram. The hermetic seal is not placed on the outer can, but
inside a T-piece outside the can. This creates the extra room needed for more wiring seals[168].
Wiring are then connected to a homemade breakout box connected to Keithley current supplies,
Lakeshore 224 temperature monitor and SIM921 resistance bridge.
For the electrical characterization of SNSPDs, four rigid RF coax cables (SMA to
SMP) have been installed at the 3He coldhead. These cables are then connected
to room temperature instrument via other four SMA rigid coax cables. For op-
tical measurement,a hermetically sealed fibre feed-through, 16 optical fibres enter
the fridge. The Rankinator has been equipped with a bespoke machined confocal
microscope configuration setup composed of a single-mode fibre and a microscope
lens tube setup for nano-optical measurements[168, 169, 170]. This confocal mi-
croscope configuration setup is mounted on a stack of three piezoelectric stepper
motors (Attocube systems) that allows the confocal microscope system to move in x
and y-axes over a large area (5 mm x 5 mm). The third piezoelectric motor is used
for the focus of the confocal microscope. Additionally, a stack of two independent
scanning motors (Attocube systems) gives the ability for small area 30 µm x 30
µm scanning across the device. The three stepper motors were controlled by an
Attocube ANC300 piezo motion controller whereas, the two scanner motors were
controlled by an Attocube ANC200 motion controller. The microscope is attached
via a flexible thermal link to the 3He coldhead.
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Light delivered from the single-mode fibre to the microscope lens tube setup is firstly
collimated by a Geltech 352280-C lens with numerical aperture (NA) = 0.15 and
then focused by a Geltech 352330-C lens with NA = 0.68. Both these lenses come
with an antireflection coating (ARC) designed for 1050 nm to 1700 nm[Fig.3.37].
Figure 3.37: a) The confocal microscope is mounted on a stack of 4 attocubes: one to move the microscope
both in the X and Y direction and the other two to move respectively the microscope along the
length (X), the width (Y). The Z-stepper motor need to focus the optical fibre (SMF28) on the
sample. b) Scheme of the confocal microscope. c) Attocube ANC300 piezo motion controller
to control three attocubes.
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Chapter 4
Thin Film Characterization
This chapter describes the process of optimization of NbN and MoSi thin film chosen
for the fabrication of SNSPD arrays. Firstly, the choice of substrate is considered.
The next section details the sputtering optimization process for NbN and MoSi. The
chapter concludes reporting superconducting properties of 8nm thickness NbN and
MoSi measured by the Ekinator (section 3.5.1)
4.1 Selection and preparation of substrates
The standard way to obtain high quality superconductivity thin films is by growth
an appropriately selected substrate. In this case, the lattice structure of the film
material should be well matched to that of the substrate. The table [4.1] shows the
lattice constant of NbN, NbTiN, MgO sapphire and silicon.
Table 4.1: Lattice type of NbN, NbTiN, MgO, sapphire and Si at 300 K.
Lattice Lattice Reference
Type Constant
NbN NaCl - cubic 0.439 nm [171]
NbTiN NaCl - cubic 0.440 nm [171]
MgO NaCl - cubic 0.421 nm [171]
Sapphire(Al2O3) Hexagonal 0.476 nm [172]
Si Diamond 0.543 nm [173]
Since MgO and sapphire substrates have lattice parameters similar to crystalline
films as NbN and NbTiN, they are a good choice. However, thin films grown on
silicon substrates are an attractive choice for combining superconducting detectors
with waveguide circuits or optical cavities. For this reason, 4-inch high-resistivity
(>10 kΩcm) intrinsic Si wafers, orientation <100>, double side polished have been
chosen to be substrates for NbN and MoSi thin films. Wafers have been diced in 15
mm x 15 mm and 10 mm x 10 mm squares to be easily installed on sample mounts
to match the sputtering tool3.2 and the test setup installed in the Ekinator (section
3.5.1).
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Before the deposition, substrates are first cleaned ultrasonically by acetone and
IPA, then mounted on the substrate carrier and installed in the load lock of the
sputtering equipment. Before transferring the substrates into the main chamber,
they are cleaned by argon plasma for 2 minutes to remove any impurities from the
surface.
4.2 NbN thin film optimisation
Usually, high-quality NbN thin films are obtained when the conditions of deposition
are optimized to obtain films with maximum Tc. NbN critical temperature depends
strongly on the concentration of nitrogen in the total sputtering pressure. High
concentration of nitrogen can modify the geometry of NbN reducing its supercon-
ducting properties[174, 175]. In order to find the highest critical temperature of
NbN, several NbN bulk (large thickness) films have been made at different sput-
tering pressure varying the nitrogen pressure between 10% and 20% of the total
pressure. Before any sputtering process, the surface of Nb target is cleaned by ar-
gon pre-sputtering for 5 min. After this, substrates are installed onto a Mo sample
holder and transferred by the load lock to the main chamber and positioned at 100
mm distance from the target. When the pressure inside the main chamber is about
10-8 Torr, the sample holder starts to rotate at a speed of 50 rpm and N2 gas flow is
introduced. The throttling valve is fixed at 75°while the flow is manually settled to
set the capacitance manometer at the desired pressure. After waiting for 1 minute
to stabilize the Ar gas flow a stable sputtering pressure is achieved and the shutter
on the target is opened. After 30 sec the target is biased by a constant current of
0.8 A for 20 min to ensure to obtain a large thickness (bulk) film. After 20 min,
the bias is turned OFF and the main chamber is pumped again. Samples are then
transferred from the main chamber to the load lock by the automatic transfer arm.
At this point, the load lock is vented and samples are removed to be installed in the
Ekinator to measure their critical temperature as described in the section 3.5.1. As
shown in Fig.4.1, the sputtering process is started from the pressure of 1.5 mTorr to
1.8 mTorr varying the pressure of nitrogen on the total sputtering pressure. At each
sputtering pressure, the critical temperature presents a maximum value for different
nitrogen pressure that peaks at a pressure of 1.7 mTorr then decreases thereafter.
Then the highest transition temperature Tc is obtained when the sputtering pressure
is 1.7 mTorr and the nitrogen pressure is 0.18 mTorr (10.6% of the total pressure).
Under these conditions, the critical temperature of a bulk NbN growth on a HR
silicon substrate at room temperature is 14.6 K. Since this is the maximum value
achieved for a NbN bulk film, then NbN thin film used for SNSPD array fabrica-
tion have been made following the sputtering recipe described before. Once settled
sputtering parameters, next step is to know the sputtering rate to set the sputtering
time to realize thin films. A fast way to measure the thickness of a sputtered film
is to mark the substrate by a marker pen before the sputtering and then remove
the marked area by immersing the sample in acetone (a primitive lift-off proced-
ure). After this the shape of the marker is ”printed” onto the substrate and the
thickness can be measured by any profilometer. In this way, three NbN films have
been realised with sputtering time respectively 20 min, 10 min and 1 min measuring
respectively a thickness of about 180 nm, 89nm and 9 nm.
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Figure 4.1: NbN critical temperature Tc versus nitrogen pressure on the total sputtering pressure expressed
in percentage. NbN are grown on HR Si substrates at room temperature via DC magnetron
sputtering process. The sputtering process has been run for 20 minutes to ensure the growth of
large thickness film (roughly more than 100 nm). For a given total pressure Ptot, a maximum
in the Tc can be found by varying the proportion of N2. This value increases with the total
sputtering pressure till a maximum value. In this case the maximum value (14.6 K) corresponds
to 1.7 mTorr total pressure with 10.6% nitrogen.
Figure 4.2: a) ICON AFM equipment installed in JWNC cleanroom. b) 1D profile plot of a NbN thin film
growth on HR Si substrate and marked with a pen marker to enable a step to created by a
primitive lift off procedure. The edge bump is an artifact caused by the AFM when the scanning
needle jumps from a low area to a high area (the scanning direction here is from the right to
the left). The measure has been made on a range of 5 µm on the lateral position. Data have
been extracted from the software Nanoscope Analysis as .txt file then plotted and translated to
0 by the software OriginPro. The vertical distance represents the thickness measured. The value
measured is about 9.5 nm ± 0.01 fitting between the two levels.
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These thickness values have been measured by a DektakXT profilometer installed
in the JWNC cleanroom. For a precise measurement of the sputtering rate, the
thickness of the sample made in 1 min has been measured by the Icon AFM equip-
ment[Fig.4.2]. From the linear fit of two levels, the thickness measured is about 9.5
nm ± 0.01. The sputtering rate of NbN is then about 0.16 nm/sec. As a starting
point for SNSPD fabrication, several NbN 8nm-thick films have been deposited on
HR Si using a total sputtering pressure of 1.7 mTorr, 0.18 mTorr nitrogen pressure,
0.8 A bias current and a sputtering time of 50 sec. Some samples have been grown
on 15 mm x 15 mm square and 10 x 10 mm square HR Si substrates. The 15 mm x
15 mm square has been used to test the critical temperature in the Ekinator cryo-
system (section 3.5.2), while the 10 mm x 10 mm sample is used to fabricate the
SNSPD array structure. A first set of samples has been grown at room temperature
exhibiting 6 K a critical temperature. Other substrates have been heated at 800 °C
to increase the critical temperature. With heating under these conditions 8nm-thick
NbN films show 8 K critical temperature[Fig.4.3].
Figure 4.3: RT characteristic of two NbN 8nm-thick films deposited on HR Si at room temperature and
heated at 800 °C. The critical temperature is choose in the middle of the resistive transition.
The critical temperature is enhanced and the width of the superconducting transition is decreased
due to substrate heating. These data have been measured with the Ekinator (section 3.5.2).
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4.3 MoSi thin film optimisation
In this work, MoSi thin films have been grown on HR Si substrates using a pure
Mo80Si20 target (3.00” diameter × 0.250” thickness) provided from Kurt J. Lesker
Company. In this case, the growth of the amorphous MoSi does not require the use
of a co-sputtering process made by Mo and Si target independently. The use of a co-
sputtering process (as previously pursued in our group by Dr Archan Banerjee[176])
ensure the precise control of Mo and Si stoichometry, but it requires the control
of the sputtering pressure, the DC bias current for the Mo target and the RF bias
power for the Si target lengthening time of fabrication. For this reason, in this
thesis work, sputter growth using a MoSi alloy target has been pursued. Before the
sputtering process, the MoSi target surface is pre-sputtered by argon plasma at 2
mTorr pressure and biasing the target with a constant current of 0.8 A for 6 min.
Substrates are cleaned and transferred in the main chamber in the same way as
before: ultrasonic bath in acetone and IPA, then argon etching in the load lock for
2 min and then transferred to the main chamber by the arm transfer. The distance
between substrate and target is kept at 100 mm, the throttling valve is kept at 75◦
and the sample holder is settled to rotate with a speed of 50 rpm. After 1 min,
argon gas is introduced in the main chamber keeping the flow at 30 sccm. Under
these conditions, the pressure reading on the gauge is about 1.66 mTorr. After 1
min to stabilize the gas pressure at constant gas flow rate, target is biased at 0.3
A keeping the shutter closed for 5 min to stabilize plasma. As explained before,
the sputtering rate is measured marking the substrate before the sputtering process
and then analyzed by a profilometer after the lift-off. For this step, a series of
MoSi thin films have been grown for sputtering times of 7.5 min, 5 min and 2 min.
Analyzing these samples by the Icon AFM equipment, as described for the NbN
films in the previous section, their respective thickness are 29.8 ± 0.03 nm, 20.2 ±
0.01 nm and 8 ± 0.01 nm confirming a sputtering rate of about 4 nm/min. Critical
temperatures of these unpatterned films is showed in the [Fig.4.4]. The sample of
30 nm thickness exhibits a critical temperature of about 7 K that is comparable
with the critical temperature of a bulk MoSi film that is 7.3 K in according to the
literature[176, 177]. For this reason, the sputtering recipe described before has been
used to realize a set of 8 nm thickness MoSi films on a set of 15 mm × 15 mm
HR Si substrates to measure the critical temperature in the Ekinator achieving a
value of about 5 K. Amorphous properties of MoSi films can be improved by cooling
the substrate[176] so before the sputtering, some substrates have been transferred
from the main chamber to the LN2 chamber and then cooled to −180 °C adding
liquid nitrogen. After this, substrates are transferred again into the main chamber
immediately ready for the sputtering process. MoSi 8nm-thick films grown on cooled
substrates show a slight increase of critical temperature and resistivity[Fig.4.5]. In
summary, nine 8 nm thickness MoSi deposited on 10 mm × 10 mm HR Si cooled to
−180 °C have been realized for the fabrication of SNSPD arrays.
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Figure 4.4: RT characteristic of three unpatterned MoSi of different thickness. The insert table shows the
approximate values of the thickness measured by the Icon AFM equipment.
Figure 4.5: RT characteristic of two MoSi 8nm-thick films deposited on HR Si at room temperature and
cooled at −180 °C. The film growth on the cooled substrate shows a slight increase of the critical
temperature. These data have been measured with the Ekinator (section3.5.2)
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4.4 Superconducting properties of patterned thin
film test structures
Before commencing fabrication of SNSPD arrays, it is useful to understand as fully
as possible the superconducting properties of the sputtered thin films. The crit-
ical temperature is one of the most important properties since it gives information
about the energy gap and the critical current of the superconductor(section 2.2).
High critical current is advantageous for SNSPDs as this will lead to larger out-
put pulses, improving the signal-to-noise, increasing the efficiency and reducing the
timing jitter, besides a large energy gap reduces the sensitivity of the detector at
long wavelengths. Since the critical current is a geometric parameter, then it can
be increased by modifying the dimension of the pattern chosen for the SNSPD
fabrication. This information is provided by the critical current density Jc of the
superconductor. This parameter is measured in the Ekinator (section 3.5.1). While
the critical temperature can be measured using an unpatterned film, the measure-
ment of the critical current density the superconductor thin film needs to patterned
in a microbridge structure. This structure has been designed by a software .gds
editor (Layout Editor) to be to be compatible with the 4-point probe layout in the
cryocooler. As explained in the section 3.5.1, this consists of a row of 4 pogo pins
at a spacing of 2.7 mm. The microbridge structure realized for this set-up[Fig.4.6]
consist of a microbridge 200 µm long connected to four large pads separated by a
distance of 200 µm between each pin. The pads are large enough to make reliable
contact with the corresponding pogo pins.
Figure 4.6: Layout of the 2 µm x 200 µm microbridge designed for the 4-point probe characterization(section
3.5.1). External pads (I+ and I−) are connected to the voltage source adding a load resistor in
series. Internal pads (V + and V −) are connected to a voltmeter
Three microwires in this configuration have been designed. Each is 200 µm long
and the width is 2, 5 and 10 µm respectively. These patterns are created by pho-
tolithography from a Cr photomask. To measure their superconducting properties,
NbN and MoSi 8nm-thick films grown on 15 mm x 15 mm HR Si substrates have
been patterned respectively in 2 µm x200 µm, 5 µm x 200 µm and 10 µm x 200 µm
microbridges via photolithography using the positive-tone photoresist S1805 and a
MF-319 developer[Fig.4.7].
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Figure 4.7: Images of 8nm-thickness NbN microbridge 2 µm x 200 µm before the dry etch (a) and after
the dry etch (b) taken by the Nikon Eclipse optical microscope installed in the JWNC. The
microbridge is connected to four large pads. The outer pads are for passing bias current whilst
the voltage drop is measured across the central pair.
The pattern is then transferred onto the thin film via CF4 plasma[Table 3.2]. After
stripping the resist in acetone bath warmed at 50 °C for several hours, the device
is installed in the cryocooler and cooled at 2.1 K. The heater installed in the cryo-
cooler (section 3.5.1) permits measurement of the critical current of the microbridge
over a range of temperatures between the base temperature (2.1 K) and the Tc. By
definition[178], the critical current density jc = Ic/(S) where S = width · thickness
is the cross-sectional area of the superconductor. Experimental data[Fig.4.8] are
then fitted by the equation (2.12) introduced in the section 2.2.2.
Figure 4.8: Critical current density versus temperature for 2 µm x 200 µm NbN, 5 µm x 200 µm MoSi
(growth cooling substrate) and 10 µm x 200 µm MoSi (growth at room temperature). All films
are 8nm thickness. Experimental data are fitted using a Chi-squared nonlinear fit with the
equation of BCS theory (2.12) to extract the critical current density at 0 K (Jc(0)) and the
critical temperature Tc.
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Critical current density is 0.22 MA/cm2 for NbN grown on HR silicon substrate at
room temperature. This value increases to 0.95 MA/cm2 because the quality of the
NbN crystalline film improves when it is deposited onto a heated substrate. This
value is next to 1.2 MA/cm2 for a high quality NbN film deposited onto a silicon
substrate[179]. In the same way, critical current density of MoSi is 0.12 MA/cm2
and then slightly increases to 0.28 MA/cm2 when the silicon substrate is pre-cooled
using the liquid nitrogen trap of the sputtering tool3.2. This value is next to 0.2
MA/cm2 measured recently by our research group[176] for 10 nm thickness, 173 nm
wide MoSi made via a co-sputtering process of Mo and Si. Critical current densities
deviation from literature values can be explained by inhomogeneity caused during
the microwire fabrication. The RT characteristic of devices is measured first cooling
the device to the base temperature of 2.1 K and then warming up the cryocooler
(turning off the helium compressor) recording the voltage of the device on the volt-
meter and the temperature on the SIM922 monitor[Fig.4.9].
Figure 4.9: RT characteristic of two 2 µm x 200 µm NbN test structures grown at room temperature
(magenta) and heating the substrate at 800 °C (black), 5 µm x 200 µm MoSi (grown cooling
substrate to −180 °C) and 10 µm x 200 µm MoSi (grown at room temperature). All films are
8nm-thick.
Another parameter useful for the superconducting thin film characterization is the
residual resistance ratio (RRR) defined as the ratio of the resistivity of a material
at room temperature and just above the superconducting transition temperature.
Since defect prevalence increases the electron scattering in the material in the normal
state, a large RRR is associated with a sample with few defects.
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Since superconducting thin films have been grown on undoped high resistivity sub-
strates (>10 kΩcm), the resistance measured at room temperature is affected by the
parallel resistance of the silicon substrate[Fig.4.10]. Cooling the system, the silicon
substrate becomes completely insulating and the NbN resistance acquires the ex-
pected value. In this work, RRR is calculated as the ratio of the resistivity ρ(200K)
at 200 K and the resistivity ρ(20K) at 20 K. The resistivity ρ(T ) of a conductor for
a given temperature T is expressed by the equation:
ρ(T ) = t ·R(T ) · w
L
= t ·Rsheet (4.1)
where R(T ) is the resistance of the film for a given temperature T, t is the thickness
of the superconducting thin film, w the width and L the length of the microbridge
patterned onto the thin film. The quantity Rsheet = R(T ) · wL is the sheet resistance
(square resistance) of the thin film.
Figure 4.10: a) RT characteristic of 2 µm x 200 µm microbridge NbN grown at room temperature on a HR
Si substrate. b) The system superconductor/substrate can be considered like two resistors R1
and R2 in parallel. Since their resistance is similar, at room temperature the resistance of NbN
is affected by substrate resistance and the result is a lower value expected.
Table 4.2 shows the critical temperature of samples before and after the photo-
lithography highlighting how the lithography process can affect superconducting
properties of thin films. This suppression of the critical temperature is due to a de-
gradation of the film thickness possibly during the dry etch process. The proximity
effect model explains the decrease in Tc, as the result of the existence of degradation
layers between the thin film surface and the film–substrate interface[180, 181, 182].
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Critical temperature of unpatterned films are in agreement with values of crit-
ical temperature of MoSi thin film and NbN thin film measured in some previous
works[100, 179, 183].
Table 4.2: Critical temperature of 8nm-thick NbN and MoSi films grown at different temperature before
and after the photolithography.
Sample ID Substrate Tc Microbridge Tc
Temperature Unpatterned Dimensions Microbridge
NbN RT RT 5.5 K 2 µm x 200 µm 5 K
NbN 800 °C 800 °C 8.2 K 2 µm x 200 µm 8 K
MoSi RT RT 5.1 K 10 µm x 200 µm 4.8 K
MoSi Cooled −180 °C 5.4 K 5 µm x 200 µm 5.1 K
The table 4.3 shows superconducting intrinsic properties of 8 nm thickness NbN and
MoSi. Resistivity ρ and sheet resistance Rsheet are calculated by the equation (4.1).
Table 4.3: Intrinsic superconducting properties of 8 nm thickness NbN and MoSi microbridges deposited on
silicon substrate: critical temperature Tc, critical current density at 0 K Jc(0K), resistivity at 20
K ρ(20K), sheet resistance at 20 K
Sample ID Microbridge Tc Jc(0K) ρ(20K) Rsheet(20K) ρ(200K) RRR
Dimensions (K) (MA/cm2) (µΩ · cm) (Ω/) (µΩ · cm)
Fit Fit
NbN RT 2 µm x 200 µm 5 0.22 238.6 298.25 232.96 0.98
NbN 800 °C 2 µm x 200 µm 7.8 0.95 220.1 275.12 211.13 0.96
MoSi RT 10 µm x 200 µm 4.8 K 0.12 466.84 583.55 449.94 0.98
MoSi Cooled 5 µm x 200 µm 4.9 K 0.28 316.1 395.12 304.63 0.96
Critical temperature values calculated from the fit of equation (2.12) are compar-
able with values measured from RT characteristics. NbN exhibits a larger value of
critical temperature when the Si substrate is heated during the sputtering process,
consequently it exhibits a large critical current density and a reduced resistivity
in agreement with reference[179]. Thus means a reduction of the sheet resistance
associated with the increase of the grain size in NbN increasing its crystalline struc-
ture that is relevant for NbN superconducting properties[174]. In according to the
literature[184], MoSi samples present lower value of critical temperature than NbN.
The critical temperature (and thus the critical current density) of the MoSi can be
improved cooling the substrate by liquid nitrogen. Even the MoSi grown at room
temperature exhibits a larger RRR than the MoSi grown cooling the Si substrate. In
conclusion, there are not large discrepancies of RRR, thus all devices present minor
defects.
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The superconducting properties summarized in table 4.3 are a starting point for the
fabrication of SNSPDs in general. First, the critical temperature gives information
about the energy gap of the superconductor and then about the intrinsic detection
efficiency of the detector. The critical current density is a reference for the critical
current I = Jtw, where t is the thickness of the thin film and w is the width
of nanowire. For a given thickness, the width can be chosen large to get a large
critical current. Whereas, a large width can affect the hot-spot model explained
in the section 2.3. For this reason SNSPD pixels of this work have been patterned
with a width of 100 nm that is a standard value for any SNSPD. At least, the
resistivity ρ(20K) gives information about the inductance per square Lk given by
the equation[174, 185]
Lk =
~
1.75kBpi
ρ(20K)
tTc
(4.2)
As result, for a given meander structure, it is possible to predict the kinetic induct-
ance of the superconductor and so get information about the reset time of SNSPD
signals. The table[4.4] summarizes the critical temperature, the energy gap and the
square impedance of superconducting thin films chosen for the fabrication of SNSPD
multipixel array.
Table 4.4: Critical temperature, energy gap, and the inductance per square of 8nm-thick NbN and MoSi
growth on pure silicon substrates at different temperatures. Inductance per square values are
calculated from eq.(4.2).
Sample ID Tc Energy Inductance
Gap per square
NbN RT 5 K 0.75 meV 83 pH/
NbN 800 °C 7.8 K 1.2 meV 49 pH/
MoSi RT 4.8 K 0.72 meV 170 pH/
MoSi Cooled 4.9 K 0.72 meV 112 pH/
NbN grown heating the substrate presents high value of critical temperature and
critical current density, and low value of resistivity at low temperature and kinetic
inductance per square. On the other hand, the NbN presents a low value in terms
of the critical temperature and this means an energy gap of the same order of the
MoSi samples and thus a large range in term of wavelength (ideally a range between
the visible and the microwave range). For this reason, even the 8 nm thickness
NbN grown at room temperature has been chosen to realize the 8-pixels array. In
conclusion, MoSi samples exhibit similar critical temperature. To fabricate the 8-
pixels structure, only the 8 nm thickness MoSi grown cooling the substrate has been
chosen because of its large critical current density and its small resistivity at low
temperature and kinetic inductance per square.
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Chapter 5
SNSPD Array Characterization
This chapter reports the low temperature characterization of the prototype SNSPD
arrays based on 8 nm thick NbN and MoSi films. First the layout of the multipixel
structure and its fabrication steps are introduced. The next section describes sample
mounts used and the optical set-up used to align the optical fibre. In the final section,
single-photon response is investigated for 8-pixel arrays at 1550 nm wavelength.
5.1 Design and Fabrication
The array configuration realized for this work is based on the optoelectrical charac-
terization of each single pixel to test the uniformity of the system in terms of their
superconducting and optical properties. For this purpose an array configuration of
8 pixels has been designed[Fig.5.1].
Figure 5.1: a) Layout of the multipixel array scheme designed for this work. The layout has been designed
by LayoutEditor software. Pixels are installed in in 50 Ohm coplanar waveguides (CPWs).
The structure is adapted to be printed on substrates covering a 4 mm × 4 mm die. Markers
are required to align the e-beam tool (section 3.3.2) during the fabrication of nanowires and
waveguides. The layout is designed for a positive-tone e-beam resist: the layers represent zones
for exposure.b) Sketch of the 8-pixels structure. The structure covers 30 µm x 56.4 µm area (red
rectangle). Each pixel is a meander square covering 10 µm × 10 µm area, the width of nanowires
is 100 nm with 50% filling factor.
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Each pixel is a nanowire of 100 nm width structured in a meander square 10 µm x 10
µm with 50% filling factor implemented in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) that act as
50 Ohm impedance transmission lines delivering signals from the chip to the external
electronics. Current bias is applied between the centre conductor and the group via
the DC arm of an external bias tee. Pixels have one common ground contact (di-
vided in 8 large pads) and separate contacts to be characterized independently. As
explained in section 3.3.2, the multipixel array is fabricated via e-beam lithography
in three steps[Fig.5.2]:
 Metalization: first gold pads and markers are defined by a preliminary ees-
beam procs. Positive-tone 200k PMMA e-beam resists AR-P 632.12 Anisole
and AR-P 649.04 are spun on the sample at 4000 rpm and softbaked on a 150 °C
vacuum hot plate for 5 min. The sample is then exposed by 750 µC/m2 dose,
64 nA beam (100 keV accelerating voltage) and 16 variable resolution unit
(VRU). After the development for 60 sec in MIBK:IPA (1:1) solution, 5 nm /
100 nm of Ti/Au are deposited on the sample by e-beam evaporation. Parts
covered by resist are removed ultrasonically whilst the sample is immersed in
acetone
 Nanostructure Design:Nanowire and waveguides are realized spinning positive-
tone ZEP520 at 4000 rpm (resulting in a resist thickness of approximately 100
nm) and softbaked on a 180 °C vacuum hot plate for 4 min. The exposure of
the samples consist of two steps: one by 270 µC m2 dose, 128 nA beam and 40
VRU to define waveguides and the other by 300 µC m2 dose, 1 nA beam and 3
VRU to define nanowires. Then the sample exposed is developed in O-xylene
solution for 30sec and inspected by a SEM tool[Fig.5.3].
 Dry etching:The array structure is then defined by dry etch process at room
temperature consisting of CF4 plasma (50 sccm flow) at 30 mTorr pressure and
80 W power. Residual ZEP520 is removed immersing the sample in microposit
remover 1165 for several hours, rinsing in IPA and cleaning by nitrogen gun.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of the SNSPD 8-pixels structure fabrication steps.a)-c)Metalization step: The surface of
the superconducting thin film sample (brown) is first cleaned of impurities via ultrasonic bath of
acetone and methanol. Then a bilayer of positive-tone 200k PMMA e-beam resists AR-P 632.12
Anisole and AR-P 649.04 are spun on the sample(violet). Then gold contacts and markers are
printed via e-beam process and O-xylene development. Au/Ti (yellow) is then deposited on
the material. The lift-off process removes gold parts onto the resist. d)Nanostructure design
step: positive-tone ZEP520 resist is spun onto the device and after the e-beam process and the
development in O-xylene, waveguides and the array structure (green) are printed. The array
structure is observed in detail via SEM analysis[Fig.5.3].e) Dry etching: the array structure is
defined exposing the device with CF4 plasma that removes material parts not necessary leaving
the substrate(grey). The positive-tone ZEP520 is stripped via acetone.
Figure 5.3: SEM images of the SNSPD array realized via 8 nm thickness NbN. a) The system is composed
of 8 pixels. b)-c) Each pixel is a meander structure 10 µm x 10 µm square, 100 nm width
and 50% filling factor. Each pixel is configured to be biased independently. The ground is in
common. Images are taken from scanning electron microscope systems a) SU8200 and b) S4700
both installed in the JWNC. The black zone represents the metal. The clear zone is the e-beam
resist ZEP520.
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5.2 Sample Mount and Fibre Alignment
For the fabrication process described before, superconducting thin films have been
grown on 10 mm × 10 mm square HR Si wafers 675 µm thick. The sample is then
diced in 4 mm × 4 mm squares to be mounted on a gold-plated oxygen-free high
thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper sample mount and then aligned to a SMF28
single mode fibre (manufactured by Thorlabs) for the optical characterization at
1550 nm. In this work, sample mounts and alignment methods are different for each
cryostat. As introduced in the chapter 3, the Zephynator(3.5.1) and the Rankin-
ator cryostat (3.5.2) are used for the characterization of the 8-pixel SNSPD array
structure.
5.2.1 Zephynator mount and alignment
The sample mount to be installed in the Zephynator is shown in the [Fig.5.4 a)].
In this sample mount there are embedded four sections of high frequency laminated
PCB connected by soldering to four SMP connectors. The device is attached on the
sample mount by nail varnish and connected to SMP connectors by a Kulicke Soffa
4123 wedge wire bonder with the use of aluminium (Al) wire [Fig.5.4 b)].
Figure 5.4: a) Gold-plated oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper sample mount from its
frontside. PCBs are connected to SMP connectors by soldering. The device is attached on the
sample mount by nail varnish. b) Kulicke Soffa 4123 wedge wire bonder.
For the fibre coupling, an OFHC copper cap is installed onto the front side of the
sample mount. The zirconia ferrule of the fibre pass in the middle of the cap and
it is kept hold by a clamp screwed on the cap[Fig.5.5]. The optical alignment is
achieved manually by the use of thin (25 µm minimum shim thickness) steel shims
and by of a confocal microscope integrated with an infrared InGaAs camera(X-Y
axis). Steel shims control the distance of the ferrule from the device (Z-axis). In
this work, the position Z of the fibre has been chosen to illuminate the entire area
of the SNSPD array, then to cover all 8-pixels of the system. For this, a series of
shims with a total of 900 µm thickness, have been installed in the OFHC cap.
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Figure 5.5: a) OFHC copper cap for optical coupling. b) Complete sample mount with optical coupling and
c) its scheme. The fibre ferrule is inserted in the middle of the cap and kept hold by a clamp
screwed on the top. The distance of the fibre from the device (Z-axis) is controlled by the use of
thin steel shims.
Figure 5.6: Set-up for the fibre alignment. a) The system is composed of a microscope integrated by a NIR
InGaAs camera. A halogen lamp is needed to flood illuminate the sample. b) The sample mount
is attached in the X-Y stage from the backside. c) Alignment of the optical fibre as observed by
the NIR InGaAs camera. To cover entirely the area of the 8-pixels structure, the power output
of a 1550 nm laser diode has been stabilized at 10 µW.
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The sample mount is then attached on the X-Y stage of the fibre alignment set-
up[Fig.5.6]. The copper cap is loosened to move the fibre independent from the
sample mount. The fibre is spliced to a 1550nm CW laser source. Turning on the
laser, the device is viewed through the back side of the substrate by a microscope
with an integrated camera near infrared (NIR) InGaAs. The distance between the
ferrule and the device is measured though an optical coherence tomography (OCT)
system. Basically, OCT is based on low-coherence interferometry[189]. It consists
of splitting a low coherence light source in two beam paths: one path leads to the
sample and one to a reference mirror. The two light beams reflect and interfere.
The interference pattern contains information on the path length difference. The
Fig.5.7 shows the OCT system used to measure the distance of the zirconia ferrule
and fibre tip from the SNSPD.
Figure 5.7: Optical coherence tomography set-up used to measure the distance d between the device and
the fibre ferrule. In this work, the distance d is measured when the system is cooled down.
The system consist of a tunable laser source connected to the device and to a power
meter by a circulator. In this system, the end of the fibre ferrule acts as a weak
mirror: the path beam leads to the sample from the port 1 to the port 2 of the
circulator. Reflected beams (one from the device and the other from the ferrule)
back to the circulator and come out from the port 3 to the power meter. As a result,
the path length difference information is contained in the interference spectrum
of the average power fibre[Fig.5.8 a)]. A Fourier transform of this data, written
by a Matlab program, returns the relative distance between the ferrule and the
device[Fig.5.8 b)].In this work, the distance has been measured when the sample
was in the cryosystem, because during cooldown, the Z-axis is altered due to partial
shrinkage of the sample mount and the fibre ferrule comes closer to the sample
surface. At 2.2 K, the separation between the fibre end and the device measured is
about 178 µm.
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Figure 5.8: a) Average power fibre interference spectrum and its b) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processed
result obtained by a Matlab program. The separation distance between the chip surface and the
fibre ferrule is approximately 178 µm when the device is cooled to 2.2 K.
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The Gaussian model of the laser beam is useful to evaluate the optical coupling
efficiency of the device. A Gaussian beam is determined by two properties: its central
intensity at the beam waist I0 and by its width w(z). The intensity distribution is
given as[84]
I(x, y, z) = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
exp
(
−2(x
2 + y2)
w(z)2
)
(5.1)
where z is the position along the optical axis, x2 + y2 is the distance perpendicular
to z (expressed in cartesian coordinates) and w(z) is the beam radius[Fig.5.9] gives
as
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
z0
)2
z0 =
piw20
λ
(5.2)
where w0 is the beam width at at Rayleigh length z0.
Figure 5.9: Graphical representation of eq.5.2 for the optical fibre SMF28, showing the initial beam width,
w0 = 5.25µm and the Rayleigh length, z0 = 54.8µm, for light with λ = 1.55µm.
In according to SMF28 datasheet[190], w0 = 5.2µm is the half of the mode-field
diameter for λ = 1.55µm wavelength, so the Rayleigh length z0 = 54.8µm. At
the distance of z = 178µm the beam width is w(z) = 17.7µm, corresponding to
a diameter beam of about 36µm. Since the total area of the 8-pixels structure is
a rectangle[Fig.5.1] of dimensions x = 56.4µm and y = 30µm, then its diagonal is
greater of the diameter beam, so at the distance of z = 178µm, the laser beam does
not cover the entire area of the 8-pixels structure[Fig.5.10].
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Figure 5.10: Map of the normalized intensity distribution of the coupling efficiency along the 8-pixels struc-
ture when the device is 178 µm far from the optical fibre. In this map, the intensity has been
calculated only in the region of pixels, while external region are considered zero intensity. The
position of pixels is fixed as designed in the .gds file[Fig.5.1]. Assuming precise alignment of
the fibre axis on the centre of the SNSPD array structure, when the fibre is 178 µm far from
the device, the beam covers mainly pixels in the middle (1, 2, 5 and 6).
Integrating the equation (5.1) over the area A of the detector we can obtain the
power
P (z) =
∫
dAI(x, y, z) = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2 ∫ x2
x1
dx
∫ y2
y1
dy e
− 2(x2+y2)
w(z)2 (5.3)
Since the integral is Gaussian, we can also use the error function[191]
erf
[ √
2
w(z)
x
]x2
x1
=
2
√
2√
piw(z)
∫ x2
x1
dx e(−a
2x2) (5.4)
and write the equation (5.3) as:
P (z) = I0
piw20
8
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]x2
x1
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]y2
y1
(5.5)
To calculate the total power P0 in the beam, we have to integrate over the whole
area:
P0 = I0
piw20
8
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]∞
−∞
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]∞
−∞
= I0
piw20
2
(5.6)
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In general[85] the coupling efficiency ηcoup of a detector can be expressed as the ratio
between the power P (z) hitting the detector with the total power P0.
ηcoup(z) =
P (z)
P0
=
1
4
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
x
)]x2
x1
[
erf
( √
2
w(z)
y
)]y2
y1
(5.7)
The equation (5.7) is the coupling efficiency dependent by the distance z of the
optical fibre from the detector. As shown in the [Fig.5.10] pixels do not cover the
entire rectangle, so to measure the coupling efficiency of each pixels, we can assume
the centre of the rectangle as the origin of axis (x = y = 0) and then find coordinates
of each pixels[Fig.5.11].
Figure 5.11: Upper: image of the .gds file representing the 8-pixels structure composed by 8 meander struc-
ture 10µm × 10µm dimensions. By the software is possible to estimate coordinates of each
point of the structure. In this case the origin (x = y = 0) is settled in the middle of the
rectangle. Down: in this configuration, coordinates of the pixel 1 are respectively x1 = −1,
x2 = −12, y1 = −3 and y2 = 14. These coordinates are taken from the beginning to the end
of the meander structure (the black region is the nanowire). Coordinates of other pixels have
been taken in the same way.
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Once coordinates x1, x2, y1 and y2 are found, we can plot the equation (5.7) for
each pixels[Fig.5.12]. Since the structure is symmetrical, the coupling efficiency of
pixels 1, 2, 5 and 6 is the same. In the same way, the coupling efficiency curve of
pixels 3, 4, 7 and 8 is the same.
Figure 5.12: Calculated ratio of optical power plotted as a function of vertical distance z between the end
of the fibre to the device.
The coupling efficiency reaches its maximum value when the fibre is settled far from
the device. For short distance, the beam diameter is small and it can not cover
pixels. Enhancing the distance, the beam diameter enhances covering pixels of the
structure and so the power coupling P (z) is increased. At the same time, increasing
the distance of the fibre from the device, the efficiency tends to decrease as P (z)
decreases. In conclusion, the structure realized does not permit a good uniformity of
the coupling efficiency. As expected from [Fig.5.10], the coupling efficiency of pixels
3, 4 , 7 and 8 is smaller than other pixels since they are placed far from the beam
spot origin[Fig.5.10]. At 2.2 K, the distance z = 178µm corresponding to a coupling
efficiency of about 11.42% for pixels 1, 2, 5 and 6 (pixels in the middle) and a coup-
ling efficiency of about 1.25% for pixels 3, 4, 7 and 8 (external pixels). At last, the
aligned packaged device is then mounted on the cold head of the Zephynator, fibre
spliced to SMF28 optical fibre feedthrough, electrically connected and cooled-down
at 2.2 K.
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5.2.2 Rankinator mount and alignment
In the Rankinator, optical measurements are done by the bespoke machined confocal
microscope. The device is first installed on a larger sample mount and connected
electrically to four SMP connections by wirebonding[Fig.5.13].
Figure 5.13: a) Sample mount made to be attached under the microscope under 3He coldhead of the Rank-
inator
The sample mount is then attached to the 3He stage under the microscope. Light
delivered from the single-mode fibre is firstly collimated by a Geltech 352280-C lens
and focused by a Geltech 352330-C to the device[Fig.5.14].
Figure 5.14: Cross section of the microscope lens set-up. Laser beam comes out from the optical fibre(right
hand side), it is collimated by a Geltech 352280-C lens (focus length F = 18.40 mm, numerical
aperture NA = 0.15) and then focused by a Geltech 352330-C lens (F = 3.10 mm, NA = 0.68).
Both these lenses come with an anti-reflection coating (AR) designed for 1050 nm to 1700
nm as reported in their datasheet (Thorlabs website). From Sparrow’s criterion, at 1550 nm
wavelength, the expected beam waist in at the focus is 1.19 µm. In the Rankinator setup with
vibration damping, the best measured spot side is 2.3 µm (left hand side).
The focus spot generated can be calculated applying the Sparrow Criterion[192] if
the optical instrument is only affected by diffraction. The criterion explains that
two spots are still discernable if the combination of their functions creates a flat
peak[Fig.5.15].
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Figure 5.15: Sparrow criterion. Using the focusing lens with NA = 0.68, the minimum resolvable FWHM
for 1550nm light is 1.19 µm, but internal vibrations of the cryosystem generate a spot size of
about 2.3 µm[168].
The FWHM of the total Gaussian shape is the focus spot of the light when comes
out from the focus lens.
FWHM = 0.52λ/NA (5.8)
where NA = 0.68 is the numerical aperture of the lens Geltech 352330-C. For λ =
1550 nm, the focus spot is FWHM = 1.19 µm. This results represents the minimal
resolution of the microscope. Due pulse tube vibration, laser spot size measured
is 4.3 µm for the standard setup. Adding additional damping support underneath
the outer shielding to reduced internal vibrations a better spot size of 2.3 µm is
achieved. The alignment of the optical fibre installed on the top of the microscope,
is carried out by X-Y-Z stepper motors by the ANC300 controller (section 3.5.2).
First a reflection map of the device under test is created to find and illuminate the 8-
pixels region. A light source (S5FC1550P-A2, 1550 nm) is connected through a fibre
circulator (at room temperature) and then via a break out box and hermetic feed-
through into the cryostat is connected to the miniature confocal microscope setup.
Light is reflected from the device and guided through the focusing lens to the optical
fibre and into the circulator located outside the cryostat and collected by an InGaAs
fast photodiode. Based on the measured reflectance of the substrate, is possible to
work out regions with different reflection[Fig.5.16]. This measurement is done at
5K (the base temperature of the pulse tube cooler without the 3He stage activated)
in order to avoid heating during the extended scanning of the piezoelectric motors.
Once the device is mapped, a single-photon detector photoresponse mapping can be
done disconnecting the photodiode and the circulator e connecting the laser source
(connected to a pulse generator) to the device via a series of attenuators. The device
is then biased and optical signal are measured by a counter as shown in [Fig.3.32] of
section 3.5.1. In this configuration, the z-axis of the laser beam is not fixed as in the
previous sample mount of the Zephynator[Fig.5.5], so we can obtain the maximum
coupling efficiency[102] of a SNSPD designed as a meander structure covering 10 µm
× 10 µm area using the equation (5.7) and assuming the active area of the SNSPD
to be a square of width l = 10µm, centred at x = y = 0.
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Figure 5.16: Experimental set-up to build a reflection map of the device under test in the Rankinator at 5
K to avoid heating of piezoelectric motors.
The graph [Fig.5.17] indicate a 90% coupling efficiency, when the distance z between
fibre and the device is less than 30 µm.
Figure 5.17: Coupling efficiency into 10µm× 10µm SNSPD device plotted as a function of distance between
the fibre end and the device in the Rankinator cryostat. The coupling efficiency is calculated
by equation(5.7).
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5.3 Low Temperature Electrical and Optical Char-
acterization
Once devices are electrically connected and optically aligned, they are ready to
be installed in cryocoolers. Since sample mounts are provided only of four SMP
connections, the characterization of all 8 pixels requires two separate cooldowns.
5.3.1 NbN Array
The 8-pixels structure made via NbN have been tested in the Zephynator. In the
first cooldown odd numbered pixels (1, 3, 5, 7) have been connected electrically to
SMP connectors, then device is optical aligned by the fibre alignment set-up[Fig.5.6]
and then installed in the cryostat. To characterize even numbered pixels (2, 4, 6,
8), the device is removed from the cryostat (when it is at room temperature), the
optical cap in unmounted[Fig.5.6 a)] to connect electrically the pixels to SMP con-
nectors. Then the device is aligned again and cooled down in the cryocooler. The
SMF has never been removed from the top of the cap[Fig.5.6 a)] keeping the dis-
tance z =178 µm at 2.2 K. Once the Zephynator reached its base temperature (2.2
K), the first step of the characterization is to measure the critical current of pixels.
The device is biased by an isolated voltage source Vs with a load resistor in series
RL = 100kΩ. Biasing the device from the positive range to the negative range, a
typical IV characteristic of a superconductor is achieved. The x-axis is the voltage
drop of the device measured by the voltmeter, while the y-axis is the current inside
the device I = Vs/(RL +Rs), where Rs is the resistance of the device[Fig.5.18].
Figure 5.18: IV characteristic at 2.2 K of the pixel 1 of the SNSPD array structure made via 8nm-thick NbN
grown on a HR Si substrate at room temperature. Due to the large normal state resistance,
the current across the superconducting nanowire drops when it switches into the resistive state.
Large normal state resistance produces large Joule heating generating hysteresis in the plot
(red circle).
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In this way, critical currents of the 8-pixel SNSPD array structure made via NbN
have been measured. In the Zephynator cryostat have been tested two NbN SNSPD
deposited onto the HR silicon substrate: the first heating the substrate at 800 °C
during the sputtering process, and the second keeping the substrate at room tem-
perature (RT) during the sputtering process(as discussed in chapter4).
NbN onto Si 800 °C
In the first cooldown, pixels 1, 3, 5 and 7 have been bounded onto the sample mount
of the Zephynator cryostat[Fig.5.4]. As first step, critical currents of each pixel has
been measured. The [Fig.5.19] shows the histogram of critical currents of pixel 1, 3,
5 and 7 of NbN device grown heating the Si substrate to 800 °C.
Figure 5.19: Histogram of critical currents measured at 2.2 K of 8 nm thickness NbN SNSPD 8-pixels array
grown heating HR Si substrate to 800 °C.
For this device, pixels 1, 3, 5 and 7 exhibit respectively 21 µA, 28.5 µA, 20 µA
and 44 µA critical current. For these pixels the mean and standard deviation are
respectively Imeanc = 28.4 µA and σ = 11.1 µA. This device then presents a large
discrepancy in term of critical current. Since the critical current is a geometric
parameter, the critical temperature has been measured to test the uniformity of the
device in term of its superconducting properties because as the critical temperature is
does not depends by the geometric structure of the device. The critical temperature
of each pixels has been measured as explained in section 3.5.1: the device is biased
with a low bias current (typically 10 nA for these devices) and recording the voltage
drop (converted in resistance by Ohm’s law) at different temperature starting from
2.2 K when the device is cold. Turning off the helium compressor, the cryocooler
starts its warming up phase.
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Recording the resistance and the temperature, we achieve the R-T plot of each
pixels[Fig.5.20].
Figure 5.20: Normalised resistance versus temperature of odd numbered pixels of the 8nm thickness NbN
SNSPD array grown heating HR Si substrate at 800 °C. The resistance of pixels is normalized
respect to normal resistance Rn measured at 10 K.
Testing critical temperatures, of the NbN device grown on the heated substrate, the
spread in the critical temperatures is shorter than the spread in critical currents
(Tmeanc = 7.4 K, standard deviation σ = 0.11 K). We can conclude that intrinsic
superconducting properties of this SNSPD are preserved because of the less spread
of critical temperatures, while the large spread of critical currents is an evident sign
that the device can be not uniform geometrically due probably to proximity effect
lithography process. Due to large spread of critical currents for these pixels, the
NbN device grown heating the substrate to 800 °C has not been studied further.
NbN onto Si room temperature
In the same way of before, critical currents and critical temperatures of the 8-
pixels SNSPD made via 8 nm thickness NbN grown on HR silicon substrate at
room temperature have been measured. The total critical current is defined as the
mean value of critical current of each pixels[Fig.5.21] while the standard deviation
represents the discrepancy of the mean value. The mean value and the standard
deviation of the critical current of this system are respectively Imeanc = 7.94 µA
and σ = 1.59 µA. The test of critical temperatures for this device[Fig.5.22] exhibit
respectively Tmeanc = 4.44 K and σ = 0.23 K. Pixel 2 exhibits a normal resistance
10 times lower of other pixels[Fig.5.22].
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The lowest value of the normal resistance associated with the highest value of the
critical current means that nanowires of the pixel 2 are wider that other pixel due of
the proximity effect of the e-beam lithography that can affect dimensions of pixels
geometry.
Figure 5.21: Histogram and table of critical currents measured at 2.2 K of all 8-pixels SNSPD array made
via 8nm-thick NbN grown on Si substrate at room temperature (RT). The mean value of critical
current and the discrepancy for this system are respectively Jmeanc = 7.925 µA and σ = 1.0912
µA.
Figure 5.22: RT characteristic of the 8-pixels NbN SNSPD array grown at room temperature. The mean
critical temperature is Tmeanc = 4.44 K and the standard deviation is σ = 0.23 K. Large
discrepancies of normal resistances (in particular of pixel 2) can be associated with the proximity
effect of the e-beam lithography process that can affect dimensions of pixels.
Since this device exhibits minor discrepancies in terms of critical currents and critical
temperatures, it represents a good candidate for the optical characterization at 1550
nm.
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The optical characterization of a detector starts from the dark signals. These signals
are as dark counts because they represent the signal of the detector when this one
is not interacting with photons.This signal can be detected and analysed by the
electrical set-up described in the section 3.5.1 [Fig.3.30]. A current bias is applied
to the SNSPD pixel via the DC arm of a bias tee. The output pulses from the AC
arm of the bias tee are amplified (56 dB total gain) and capture on a high speed (8
GHz bandwidth) oscilloscope. To detect the signal, the trigger of the oscilloscope is
settled at 100 mV[Fig.5.23].
Figure 5.23: Amplified dark signal as measured by the oscilloscope at 2.2 K of the pixel 1 of the SNSPD
array structure on 8nm-thick NbN grown on silicon substrate at room temperature. The total
gain is 56 dB (amplifier-chain RF Bay Inc. LNA-580 23 dB gain and LNA-1000 33 dB). The
pixel 1 is biased near its critical current (8 µA). The red line represents the trigger (100 mV)
of the oscilloscope(8 GHz bandwidth). The peak of the amplified signal is about 127 mV.
The dark signal is an output pulse of the detector. The height of the output pulse is
determined by the bias current and amplification gain. In accordance with the RL
model introduced in section 2.7, the amplitude of the observed response is simply
given by:
Vpulse = G · Ib · Z0 (5.9)
where G = 56 dB is the total gain of amplifiers chain, Ib the bias current flow-
ing through the device and Z0 = 50 Ω is the characteristic impedance of an output
coaxial line. For the pixel 1 biased Ib = 0.9Ic with Ic = 8µA, the voltage pulse Vpulse
= 20.2 mV against 127 mV showed in the [Fig.5.23] due to the noise background of
the measurement setup. In a conventional SSPD readout, when the device is con-
nected directly to the output transmission line, the amplitude and the shape of the
detected voltage pulse is simply determined by the bias current Ib and, irrespectively
of the actual physics of photoresponse or dark-count mechanism[188].
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Thus we expect a dark pulse and a true photon pulse at given bias current to have
an identical height and shape, save for the effects of random electrical noise.
Figure 5.24: Enlargement plot of the dark signal (no amplified). The red line is the fitting equation 5.10.
The rest time extracted from the fit is about τ = 9ns Negative voltages (below 0 V) is because
the amplifier chain has a poor low frequency response (10 - 580 MHz for LNA-580 and 10 -
1000 MHz for LNA-1000). The amplifier chain acts as a high pass filter.
The dark signal can provide information about the reset time of the signal[Fig.5.24]
fitting the output pulse with the equation[187]:
y = y0 + Ae
− t
τ (5.10)
where y0 is the offset of the pulse, A is the amplitude, t the time and τ is the
reset time. , the reset time gives information about the kinetic inductance of the
device. The pixel 1 of the 8-pixels structure made via 8 nm thickness NbN on HR
silicon substrate (at room temperature) exhibits τ = 9ns, so the kinetic inductance
Lk = τ · Z0 = 0.45µH, where Z0 = 50Ω is the RF cable impedance. The oscillation
in the output voltage pulse during recovery represents an afterpulsing effect of the
detector due to the poor low frequency response of the RF Bay LNA-580 and LNA-
1000 amplifiers used[186]. The oscilloscope is used to identify an appropriate trigger
threshold (in this case 100 mV); this value is set as the trigger threshold for the
counter to measure the count rate[Fig.5.25]. The dark count rate (DCR) is measured
connecting the LNA amplifiers (56 dB total gain) to a universal counter. Biasing
each pixel near its critical current, the counter starts to detect dark rate. The dark
count rate increases rapidly as bias current is increased towards the critical current.
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Once the critical current is reached, the device becomes normal (high resistance as
shown in Fig.5.22) and signals disappear.
Figure 5.25: Dark count rate against bias current measured at 2.2 K of the 8-pixels SNSPD array structure
on 8nm-thick NbN grown at room temperature.
As shown in [Fig.5.25] only pixels 2 and 8 exhibit different DCR, while other pixels
exhibit similar DCR in according with the histogram of the critical currents[Fig.5.21]
where results that pixel 2 has the highest critical current (11 µA), while pixel 8 has
the lowest critical current (5 µA). At this point the system is ready for the analysis
of the photon count rate (PCR). In this work, the laser source used is a laser diode
1550nm (LPS-1550-FC, Thorlabs) connected to a waveform generator to generate
laser pulsed 1 MHz frequency. The laser diode is connected to the device by a SMF28
passing by two programmable optical attenuators in series and a polarizer[Fig.3.32].
The power output delivered into the optical fibre connected to the device under
test in the cryostat is measured by a digital power meter. The generator has been
adjusted to generate a power output of about 11 µW to cover the entire area of the
8-pixels structure[Fig.5.6]. The photon count rate is measured biasing the SNSPD
near its critical current. Since the 8-pixels structure is not embedded in an optical
microcavity, the SNSPD array has been illuminated by TE polarization to achieve
the maximum photon count rate (section 2.4.1).
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The polarizer has been adjusted manually to achieve the maximum count rate of
the device[Fig.5.26].
Figure 5.26: Normalized photon count rate against bias current (normalized to the critical current) of pixel
1. The photon count rate is higher when the device is illuminated in TE mode, that means
that the absorption of the device increase when the incident light is TE polarized.
First, the photon count rate of pixel 1 has been measured over a range of attenu-
ation[Fig.5.27]. The pixel 1, exhibits saturated response at high photon flux over a
long bias range.
Figure 5.27: Photon count rate at different attenuation measured at 2.2 K of pixel 1 of the SNSPD array
structure on 8nm-thick NbN grown on HR Si at room temperature. Bias current is normalized
to the respective critical current (Ic = 8µA). The attenuation starts from 11 µW at 0 dB
attenuation (107 photons per pulse) to 69 dB (10 photons per pulse).
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This saturation effect falls away as the laser is attenuated and the photon flux is
reduced. When the laser is attenuated to 69 dB, the photon rate is still far from
the dark count rate, that means that the pixels is still sensitive to the light for
high attenuation next to the single-photon regime. The number of photon per pulse
(photon flux) is given by
Photon per pulse =
Einput
Ephoton
=
Pλ
hcνlaser
(5.11)
where Einput = P/ν is the energy of the laser pulsed given by the product of the
output power P and the frequency νlaser of the laser, while Ephoton = hc/λ is the
energy of the single photon. Adding the equation of power attenuation in optical
fibres[84]
Attenuation(dB) = 10× log10
(
P
P ′
)
(5.12)
where P
′
is the attenuated power, the equation 5.11 becomes:
Photon per pulse(dB) = 10−
dB
10 P
λ
hcνlaser
(5.13)
thus the number of photons per pulse at different attenuation of the power output
of the laser beam. When there is no attenuation (dB = 0), the equation 5.13 is
reduced to equation (5.11). The number of photon per second (photon rate PR) is
then given multiplying the photon per pulse by the frequency νlaser.
PR(dB) =
number of photons
second
= 10−
dB
10
Pλ
hc
(5.14)
Using the equation (5.3) we are able to calculate number of photons per pulse
incident on any pixels (with relative photon rate) at different attenuations[Table
5.1]. The total power P0 incident on the 8-pixels structure is given by the equation
power P passing through a circle of radius r in the transverse plane at position z in
according to Gaussian model[84]
P (z) = Pi
(
1− e −2r
2
w(z)2
)
(5.15)
Assuming r = w(z), then P (z) = P0 = Pi(1 − e−2) = 9.5µW where Pi = 11µW
is the laser beam power at the end of the fibre measured by power meter. As
the intensity distributions is uniform across pixels[Fig.5.10], so incident power is
distributed uniform for each pixels, so photon per pulse and photon rate are uniform
for pixels 1, 2, 5 and 6 and for pixels 3, 4, 7 and 8. Since pixels 1, 2, 5 and 6 are
totally inside the beam spot, their incident photon per pulse is larger than pixels 3,
4, 7 and 8 that are positioned almost outside from the beam spot.
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The condition of single photon regime for the 8-pixels structure is when the incident
power laser 11 µW is attenuated below 70 dB.
Table 5.1: Table of power attenuations, relative incident photon per pulse on pixels and relative photon rate
per second calculated by eq.5.13 and eq.15.14. The laser wavelength is λ = 1550nm, pulsed with
νlaser = 1MHZ and power P is calculated by equation (5.3) assuming P0 = 9.5µW .
Power Incident Incident Photon Incident Incident Photon
Attenuation Photon per Pulse Rate (PR) Photon per Pulse Rate (PR)
(Pixels) (1,2,5,6) (1,2,5,6) (3,4,7,8) (3,4,7,8)
0 dB 8.5 · 106 8.5 · 1012 9.3 · 105 9.3 · 1011
10 dB 8.5 · 105 8.5 · 1011 9.3 · 104 9.3 · 1010
20 dB 8.5 · 104 8.5 · 1010 9.3 · 103 9.3 · 109
30 dB 8.5 · 103 8.5 · 109 930 9.3 · 108
40 dB 850 8.5 · 108 93 9.3 · 107
50 dB 85 8.5 · 107 9.3 9.3 · 106
60 dB 8.5 8.5 · 106 0.93 9.3 · 105
70 dB 0.85 8.5 · 105 9.3 · 10−2 9.3 · 104
Figure 5.28: Photon count rate at 2.2 K for 8-pixel SNSPD array based on 8 nm thick NbN deposited
on HR silicon at room temperature. Bias current is normalized to their respective critical cur-
rent[Fig.5.21]. High photon flux, incident optical power 11 µW, 1550 nm wavelength, repetition
frequency 1 MHz.
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It is interesting to measure the photon count rate of each pixel starting from the
condition of 0 dB (no attenuation)[Fig.5.28] and then attenuate the laser beam to
the single photon regime to see the behaviour of each pixel at different attenuations.
Without attenuation, pixels 1, 3, 5 and 7 exhibit a saturated response over a bias
range near their critical current, while pixels 4, 6 and 8 exhibit a saturation but it
stops far from their critical current values. The pixel 2, that has the highest critical
current, exhibits a short range saturation. All pixels are then sensitivity to the light
and exhibit a saturation of the photon count rate when they are biased near their
critical current. Since they illuminated, pixels enter to the normal state before they
reach their critical current. Pixel 4, 6 and 8 become resistive when their bias current
are respectively IPixel 4b = 0.5Ic, I
Pixel 6
b = 0.67Ic, I
Pixel 8
b = 0.72Ic, while other pixels
become resistive approximately when their Ib = 0.9Ic. Then we can say that pixels
4 and 6 result more exposed to the light than other pixels, so it is expected that
attenuating the laser beam to the single photon photon regime (70 dB), PCR of
pixels 4 and 6 should result still far from their DCR. Attenuating the laser beam
to 50 dB[Fig.5.29], all the pixels still show sensitivity to the laser illumination with
the exception of pixels 2 an 8 that exhibit a rate similar to DCR[Fig.5.25].
Figure 5.29: Photon count rate at 2.2 K for the 8-pixels NbN SNSPD array structure. Bias current is
normalized to their respective critical currents. Laser is attenuated to 50 dB corresponding to
860 photons per pulse from the end of the fibre tip.
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Attenuating the laser beam at 70 dB, only pixel 4 and 6 approach saturation near
the critical current[Fig.5.30].
Figure 5.30: Photon count rate at 2.2 K for the 8-pixels NbN SNSPD array structure. Bias current is
normalized to their respective critical currents. Laser is attenuated to 70 dB corresponding to
8.6 photons per pulse from the end of the fibre tip.
Pixel 1, 3 and 7 are still sensitive while pixel 2 and 8 exhibit dark counts. In
according to [Table 5.1], attenuating the laser to 70 dB, we can consider the entire
8-pixels structure in the single photon regime (below 1 incident photon per pulse).
The System Detection Efficiency (SDE) is defined as the ratio of the number of
photons PCR as measured using the counter and the total photon rate PR input
to the system[196]. Since this system is divided in 8 pixels, we can define the Pixel
Detection Efficiency (PDE) as the system detection efficiency of each pixel and
expressed by the equation[170, 196]:
PDE(%) = 100 · PCR−DCR
PR
(5.16)
Where PCR and DCR is respectively the photon count rate and the dark count rate
of the pixel measured by the counter while PR is the photon rate incident on the
pixel (see Table 5.1). PDE of has been calculated each pixels[Fig.5.31] assuming
PCR and PR respectively the incident photon count rate and the incident photon
rate onto the pixel when the laser beam is attenuated to 70 dB. In this regime, the
photon rate of pixels 1, 2, 6 and 7 is PR = 8.5 · 105 photons per second, while the
photon rate of pixels 3, 4, 7 and 8 is PR = 9.3 · 104 photons per second as shown in
[Table 5.1].
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Pixel 4 exhibits the largest pixel efficiency across the test SNSPD array with a value
of 28.4% when it is biased very close its critical current. Following, pixel 6 exhibits
PDE = 4.7% when it is biased very close its critical current. Other pixels exhibit
PDE less than 1% in the single photon regime.
Figure 5.31: Pixel detection efficiency (PDE) in a) linear scale and b) logarithmic scale of each pixels using
equation (5.16). Laser beam is attenuated to 70 dB to bring the 8-pixels structure in the single
photon regime[Table 5.1]. Bias current is normalized to their respective critical currents.
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Assuming that the fibre is perfectly aligned in the centre of the array structure[Fig.5.1],
pixel 4 is positioned far from the laser beam centre and its coupling efficiency[Fig.5.12]
is ten times lower than pixel 6 that is positioned near the beam centre. The dis-
crepancy of their pixel detection efficiencies indicates that the fibre could be shifted
from the centre of the array structure next to the pixel 4 due of the cooling down.
By the way, pixel 6 exhibits a PDE larger than 4% and it is far from the pixel 4, so
we can not assume that the laser beam is completely centred in the pixel 4 because
a the Gaussian simulation[Fig.5.32] shows that the optical coupling efficiency of 6
is respectively 0.2% that is not compatible with the PDE of 4.7% measured for the
pixel 6.
Figure 5.32: Optical coupling efficiency as function of vertical distance z between the end of the fibre to
the device. The simulation has been made assuming the middle of the pixel 4 as the centre of
the laser beam. Other pixels are discarded because they were not connected during the second
cooldown.
It is worth noting that pixel 4 has a relatively low critical temperature (4 K as
showed in the [Fig.5.22]) which perhaps enhances photon sensitivity at infrared and
then its detection efficiency. To complete the characterization of the device at 2.2
K, the kinetic inductance and the timing jitter of each pixel have been tested.
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Kinetic Inductance Measurement
The kinetic inductance of superconductor is a geometrical parameter associated with
the reset time of a SNSPD (section 2.7. In the [Fig.5.24], we have calculated the re-
set time τ = 9ns fitting the equation 5.10 with the dark signal of pixel 1 estimating
a kinetic inductance Lk of about 0.45 µH. Due of the electrical noise and the after-
pulsing, the calculation of the kinetic inductance is just an approximation. Thus
the kinetic inductance is measured by the electrical set-up shown in the Fig.3.31.
Figure 5.33: Plot of the kinetic inductance of pixel measured by the VNA at 2.2 K. The critcal current of
the pixel is reduced to the expected value (8 µA) due of the electrical noise of the electrical
set-up built for the kinetic inductance. The kinetic inductance at 0 µA is about 1 µH.
The AC arm of the bias tee is disconnected from the LNA amplifiers and the os-
cilloscope/counter and it is connected to the vector analyzer (VNA) (0.1 - 50 MHz
bandwidth) across a built-up metallic box where there are installed attenuators to
attenuate the VNA output signal to the SNSPD and amplifiers to amplify the re-
flected signal from the SNSPD and the signal of the variation the kinetic inductance
(the SNSPD is biased) transmitted to the VNA. The vector network analyzer (VNA)
Via Bravo is computer controlled by a Python program that measures the kinetic
inductance of the device in a range of bias current from zero up to the critical cur-
rent[Fig.5.33]. The Table 5.2 shows the kinetic inductance measured at zero bias
for each pixel compared with their critical currents and the reset time calculated by
the relation τ = Lk/50Ω, where 50 Ω is the impedance of the RF cable.
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As the critical current, the kinetic inductance is a geometrical parameter of an
SNSPD, so their discrepancies are due to the proximity effect during the e-beam
process that reduce the uniformity of pixels especially when e-beam writing is done
over large area. Pixel 2 exhibits the largest critical current and the lowest normal
resistance at low temperature[Fig.5.22] and its lowest value of the kinetic inductance
confirms that nanowires of this pixel are wider than other pixels that does not exhibit
large discrepancies. The reset time of pixel 2 is about 3.4 ns and this can explain
the short PCR of the pixel when the laser beam is not attenuated[see the Fig.5.28].
Table 5.2: Kinetic inductance and critical current of each pixel of the 8-pixels NbN SNSPD array.
Pixel Kinetic Critical Reset
Inductance Current (2.2 K) Time
1 1 µH 8 µA 20 ns
2 0.17 µH 11 µA 3.4 ns
3 1.04 µH 8 µA 21 ns
4 1.9 µH 7.7 µA 40 ns
5 1.2 µH 8.2 µA 24 ns
6 1.1 µH 7.5 µA 22 ns
7 0.84 µH 8 µA 17 ns
8 1.13 µH 5 µA 22.6 ns
Mean 1.05 µH 7.84 µA 21.25 ns
Stand. Dev. 0.47 µH 1.59 µA 1 ns
Timing Jitter Measurement
The timing jitter is measured by electrical set-up showed in the [Fig.3.33]. The laser
source is the the Kphotonics CNT-1550-TK, 50 MHz. Across the optical setup, the
power output is about 27 µW. To measure the timing jitter of all pixel in the single
photon regime(see Table 5.1), the laser beam has been attenuated to 60 dB (86
photon per pulse from the fibre tip) and each pixel is biased near the critical current
(Ib = 0.7Ic). As explained in the section 3.5.1, the timing jitter measurement consists
to measure the interval between the arrival of the photon and the corresponding
electrical response of the detector. As a random variable, the jitter has a Gaussian
distribution and it is identified as the FWHM of its distribution[Fig.5.34]. Timing
jitter of each pixel is showed in the Table 5.3. The mean value is about 137 ps
(standar deviation 10.3 ps). This value is larger than typical timing jitter values
for a NbN SNSPD that tipically is less than 100 ps[193, 194, 195]. This is due of
the large distance of pixels and of the re-alignment of the optical fibre between two
different cool downs that affects the uniformity of the coupling efficiency. Pixels 2
and 8 exhibit low PCR when the power laser is attenuated to 70 dB [Fig.5.30 b)]
making impossible the measurement of their timing jitter. Assuming that the fibre
is aligned near the pixel 4, then pixels 4 exhibits the largest PDE and this can even
explain its low value of timing jitter than other pixels.
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Figure 5.34: Timing jitter of the pixel 5 measured attenuating the laser beam at 60 dB. The plot is taken
from the software HydraHarp. The FWHM of the Gaussian curve is calculated automatically
by the software. The FWHM is 140 ps.
Table 5.3: Timing jitter of each pixel of the 8-pixels NbN SNSPD array measured at 60 dB.
Pixel Timing
Jitter
1 148 ps
2 x
3 144 ps
4 120 ps
5 140 ps
6 130 ps
7 140 ps
8 x
Mean 137 ps
Stand. Dev. 10.3 ps
The table 5.4 summarizes timing jitter measured at 60 dB, the kinetic inductance
measured at zero bias, the critical current current at 2.2 K, the critical temperature
a the pixel detection efficiency measured when the pixel is biased 95% of its critical
current of each pixel of the SNSPD array made via 8nm thickness NbN grown at
room temperature. Pixel 2 and 8 are not operative in the single-photon regime.
Small discrepancies across pixels for each parameter confirms the uniformity of the
8-pixels structure in terms of its superconducting properties (small discrepancies in
critical temperature, current and kinetic inductance).
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Only pixels 4 and 6 are sensitive in the single photon regime exhibiting an efficiency
of 28.4% and 4.7% respectively. Results illustrated in the Table 5.4 are discussed in
the next chapter.
Table 5.4: Summary of the prototype SNSPD array properties: timing jitter, kinetic inductance, critical
current, critical temperature, and pixel detection efficiency (PDE) measured when the pixel is
biased 95% of its critical current.
Pixel Timing Kinetic Critical Critical PDE
Jitter Inductance Current (2.2 K) Temperature (0.95Ic)
1 148 ps 1 µH 8 µA 4.5 K 0.03%
2 x 0.17 µH 11 µA 4.5 K x
3 144 ps 1.04 µH 8 µA 4.5 K 0.5%
4 120 ps 1.9 µH 7.7 µA 4 K 28.4%
5 140 ps 1.2 µH 8.2 µA 4.8 K 0.36%
6 130 ps 1.1 µH 7.5 µA 4.4 K 4.7%
7 140 ps 0.84 µH 8 µA 4.5 K 0.22%
8 x 1.13 µH 5 µA 4.3 K x
5.3.2 MoSi Array
Due its low critical temperature (on average 3.2 K), the 8nm MoSi SNSPD array
has been tested in the Rankinator cryostat with a base temperature of 400 mK. As
explained in 5.2.2, the device is attached on the 3He coldhead under the attocube
microscope. Due limitation of the sample mount[Fig.5.13], first have been tested
odd pixels (1, 3, 5 and 7) and next pair pixels (2, 4, 6, 8). The cooling down of
the Rankinator is done by two automatic programs written in Python code. The
first one cools down the system from the room temperature to 5 K switching on
pump heaters. As explained in the section 3.5.2, when pump heaters are switched
on they desorb the 4He/3H gas from the charcoal and flows via tubes to coldheads
reaching a temperature of about 5 K. To cool down the 3He coldhead to 400 mK, a
second Python code switch on and off Active Gas-Gap Heat Switches (AGSHs) in
a cycling process that absorbs and expels He flow. In this cycling process, the base
temperature of device varies between 0.4 K and 5 K. The software is written to cool
down the equipment to 400 mK for about 3 hours after that the program switches off
AGSHs bringing back the coldhead to 5 K. When the Rankinator is at 400 mK, the
IV characteristics of each pixel tested are achieved by a similar equipment used for
the Zephynator to test the NbN SNSPD array. While in the Zephynator, devices are
biased by an isolated voltage source (SIM928), in the Rankinator devices are biased
by a Keithley 238 High Current Source (DC current source). The [Fig.5.35] shows
the IV characteristic of the pixel 1. All pixels exhibit simlar IV characteristic. The
critical current correspond to the value of the bias current when the pixel becomes
normal. Of the 8 pixels, pixels 6 and 7 are respectively an open and a short circuit.
In average[Fig.5.36], the mean critical current of the 8-pixels structure is 0.7 µA
with a deviation standard of 0.07 µA.
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Figure 5.35: IV characteristic at 400 mK of the pixel 1 of the SNSPD array structure made via 8nm-thick
MoSi. The y-axis is the bias current settled by the DC current source (the instrument is
controlled by a Python code) and the x-axis is the voltage drop of the device. The pixels is
biased between ±1µA. The device enter into the resistive state when Ic = 0.74µA. When the
device is biased in the negative region Ic = −0.7µA. This offset is due to the electrical noise
of the instrument since it does no work with battery as the voltage source SIM928.
Figure 5.36: Histogram of critical currents measured at 400 mK of 8 nm thickness MoSi SNSPD 8-pixels
array. Pixel 6 and 7 are respectively an open and a short circuit.
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Turning off AGSHs, the heat load of sorption pumps brings the Rankinator again
to 5 K. Turning on AGSHs heat load is dissipate and the coldhead where the device
is installed can reach again 400 mK base temperature. The critical temperature
of each pixel of the SNSPD array structure has been measured during this cycle
(controlled in remote by a Python code). As shown in the [Fig.5.37], pixels 1, 2, 4
and 5 exhibit a value of about 4 K. Pixel 3 and 8 exhibits respectively 0.85 K and
2.3 K. Pixel 6 and 7 have not been measured because pixel 7 exhibited a short while
pixel 6 is an open circuit.
Figure 5.37: a) Resistance versus temperature measurement characteristic of 6 pixels of the 8nm thickness
MoSi SNSPD array. Only pixel 1, 2, 4 and 5 exhibits similar curve shape while pixel 3 and 8 ex-
hibit a comparable resistive state, but large spread of critical temperature. b) RT characteristic
of pixels 1, 2, 4 and 5. Their critical temperature is 4 K
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Superconducting properties of the 8 nm MoSi SNSPD array structure are listed in
the Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Critical current at 400 mK and critical temperature of each of pixel of the 8-pixels MoSi SNSPD
array.
Pixel Critical Critical
Current (400 mK) Temperature
1 0.74 µA 4 K
2 0.67 µA 4 K
3 0.8 µA 0.8 K
4 0.74 µA 4 K
5 0.6 µA 4 K
6 Open Open
7 Short Short
8 0.66 µA 2.3 K
Mean 0.7 µA 3.2 K
Stand. Dev. 0.07 µA 1.35 K
Mean values of critical current and critical temperature are respectively 0.7 µA and
3.2 K. Whereas, standard deviations are respectively 0.072 µA and 1.35 K. Except
for pixels 3 an 8, the device do not present large difference between critical temper-
ature and critical current proving a good uniformity in terms of superconducting
properties. The dark count rate of pixels has been measured by the same equip-
ment[Fig.3.30] used for the Zephynator while the device is cooled down to 400 mK.
Figure 5.38: Dark signal of pixel 4 of 8 nm thickness MoSi grown cooling the substrate to −180 °C (red).
The peak of this dark signal is 107 mV for the MoSi. The dark signal of MoSi device appears in
absence of bias. This effect is due to thermal effect of BeCu coax cables to connect the device
to the room temperature electric set-up causing a voltage offset.
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From the analysis of dark count rate of each pixels results a high background noise
due to thermal effect of BeCu coax cables in the Rankinator used to connect the
device to the room temperature electric set-up. This noise has produced dark sig-
nals[Fig.5.38] even in absence of bias. The dark count rate of pixels 2 and 4 shows
the noise effect counting dark signals even at zero bias[Fig.5.39]. Due this noise and
the small values of critical current do not permit a precise photoresponse analysis.
Figure 5.39: Dark Count Rate of pixels 2 and 4 of 8nm MoSi SNSPD array. Dark rate is present even when
pixels are not biased due due to thermal effect of coaxial cables that connect pixels to the room
temperature instrument.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
To conclude the thesis, first a discussion of results described in the previous chapter
comparing the superconducting properties of NbN and MoSi SNSPD array and a
discussion about optical properties measured on the SNSPD array structure made
via 8 nm thickness NbN grown on HR silicon substrate at room temperature. The
chapter concludes with an outlook on promising avenues.
6.1 Discussion
In this thesis, we have fabricated SNSPDs configured in a multipixel structure com-
posed of 8 pixels. Each pixels is a meander structure 10 µm × 10 µm with 50% filling
factor (the width of nanowires is 100 nm and they are separated 100 nm).Each pixel
is connected to an independent contact pad, so each pixel is biased independently.
The ground is in common[Fig.6.1].
Figure 6.1: SEM images of the SNSPD array realized via 8 nm thickness NbN. The system is composed of
8 pixels embedded in a 50 Ω CPW. Ground is common and each pixel is biased independently.
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Materials chosen to made these devices are NbN and MoSi. Advantages and disad-
vantages of these materials are listed in the [Table 6.1].
Table 6.1: Properties of NbN and MoSi useful for the fabrication of SNSPDs.
Materials Properties Advantages Disadvantages
NbN High critical Use of > 2 K High superconducting
temperature cryocoolers energy gap
Polycrystalline
Superconducting
properties retained
Lattice parameters must
be compatible with the
during processing lattice parameters of
the substrate
MoSi Low critical Low superconducting Cooling below 1K may
temperature energy gap be required (pulse tube
plus 3He sorption state)
Amorphous
It can be deposited on
any substrate without
Susceptible to degrada-
tion during processing
restriction
Due to their amorphous nature, low energy superconducting gap and high absorp-
tion coefficient in the range of long wavelength[Fig.2.22], MoSi can be considered as
a good choice in the fabrication of SNSPDs. So 8 nm thickness MoSi and NbN have
been deposited on HR silicon substrate via DC magnetron sputtering. Before the
fabrication of the 8-pixels structure, superconducting properties of these thin films
have been measured and compared. As shown in [Table 4.3] and [Table 4.4], NbN
thin film exhibits superconducting properties similar to MoSi thin films when it is
deposited keeping the substrate at room temperature. After the electrical character-
ization, the 8-pixels structure has been printed on thin films via e-beam lithography
and dry etch processes. Aim of this thesis is to compare the superconducting and
the optical properties of 8-pixel SNSPD arrays made via 8 nm thickness NbN grown
on HR Si substrate at room temperature and at 800 °C, and via 8 nm thickness
MoSi grown on HR Si substrate cooled at −180 °C. Superconducting properties
are given by two parameters: the critical temperature and the critical current. As
explained in chapter 4, the critical temperature is an intrinsic parameter for a film
of a given material and thickness, independent of the patterned geometry then the
uniformity of the critical temperature across pixels proves the uniformity of the su-
perconducting material. Table 6.2 summarizes the critical temperature of 8-pixels
SNSPD array tested. Both the SNSPD arrays fabricated from NbN show relatively
low spread in critical temperature in contrast to the SNSPD array fabricated in
MoSi, which shows a larger standard deviation. Comparing these mean values with
critical temperatures of unpatterned thin films [Table 4.2] we can highlight how
critical temperatures of devices is decreased after the fabrication of SNSPDs.
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Table 6.2: Critical temperature of 8-pixels SNSPD array made on 8 nm thickness NbN grown on HR Si at
room temperature and at 800 °C and made on 8nm thickness MoSi grown on HR Si at −180 °C.
Critical Temperature
Pixel NbN NbN MoSi
RT 800 °C Cooled
1 4.5 K 7.3 K 4 K
2 4.5 K x 4 K
3 4.5 K 7.5 K 0.8 K
4 4 K x 4 K
5 4.8 K 7.3 K 4 K
6 4.4 K x Open
7 4.5 K 7.5 K Short
8 4.3 K x 2.3 K
Mean 4.44 K 7.4 K 3.2 K
Stand. Dev. 0.23 K 0.11 K 1.35 K
As shown in Table 6.3, critical temperatures for MoSi SNSPD devices are reduced
significantly during processing relative to the unpatterned film, as compared to NbN
SNSPD device.
Table 6.3: Critical temperature of 8nm-thick NbN and MoSi films grown at different temperature before
and after the SNSPD fabrication.
Sample ID Substrate Tc Tc Tc
Temperature Unpatterned SNSPD Reduction
NbN RT RT 5.5 K 4.44 K 19%
NbN 800 °C 800 °C 8.2 K 7.4 K 10%
MoSi Cooled −180 °C 5.4 K 3.2 K 40%
In terms of the critical current measured at fixed temperature, all SNSPD arrays
exhibit some discrepancies between pixels. This parameter depends strongly upon
the geometry of the device. Results for any devices tested are summarized in the
Table 6.4 The SNSPD array made via NbN grown heating the substrate at 800 °C
exhibits large discrepancy between pixels than the SNSPD made via NbN grown at
room temperature. Compared to the NbN device grown at room temperature, the
SNSPD made via MoSi does not show large spread in the critical current. In sum-
mary, small discrepancies of critical temperatures and critical currents proves the
uniformity of the NbN device grown at room temperature and of the MoSi device.
For the SNSPD array based on NbN grown at 800 °C, small difference of critical
temperature prove the uniformity of the material, but large spread of critical cur-
rent are due to a non uniformity of the geometry of pixels. These discrepancies are
present even in the pixels 2 and 8 of the NbN device grown at room temperature.
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Table 6.4: Critical current of 8-pixels SNSPD array made on 8 nm thickness NbN grown on HR Si at room
temperature and at 800 °C measured at 2.2 K and made on 8nm thickness MoSi grown on HR Si
at −180 °C measured at 400 mK.
Critical Current
Pixel NbN NbN MoSi
RT 800 °C Cooled
(2.2 K) (2.2 K) (0.4 K)
1 8 µA 21 µA 0.74 µA
2 11 µA x 0.67 µA
3 8 µA 28.5 µA 0.8 µA
4 7.7 µA x 0.74 µA
5 8.2 µA 20 µA 0.6 µA
6 7.5 µA x Open
7 8 µA 44 µA Short
8 5.1 µA x 0.66 µA
Mean 7.94 µA 28.37 µA 0.70 µA
Stand. Dev. 1.59 µA 11.08 µA 0.072 µA
These discrepancies are a consequence of the proximity effect in the e-beam litho-
graphy. During this process, the proximity effect can modify the geometrical struc-
ture of pixels. As mentioned in the section (3.3.2), all devices are made at the same
conditions (same dosage). Observing pixels 2 and 8 of the NbN array grown at room
temperature, we can note that the width of the pixel 2 is enhanced (high critical
current) while the width of the pixel 8 is decreased (low critical current). Proximity
effect is clearly evident in the NbN device grown heating the silicon substrate to
800 °C that exhibit the largest standard deviation of critical currents. A way to
reduce this proximity effect during the e-beam process is the optimization of the
exposure dose[187]. As explained in the (section 3.3.2), the e-beam dose represents
the number of electrons per unit area of exposure. As explained in the reference
[187], the width of nanowires of a large multipixels structure (in this case 16 pixels)
is not uniform for high dosage and they can vary from the ”ideal” value a maximum
value wMAX and a minimum wMIN . To define an appropriate dosage, they defined
the deviation factor
DFmin =
(
wMAX − wMIN
wMIN
)
(6.1)
that represent the factor of difference between the maximum wMAX and the min-
imum wMIN width at a specific exposure voltage. The uniformity of the width across
pixels is confirmed when DFmin is minimized.
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The decreasing of critical temperature showed in the [Table 6.3] explains the decrease
of superconducting properties of devices during fabrication process. In particular
MoSi device looks more deteriorated than NbN. A possible explanation is the ab-
sence of the silicon cap on the top of the device. Due of its amorphous nature, MoSi
is easy-oxidizable and it can degrade rapidly than polycrystalline materials as NbN.
For this reason, the surface of MoSi is usually covered by a thin silicon layer to pre-
vent any oxidation[176]. By the way, the presence of the silicon cap reduce optical
properties of the material[100], for this reason in this works the 8-pixels SNSPD has
been pattern on 8 nm thickness MoSi not covered by a silicon layer. The decrease of
superconducting properties and the not optimized e-beam dosage are demonstrated
by low values of critical current. Pixels 6 and 7 are respectively an open circuit and
a short circuit.
About optical properties, only the 8 nm thickness NbN grown on silicon substrate at
room temperature has been characterized because the 8 nm thickness NbN grown on
silicon substrate at 800 °C exhibits large discrepancies in term of the critical current
demonstrating a non uniformity of geometrical structure and the 8 nm thickness
MoSi grown on silicon substrate at −180 °C exhibits low values of critical current
and a high background noise that does not permit a clear analysis of optical signals
when the device is illuminated by the laser. As explained in the (section 5.2.1),
the 8 nm thickness NbN grown on silicon substrate at room temperature has been
mounted on an optical mount and the fibre is positioned far from the device to
illuminate the entire area of the device. Since pixels are positioned very far between
them, the optical coupling efficiency is not uniform across pixels. When the device
is illuminated without attenuation, pixels exhibit a saturation of the photon count
rate, in particular pixels 1, 3, 5 and 7 exhibit a saturation of the rate over a long bias
range. Attenuating the laser beam to the single photon regime (70 dB) only pixel
4 and 6 look to be still sensitive to the laser exhibiting a pixel detection efficiency
28.4% and 4.7% respectively. Assuming that the pixel detection efficiency (PDE) is
the system detection efficiency of a single pixel, then PDE can be express as(section
2.4):
PDE = OCE × ABS × IDE (6.2)
where OCE is the optical coupling efficiency, ABS is the absorptance and IDE the
intrinsic efficiency. In according to the Gaussian model explained in the (section
5.2.1) and assuming that the fibre is perfectly aligned, pixels 1, 2, 5 and 6 OCE =
11.42%, while for pixels 3, 4, 7 and 8 OCE = 1.25% when the SMF28 (1550nm
wavelength) is positioned 178 µm away from the device. The absorptance ABS can
be calculated from equation (2.28) introduced in the section 2.4.2:
ABS =
4Z0Rsheet
(Z0 + (n+ 1)Rsheet)
2 (6.3)
where Z0 =
√
µ0
0
= 376.73Ω is impedance of vacuum, Rsheet is the sheet resistance
of thin metal film and n the refractory index of the film. Using the sheet resistance
at 20 K reported in the Table [4.3] then Rsheet = 298.25Ω/square and the refractory
index n = 4, 3 at 1550 nm as reported by the reference [100] and showed in the
[Fig.2.22], we can estimate the absorptance at 1550 nm of the 8 nm thickness NbN
grown at room temperature as ABS = 11.73%.
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The intrinsic detection efficiency IDE depends by superconducting properties of
the detector. The calculation of the IDE of pixels 4 and 6 gives respectively 1.94%
and 0.03%. The pixel 4 exhibits the highest IDE as exhibits the lowest critical
temperature of other pixels. Since as explained in the (section 2.2.2), low critical
temperature means low energy gap that increase the sensitivity of the material
to generate non equilibrium process compatible with the hot-spot model after the
absorption of low energy (long wavelength photons). We need to remember that
pixels have been tested in two separated cooldowns due of limitations of sample
mount[Fig.6.2] that can connect electrically only 4 pixels.
Figure 6.2: a) OFHC copper cap for optical coupling. b) Complete sample mount with optical coupling and
c) its scheme. The fibre ferrule is inserted in the middle of the cap and kept hold by a clamp
screwed on the top. The distance of the fibre from the device (Z-axis) is controlled by the use of
thin steel shims.
The electrical connection of different pixels require the re-alignment of the fibre
without remove the fibre from the optical cap so we can assume that the vertical
distance (178 µm at 2.2 K) is not changed. In the second cooldown, pixels 2, 4,
6 and 8 have been connected and assuming that the laser beam is centred in the
pixel 4, the Gaussian simulation gives respectively 20% optical coupling efficiency
for pixel 4 and 0.2% for pixel 6. In this conditions, IDE is respectively 0.12% for
pixel 4 and 2% for pixel 6 and these results are incompatible with their respective
critical temperature [Table 6.3].
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In conclusion, the small discrepancies of the critical temperature for all SNSPD array
confirm the uniformity of superconducting properties of the material. The SNSPD
array made via NbN grown at room temperature has demonstrated a high uniformity
that the SNSPD array made via NbN grown at 800 °C. The SNSPD array made via
MoSi has demonstrated a small discrepancies in term of critical current and critical
temperature, but the small value of critical current and the high background noise
does not permit any optical characterization. Future MoSi SNSPD arrays should
be based on thicker films or wider nanowires (to improve the critical current Ic)
and should be protected with a thin Si cap layer to protect the superconducting
properties of MoSi during patterning[197].
6.2 Outlook
Results achieved in this research are a good starting point to continue the fabrica-
tion of multipixel SNSPD arrays. The uniformity of the superconducting properties
of NbN and MoSi material have demonstrated to be good candidate for a future
fabrication, but it is necessary to improve the optimization process of the fabric-
ation to avoid constrictions in the geometry. In particular, the thickness and the
width should be carefully chosen to get high values of critical current in order to
read high voltage output signals. The geometry of the device depends strongly by
the e-beam dosage exposure as proved in the the reference[187] and showed in the
[Table 6.3] where the NbN grown heating the substrate exhibits the highest standard
deviation of the critical current due of the proximity effect that modifies geometrical
structure of pixels. The fabrication of large area multipixel SNSPDs requires then an
optimization of the dosage to reduce the proximity effect during the e-beam process.
In these trial devices, the single photon detection efficiency is modest, because the
optical fibre has been positioned far from the device to illuminate the entire pixels
area. In addiction, the pixels are relative spread out and this does not permit a uni-
form optical coupling efficiency across pixels. A way to improve the optical coupling
efficiency is the use of Multi Mode Fibres (MMF) because of their large core dia-
meter that permits illlumination of large active areas[198]. An alternative approach
would be to employ a fibre collimator to mitigate beam divergence.
The detection efficiency of SNSPDs array can be improved even by implementa-
tion of an optical cavity structure such as the distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs)
tailored to the wavelength of the measurement. Another way is to realize a mul-
tilayer structure known as supercontinuum SNSPD A recent work[101], shows the
simulation of the absorptance of single layer SNSPD compared with a bilayer SNSPD
exhibiting an absorption greater than 70% over the spectral range from 400 to 2500
nm while for a single layer SNSPD the spectral range is from 600 to 1600 nm. The
same simulation in a three-layer structure exhibits an absorption greater than 70%
over the spectral range from 400 to 3000nm. Experimentally, a supercontinuum
SNSPD made by 6.5-nm-thick NbN divided in two layers divided by 3-nm-thick
SiO2 and using Al as metal mirror separated from the SNSPD by 190-nm-thick
SiO2, exhibits detection efficiencies greater than 60% from 950 to 1650 nm.
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The optical characterization results of the NbN SNSPD array grown at room tem-
perature permit the characterization of the device at longer wavelength. Actually
our research group has realized a set-up for LIDAR experiment that permits to char-
acterize SNSPD at 2.3 µm wavelength using an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
source[199].
In this work, each pixel of the array structure is biased independently. Increas-
ing number of pixels, increase the number of coaxial cables inside the cryocooler
enhancing the heat load of the system. The real challenge of the SNSPD array is
still the implementation of a scalable electronic readout. One of the most excit-
ing recent results reported is the 64-channel event-driven encoder based on single
flux quantum (SFQ) circuits[201]. The designed circuit consists of 64 magnetically
coupled DC/SFQ (MC-DC/SFQ) converters which convert the electrical output
signal from the SNSPD to SFQ pulses, a pulse number converter, an internal clock
generator, a 7-bit binary pulse counter, an 8-bit shift register, and a voltage driver.
Integrating this circuit with 64-pixels NbTiN SNSPD array installed in a GM cryo-
cooler, it has demonstrated high time resolved readout operation. Recently, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) tested a kilopixel SNSPD array (1024 pixels) made
via the amorphous WSi using 32 × 32 row-column readout measuring a system de-
tection efficiency up to 8% at 1550 nm[202].
Concerning SNSPD made via the amorphous MoSi, a recent work demonstrated that
the efficiency of an SNSPD made via MoSi embedded in a DBR microcavity exhibits
a detection efficiency exceeding 95% in the communication wavelength[203]. Actu-
ally MoSi SNSPD with a detection efficiency over 80% are available commercially
from the Swiss company ID Quantique[204]. A first prototype of large area SNSPD
made via MoSi shows saturated detection efficiency at 1550 nm wavelength[205].
This detector cover an active area of 400 µm × 400 µm and the width of wires is of
the order of microns. The saturation of the detection efficiency proves the possibil-
ity to realize large microwire detectors, thus to overcome the drawbacks due to the
e-beam lithography that can affect dimensions of the detector.
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